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We are all in the gutter, but some of us are looking at the stars.
- Oscar Wilde

The only limits for tomorrow are the doubts we have today.
- Pittacus Lore

Brave does not mean you are not scared. It means you go on even though you are scared.
- Angie Thomas
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Abstract

Distributed fibre sensors were proposed more than 40 years ago, with their primary

applications in physical sensing for civil infrastructure monitoring. Based on optical

frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR), this thesis extends distributed sensing to

biomedical applications, with a focus on the detection of small particles. A

high-resolution distributed sensing method has been proposed, in which an

exposed-core fibre (ECF) is used to detect micro-scaled sized particles. While the ECF

has been reported for chemical detection in the past with high sensitivity due to the

axial evanescent field along the entire fibre length, this thesis further reveals spatial

distributed information of the micro-scaled particles by using the OFDR technique.

The proposed scheme offers a compact and all-in-fibre approach, which avoids bulky

instruments and external collection optics. Based on both theoretical analysis and

experimental results, spatial distributions of micro-scaled particles in one dimension to

two dimensions are detected using the few-mode property of the ECF. The size

characterisation of micro-scaled particles has also been demonstrated using machine

learning algorithms based on the multimode property of the ECF.

The ECF OFDR platform is also demonstrated as a useful tool for whispering

gallery mode (WGM) excitation of spherical particles, where both Fano resonance and

multi-particle (integrated in a single ECF) WGM excitation are demonstrated. The

multi-particle WGM excitation opens opportunity to build multi-point sensors or

lasers, and to study coupling effects resulting from multiple closely spaced resonators.

Overall, this thesis reports the novel applications of using ECFs for distributed

detection of small particles with a detectable size down to 10 µm and two-dimensional

spatial resolution of several microns. The particle detection with both spatial

distributions and size characterisation using fibre optics bridges the gap between fibre

sensing and imaging, which brings insights towards in vivo cellular studies in the

future.

Keywords: high spatial resolution, distributed sensing, micro-scaled particles, optical
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fibre, optical fibre sensing, microstructured optical fibres, label free.
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Introduction
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Chapter 1 2

1.1 Motivation

Development of optical fibre sensors started in the 1970s, almost as soon as the first

low loss silica fibre had been demonstrated [1]. Fibre sensors are widely reported for

applications in fields such as optical telecommunication, defence, and infrastructure

for temperature, pressure, strain and gas leakage measurements [2–5]. These

widespread applications benefit from the key advantages of optical fibres such as

distributed or multipoint sensing, immunity to electromagnetic interference, corrosion

resistance, and their light weight. Also, the miniaturised size and remote operation

allows their deployment not only in traditional industries but also in biomedical fields

for in vivo sensing and endoscopic imaging. This thesis aims to expand optical fibre

sensing towards biomedical applications, particularly particle detection and

characterisation.

One of the big interest of studying individual small particles is to ultimately

understand their dynamics including physical force and biomedical interactions, and

the thorough understanding of biomedical reaction would help disease diagnostics and

drug research eventually [6, 7]. Driven by this purpose, many fibre sensing schemes

for single particle detection have been reported. For example, an optical tracking

method was proposed for tracing single nanoparticles using an optical fibre, which was

achieved by fabricating a nanofluidic channel inside conventional single mode fibre,

proposed by S. Faez et al. in 2015 [8]. Similar particle detection configurations have

been introduced using fibre with an eccentric nano-channel or using a hollow core

fibre [9, 10]. Tapered fibres have been used for the quantification of particles, by

measuring the drop-off in the transmitted signal due to the scattering loss induced by

individual particles attached on the tapered region [7]. These approaches rely on either

external optics to collect the particle’s scattering information or highly fragile fibre

tapers, preventing out-of-lab usage. Neither of these approaches have the capability to

integrate both spatial information and characteristics of particles (e.g., size and shape).

Is it possible to develop practical, minimally-invasive, label-free and multiplexed fibre

sensing schemes for particle detection, tracking and characterisation?

Evanescent field fibre sensing has the potential to meet this demand. The challenge

is to have sufficient evanescent field available for interacting with the environment.
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At the University of Adelaide, suspended core fibres (SCFs) and exposed-core fibres

(ECFs) with small optical cores have been developed for this purpose. These fibres

have been demonstrated for long-distance fluorescence measurements with improved

response time [11], biosensing measurements [12], and distributed fluorescence sensing

with 0.5 m spatial resolution through time-resolved measurements [13].

The unique feature of ECFs is an open channel that directly exposes the fibre core

to the surrounding environment. The accessible longitudinal evanescent-field of ECFs

can be used for distributed sensing. Their outer jacket does not only provides standard

fibre dimensions (e.g., 160 µm) to splice with conventional step index fibres to build

fully fibre-integrated sensors, but also acts as a partial shield for deposited or attached

particles/objects from the disturbance of outside environments. Therefore, ECFs could

be a good candidate to detect small particles including their presence, spatial

distribution and size characterisation.

1.2 Project aims

This thesis aims to bridge the gap between fibre sensing and imaging, that is, to realise

multi-dimensional high resolution distributed sensing of small particles using a single

ECF. The specific aims related with distributed sensing are listed as follows:

• Aim 1: high spatial resolution distributed fibre sensing of microscale

particles using the OFDR technique.

• Aim 2: two-dimensional mapping of surface scatterers using selective

individual mode launching.

• Aim 3: size characterisation of micro-scaled particles.

In addition to distributed sensing, this thesis aims to demonstrate the ECF as a versatile

photonic platform for sensing, including:

• Aim 4: WGM excitation of spherical particles.

The proposed sensing method has the potential to be implemented in biomedical

and biochemical applications such as particle tracking, cell counting and sizing, disease

diagnostics and concentration analysis of biological aqueous suspensions.
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1.3 Thesis structure

This thesis covers several topics that contribute to high-resolution distributed fibre

particle sensing, with a view towards high-sensitivity in vivo application. The structure

of this thesis is depicted in the flow chart below.

The literature review in Chapter 2 will provide a broad background of current

optical fibre sensing, and also fibre endoscopic imaging techniques. At the end of the

literature review, current research for the measurement of individual particles is

introduced, which is the foundation for the discoveries in this thesis.

Chapter 3 includes the principle theory and experimental approaches to give an

overview of the projects reported in this thesis. Other chapters mainly consist of

publications. One-dimensional sensing of micro-scaled particles and two-dimensional

mapping of micro-scaled scatterers are demonstrated in Chapter 4.1 and Chapter 4.2,

respectively. Particle size characterisation using machine learning algorithms is

discussed in Chapter 5.1. The use of the ECF for WGM excitation is demonstrated in

Chapter 5.2. In the appendices, there are two studies that progress other important

aspect of optical fibre sensing using ECFs. This includes using silk to create a

functional and compatible coating for in vivo sensing, and a demonstration of detecting

particulates (suspended in liquid) using a heterodyne detection method. While not

explicitly aligned to the main aims of this thesis, they demonstrate progress towards

highly sensitive in vivo sensing, which is the future target of this project.
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2.1 Introduction

Optical fibre sensors can be designed to measure any parameter from the environment

that could be transduced on the optical properties of the fibre. This can be an effect on

properties such as the light intensity, wavelength, phase and polarisation [2, 3]. The

key effort in optical fibre sensing is to sensitively correlate a physical, chemical or

biological variation to one of these optical parameters, while considering practical

factors such as multiplexing, cross-sensitivity, robustness, and cost. A number of fibre

sensors to measure physical parameters have become commercially available over the

last few decades, with the most prominent types being fibre grating sensors, fibre

interferometric sensors and fibre distributed sensors [14–18]. The advantages of

optical fibres for sensing applications are concluded as following:

• The intrinsic advantage of optical fibres is their immunity to

electromagnetic (EM) interference due to its electrical insulation, which is

favourable for applications that exist in strong EM fields such as magnetic

resonance imaging.

• Their extrinsic advantages are being light weight, miniaturised, flexible

and remote-controllable, enabling them to get into hard-to-access regions

including in vivo biological tissues.

• Distributed or multipoint sensing.

In parallel, imaging techniques are great tools for visualisation of the micro-scaled

biological world [19]. Recently, the breakthrough of super-resolution microscopy has

brought a revolution in visualisation of the microscopic world.

This thesis is to detect small particles including their size and spatial distributions

based on fibre technique, which in a sense builds a connection between fibre sensing

and imaging. The literature review presents an overview of the applications of optical

fibres in sensing and imaging. The detection of micro-scaled particles using fibre optics

is presented at the end, which forms the foundation of this thesis. That is, to develop

a distributed technique for mapping micro-scaled particles in a fibre sensing manner

towards in vivo detection in the future.

Optical fibres are introduced in Sec. 2.2. Fibre-based sensing applications are then

classified according to their detection regions, being non-distributed fibre sensing in
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Sec. 2.3 and distributed fibre sensing in Sec. 2.4. Fibre-based imaging techniques are

reviewed in Sec. 2.5. Flow cytometry and fibre-based research for individual small

particle detection are reviewed in Sec. 2.6. A final discussion in Sec. 2.7 summarises

the relevance of this literature to the work in this thesis, and the focus of this thesis is to

detect micro-scaled particles including both spatial distributions and morphology (i.e.,

size and shape) based on a fibre sensing technique.

2.2 Optical fibres

In 1979, optical fibres were first reported to achieve an attenuation less than 0.2 dB/km

at 1.55 µm, which has directly driven the revolution of modern optical

telecommunication [20]. Conventional silica optical fibres, those used for optical

telecommunications, are drawn from a preform fabricated via vapor deposition (i.e.,

modified chemical vapor deposition and plasma chemical vapor deposition). The

realisation that optical fibres can also play a role in applications such as nonlinear light

generation and sensing, has sprouted new classes of fibre and new fabrication

techniques. For example, microstructured optical fibres (MOFs), which are primarily

fabricated using the stack-and-draw approach with other methods including drilling or

extrusion (i.e., for non-silica glass) depending on the specific structure and material

properties [21–23].

2.2.1 Conventional optical fibres

Conventional optical fibres can be further classified as: step index fibres and graded

index fibres (GIFs) based on the index distributions of the fibre core as shown in Fig.

2.1. Step index fibres are composed of two materials: a higher index core and a lower

index cladding. The propagating principle is based on total internal reflection [24, 25].

By total internal reflection, the light can be confined in the higher index core, while the

loss is majorly caused by material absorption and Rayleigh scattering. GIFs have

graded index distributions (e.g., quadratic decrease from the core centre to the

core-cladding interface) inside of the fibre core as shown in Fig. 2.1(b), so they could

be designed to adjust the group velocity of the output modes to allow different modes

to arrive at the end-face simultaneously. This is the key advantage of using GIFs due to

reduced intermodal dispersion caused by various group velocities. On the other hand,
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GIFs are generally having higher loss (e.g., 20 dB/km) because of the graded index

profile causing larger scattering loss and geometrical confinement loss, so they are

generally suitable for short distance (e.g., 1 km) data transportation (e.g., 1 Gb/s) in

the commercial telecommunication system [26]. The GIFs can also be deployed as an

imaging lens due to their ability to focus light [27–29].

Fig. 2.1 (a) Illustration of a step index fibre. (b) Illustration of a graded index multimode
fibre.

Considering the quantity of propagating modes, optical fibres can be categorised as

single mode fibres (SMFs) and multi-mode fibres (MMFs). SMFs are widely used in

long distance telecommunications due to the single mode transmission without

intermodal dispersion. Determining whether a step index fibre is single mode or

multimode can be done by analysing the fibre’s V-number [25]:

V = NA · a · 2π
λ

(2.1)

where a is the radius of fibre core and λ is the free space wavelength. The numerical

aperture (NA) is expressed by [25]:

NA ≈
√

n2
1 − n2

2 (2.2)

where n1 and n2 are core and cladding index, respectively. The single-mode condition

is held when V ≤ 2.405, and the cut-off wavelength for SMFs is thus determined by

this value. In optical telecommunications, SMFs typically have core diameters less

than 10 µm, while MMFs have much larger core diameters (e.g., 62.5 µm and 125
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µm). Although SMFs have driven the digital revolution of the current global society,

exploiting fibres for space division multiplexing is an area of active research.

The approximate number of total modes (M ) supported by a step index fibre can be

estimated by:

M ≈ V 2

2
(2.3)

The main issue of MMFs is the intermodal dispersion, as it leads to data errors

during signal transmission since different modes suffer different time delays. However,

the large capacity to quickly access multiple information is one of the key demands

currently in optical telecommunications, and many achievements could be found

including few-mode fibres and multiple core fibres with improved capacity from 45

Mb/s to tens of Tb/s over the past 40 years allowing both space division and

wavelength division multiplexing techniques [30, 31]. In addition, the application of

MMFs is not limited to telecommunications, and other applications such as imaging

will be introduced in Sec. 2.5.3.

2.2.2 Microstructured optical fibres

Microstructured optical fibres (MOFs) are made by introducing air holes longitudinally

in a single material as shown in Fig. 2.2. The successful fabrication of the first MOFs

in the middle of the 1990s [32, 33] has boosted research in applications such as ultra-

fast pulses, optical amplifiers and super-continuum fibre lasers. The flexibility in the

MOF geometry allows for unique optical properties such as tunable dispersion/non-

linearity/birefringence and endless single mode optical operation [21, 22, 34].

Fig. 2.2 Different types of MOFs while (a-c) are from Ref. [35], and (d) is from Ref.
[36].
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In theory, these various interior structures induce difficulty to define the boundary

condition, which cannot be solved using a general analytical solution as is possible for

step-index fibres [25]. Numerical simulations based on the finite element method

(FEM) are normally used to study these complicated structures, by discretising the

waveguide domain into small elements. Therefore, FEM is a common solution to solve

the electromagnetic field and propagation constants of the fibre.

The guidance mechanism of the MOFs is based on two different principles:

modified total internal reflection and the photonic bandgap effect. In terms of total

internal reflection, it was demonstrated in 1996 by stacking silica capillaries in a

hexagonal structure [32] with a similar one shown in Fig. 2.2(a). Based on total

internal reflection, it was then realised that there is no need to have regular geometric

alignment of the inner air holes to support the light propagation, with an example

displayed in Fig. 2.2(b). In fact, photonic bandgap fibres were firstly proposed as

MOFs by P. Russell in 1992 with an example shown in Fig. 2.2(c), which was inspired

by the Bloch phenomenon shown in two dimensional planar photonic crystals [37]. In

1998, the photonic bandgap fibre was experimentally demonstrated by introducing six

sub-micron air holes in the core centre running along the entire fibre length [33]. Since

periodic photonic crystals confine the light via optical interference, some frequencies

are forbidden in the periodic cladding to only allow transmission in a defect in the

crystal. The large hole in the centre is such a defect (as shown in Fig. 2.2(c)) which

forms the fibre core. Anti-resonant fibres as displayed in Fig. 2.2(d), were further

proposed to have no requirement for the periodic cladding structure [36, 38, 39].

Hollow core fibres

Hollow core fibres (HCFs) are particularly practical for the following applications.

Firstly, the long light-matter interaction [40] along the hollow core, has been

demonstrated to greatly increase the Raman and Brillouin scattering of gas

molecules—filled into the core to contribute to nonlinear optics such as lasing,

frequency combs and interactions with atoms [41–45]. Secondly, HCFs are favourable

for high power laser transportation due to the ultra-low overlap between the mode

profile and the solid material, having much higher damage threshold compared with

solid core fibres [46]. Thirdly, ultra-fast transmission speed could be achieved in the
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hollow core without suffering non-linear effects and material dispersion [47]. Fourthly,

thermo-optic instability would be greatly avoided in HCFs, making them advantageous

for the next generation of fibre gyroscopes, which has been majorly restrained due to

non-linear effects and the thermo-polarisation effect [48]. In addition, hollow core

MOFs are expected to have lower loss theoretically [49], with a documented

achievement less than 1 dB/km in the L band (1565-1625 nm) in 2020 [50].

Suspended core fibres

The suspended core fibre (SCF) was proposed to be an ideal candidate for evanescent

field sensing due to the small suspended core surrounded by air channels [51–53],

leading to a significant fraction of the guided optical field propagating as an evanescent

field in the fibre air holes shown in Fig. 2.3 [54]. Large air holes enable quick filling

for liquid and gases for evanescent field interaction with the guided core modes. Many

SCFs chemical sensors have been reported such as detection of acetylene, NaCl2, and

fluorescent solutions [12, 53, 55].

Fig. 2.3 SCFs with a core diameter of 0.2 µm. (a) Simulated fundamental mode of a
silica fibre. (b) Simulated fundamental mode of a bismuth fibre. Both mode intensity
distributions were simulated at a wavelength of 590 nm from Ref. [54].

Exposed core fibres

Exposed core fibres (ECFs) were developed from SCFs, which exposed the fibre core

to allow easy access to the evanescent field along the length of the fibre. Many research

papers demonstrated attempts to achieve such a purpose based on etching/polishing
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methods in the past [56–58]. In 2007, ECFs were first reported to have the exposed-

side directly drawn into fibre as shown in Fig. 2.4(a) based on a drilling method using

polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) [59], while the exposed-side channel was made from

discrete small drilling sections on the preform. Glass-based ECFs preforms were then

fabricated based on extrusion [11, 60] or direct drilling [61] as shown in Fig. 2.4(b)

with the corresponding drawn fibre in 2.4(c). They could be drawn with a continuous

exposed-side up to kilometres at once. Various core diameter ECFs could be made with

the reported smallest core diameter of 1.65 µm, which was used to investigate non-

linear effects [62]. Silica-based ECFs have been used for evanescent field sensing of

microscale particles in this project, with more detailed descriptions in Sec. 2.4.2.

Fig. 2.4 (a) PMMA exposed-core fibre from [59]. (b) ECF preform made by a drilling
method. (c) The ECF drawn from the preform in (b).

2.3 Non-distributed fibre sensing

Many photonic devices have been invented in the last two decades for lasing, sensing,

and optical filters/couplers, but the main focus in this thesis is fibre-based sensing. An

optical sensor is made by transducing the measurand to a variation of the optical signal

(e.g., wavelength, amplitude, phase and polarisation) [2, 3], and the mechanisms

behind include fluorescence/indicators, evanescent field interactions (e.g., surface

plasmon resonance and whispering gallery modes resonance), and optical interference.

Therefore, these types of sensors are introduced in the following as two major sections

according to their detection regions: non-distributed fibre sensing as illustrated in Fig.

2.5(a1, a2, a3), and distributed fibre sensing illustrated in Fig. 2.5(b1). This

classification is to highlight the relevance with the work implemented in this thesis.

Here, non-distributed fibre sensing includes any sensor that does not provide
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Fig. 2.5 (a1) Fibre-tip sensor where the signal is collected back to the fibre through
back-scattering. (a2) Sensing a single point along the fibre such as a fibre taper. (a3)
Multipoint sensing such as using grating fibre sensors. (b1) Distributed sensors where
the detection range is along the entire fibre length with longitudinal spatial resolution
depending on the detection method and experimental instruments.

continuous spatially resolved measurement along the fibre. This includes both

extrinsic fibre-tip sensors and intrinsic fibre sensors. Intrinsic fibre sensors consist of

evanescent field interactions, gratings, intrinsic scattering and interferometry. They

typically either have energy exchange/transfer (e.g., surface plasmonic resonance,

whispering gallery mode resonance and fluorescence) or have a phase change in the

optical signal (interferometric-based sensors) due to the presence of an analyte.

2.3.1 Extrinsic fibre-tip

Extrinsic fibre sensors are where the fibre acts only to carry the light. That is, an

optical fibre is applied as a light link to interface external instrumentation to a targeting

element [63]. An illustration of the extrinsic fibre-tip sensor is shown in Fig. 2.6, in

which the backscattered signal from the measurand is carried back via the fibre’s

guided modes [64]. The feature of fibre-tip sensors is portability due to the

miniaturised size while maintaining a robust handling, making them well suitable for

biochemical or biomedical fields. The key working mechanism is that the surrounding

measurand has to be interactive with the coated/doped material at the tip, leading to

detectable changes in the optical signals such as the intensity of fluorescence [65].

Many fluorophores, quantum/carbon dots, and rare-earth ion doped particles are
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commercially available for fabricating fluorescence-based fibre sensors, such as for

sensing pH, gases (e.g., nitric oxide, oxygen, carbon monoxide, and hydrogen), and

ions (e.g., calcium and mercury) [65, 66]. Porous but transparent materials (e.g.,

polymers and sol-gel) have been used to encapsulate fluorophores. MMFs are widely

used for signal collection as their large core and high numerical aperture allows for

good signal collection.

Fig. 2.6 Illustration of a fibre-tip sensor for detecting the surrounding environment,
which are generally gases or liquids.

2.3.2 Surface plasmon resonance

A surface plasmon wave (SPW) is formed when surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs)

propagate along an interface between a metal layer (e.g., gold and silver) and a

dielectric material under evanescent field excitation as shown in Fig. 2.7 [67]. The

occurrence of the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) leads to a sharp feature observed

in the transmission spectrum in the visible to near-infrared waveband [68]. This results

from a phase-matching process between the guided wave and the SPW, enabling the

energy to transfer from the waveguide to the metallic material at resonant frequencies.

The propagation constant of the SPW is determined by [67]:

βspp =
ω

c

√
εmεs

εm + εs
(2.4)

where εm and εs are permittivities of the metal and the surrounding medium,

respectively, c is the speed of light in vacuum, and ω is the angular frequency of the

light. Therefore, the resonant condition is affected by the refractive index change of

the surrounding material. The change of the real part of the refractive index

contributes to a wavelength shift, and the change of the imaginary part modulates the

resonant amplitude [69].

Localised SPPs exist in metallic nanostructures when the dimension of the
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Fig. 2.7 (a) An illustration of SPW formed on a continuum surface. (b) LSPR formed
on a discontinuous metallic structure.

nano-cells is smaller than the wavelength of the incident light, resulting in a strong

confinement of the local electromagnetic field around the nano-cells. This is so-called

localised SPR (LSPR), and widespread applications have been reported such as

highly-sensitive fibre sensors and surface enhancement Raman spectroscopy [70, 71].

Specifically, LSPR is generated when the frequency of incident photons matches with

the collective oscillation frequency of the electrons from metallic nano-cells, which

leads to strong attenuation of incident light at the resonant frequency. The resonant

frequency and strength could be adjusted by changing the alignment, size and shape of

the metal nanostructures [72, 73].

Optical fibres have been shown as promising platforms for SPR sensing [74]. This

includes ECFs, where the accessible evanescent field allows ECFs to be amenable for

SPR based sensing platforms. Reported demonstrations include deposition of both

metal films and gold nanoparticles on the ECFs [75, 76].

2.3.3 Whispering gallery modes

Whispering gallery modes (WGMs) occur when light propagates around a concave

surface such as a sphere due to total internal reflection. They were inspired by the

soundwave whispering around the roof of the St. Paul cathedral in London back in

1878. The concept has had lasting impact in many fields such as lasing, frequency

combs, quantum opto-mechanics and biosensing, due to its high achievable Q-factor in

a microscale size with less cost and less-complicated alignment compared with

Fabry-Perot (FP) cavities [77–82]. Although many cavities are reported to support

WGMs including spherical, cylindrical, toroidal, hexagonal, and rectangular objects
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[83]; spheres, rings, and toroids are still the most widely used WGM resonator

geometries for achieving high Q-factors. The huge interest of WGMs in biosensing is

because of its extreme sensitivity for label-free detection at a single molecule level

[84] and even single atomic ions [82], while a Q-factor of up to 108 was demonstrated

in 2007 [85]. The coupling platforms to generate WGMs include prisms, fibre tapers

[86, 87], and microstructured optical fibres (MOFs) [88–91]. Among them, fibre tapers

are still widely used due to the ultra-high coupling efficiency of up to 99% [92], but

the complicated positioning between the supporting platform and the fragile ultra-thin

fibre taper remains a big challenge for out-of-lab usage as shown in Fig. 2.8.

Fig. 2.8 Guided light from a fibre taper couples to a micro-resonator where WGMs are
excited.

Integrated fibre couplers have been proposed for bringing the possibility of

lab-in-fibre, such as etching/melting the optical fibre to expose the core to allow a

light-matter interaction for generating WGM resonance while retaining the outer

structure to support resonators [91, 93, 94]. An alternative approach is to use MOFs,

which have the ability to hold the resonators directly by one of the air channels without

etching/tapering/melting post-processing [88–90]. ECFs show good potential due to

the longitudinal exposed channel that can position multiple resonators with a high

degree of flexibility [54, 95]. The excitation of WGMs using ECFs is one of the major

topics in this thesis (Chapter 5). In addition to biosensing applications, WGM

resonance can be used in applications such as Fano resonance, for building photonic

devices. This topic is introduced in Chapter 5, where ECFs are demonstrated as a

potential platform for achieving such an application.

WGM sensing

The traditional WGM biosensing mechanism is based on the shift of the resonant

wavelength. The wavelength spacing between adjacent fringes can be expressed by the
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free spectral range (FSR) [6]:

FSR =
c

2πneffR
(2.5)

where c is the speed of light in vaccum, neff is the effective index of the resonator’s

mode and R is the radius of the resonator. In a simplified explanation, any attached

molecules or chemicals increasingly form a layer on the resonator’s outer surface,

leading to a geometric path change (R) of the resonator, and this shifts the resonant

wavelength [6].

To improve this approach, a splitting mechanism was proposed resulting from the

disturbance of outer scatterers, leading to a degeneracy lift between the

counter-clockwise and clockwise propagating modes based on a heterodyne detection

[96]. The split modes are referenced with each other to enable the subtraction of

external noise (e.g., instruments and the surrounding environment) for better sensing

performance. A WGM lasing scheme based on the splitting mechanism was designed

for virus detection, as lasing peaks resulting from a non-linear resonance could

improve the resonant strength significantly, accompanied by an enhanced sensitivity

due to an achievable ultra-narrow linewidth [97].

Note that WGM-based fibre sensors can work not only as single point sensors

through functionalisation for selective detection of biological samples (e.g., proteins,

DNA, and virus) around the resonator, but also can act as multi-point/distributed

sensors depending on the quantity of the microspheres and designed sensing

configurations. A more recent interest is to introduce micro-resonators into biological

cells [98], where lasing the resonator would enable monitoring the kinetics of

intracellular interactions [99]. This would potentially contribute to understanding the

fundamental dynamics in the biological world and bring insights for biomedical

research.

2.3.4 Fibre gratings

Grating-based fibre sensors are often applied to structural health monitoring (e.g.,

buildings, dams, bridges, aircraft, and electric power industries), by measuring

physical parameters such as temperature and strain [100]. They are mainly divided
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into two categories: fibre Bragg gratings (FBGs) and long-period fibre gratings (LPGs)

[100–102]. Fibre gratings consist of a periodic modulation in the refractive index (RI)

along the longitudinal axis of the optical fibres, typically several millimetres long. In

an FBG scheme, the resonant wavelength (Bragg wavelength) is reflected back, while

the light outside of the Bragg wavelength would transmit as shown in Fig. 2.9(a). The

Bragg wavelength is given by [25]:

mλB = 2neffΛ (2.6)

where m is the order of the Bragg wavelength. This reflected wavelength is dictated by

Bragg’s law, which depends on both the RI (neff , the effective index of the propagating

mode in the fibre core) and the pitch (Λ) of the grating.

An FBG has a period of hundreds of nanometres. FBG temperature sensors

primarily detect the change from RI of the fibre core due to the thermo-optic effect,

while the strain sensors are based on changes in the pitch when the fibre is physically

under strain [100]. Multiple gratings can be interrogated using wavelength division

multiplexing along a single fibre for quasi-distributed sensing [103, 104]. Due to the

narrow resonant peak resulting from the Bragg grating, it allows FBG sensors to be

multiplexed with other types of fibre sensing (such as SPR) [105, 106],

Fig. 2.9 (a) FBG inscribed inside the fibre core. (b) LPG inscribed inside the fibre core.

The LPG has a period of hundreds of micrometres and is typically used to couple

the fundamental mode to forward propagating cladding modes in optical fibres [100],

as shown in Fig. 2.9(b). Variations in the external environment surrounding the fibre

changes the coupling resonance between the fundamental mode and cladding modes.

The resonance occurs when the phase matching condition is satisfied [107]:

λre = (ncore − nclad)Λ (2.7)
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These external changes (e.g., RI of the surrounding liquid/gas) can thus be detected by

monitoring the shift of the resonant wavelength. Chemical sensors based on both

LPGs and SPR have been reported [68, 108] such as the monitoring of chemical

battery performance, where the strength of the resonant wavelength was monitored

during the charging and discharging process [109]. The ions’ chemical reaction

changes the imaginary part of the refractive index, leading to a change in resonant

amplitude/strength [69].

2.3.5 Two-beam interferometer

Two-beam interferometric fibre sensors can be classified as four classic types:

Michelson, Mach-Zehnder, Fabry-Perot, and Sagnac. Their working principle can be

simplified as two beams interfering, as expressed by [2]:

I = I1 + I2 + 2
√

I1I2 cos(
2πnmL

λ
) (2.8)

where I1 and I2 are intensities from two beams, respectively. The key sensing

mechanism is that any change in the optical path difference (nmL, L is the physical

length of the interferometer) induced by the surrounding medium is transduced into a

change of the optical interference signal.

Fig. 2.10 (a) Michelson interference occurs in a single mode fibre based on an LPG
scheme. (b) MZI in a single mode fibre based on an LPG scheme. (c) FP interference
based on a single mode fibre. (d) Sagnac interference based on a single mode fibre with
counter propagating beams.

The Michelson interferometer was made famous by the Michelson-Morley
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experiment, where a light beam was separated into two arms after a beam splitter to

detect the supposed luminiferous aether. One arm acts as the reference arm, while

another arm is undertaking measurements. Two beams are then reflected back to yield

detectable interference. Many successful applications, such as optical coherence

tomography for biomedical imaging [110], the Twyman-Green interferometer used to

test optical components [111] and even gravitational wave detection [112], are based

on the principle of Michelson interference. A Michelson interferometer in fibre optics

can be implemented such as multimoded interference within the core, or using LPGs

to excite the cladding modes, then reflect back from the fibre far-end. A coating layer

on the fibre distal end-face could act as a mirror to increase the reflection efficiency as

shown in Fig. 2.10(a).

The advantage of the Michelson interferometer configuration is the compact size

with both input and output at the same fibre end, to allow for distal end measurements

with greater operating flexibility. The Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI)

configuration is quite similar to the Michelson interferometer, but it operates in

transmission rather than a reflection mode, so the optical interference is collected from

the far fibre end, as illustrated in Fig. 2.10(b). MZI integrated in an optical fibre could

be realised such as multimode interference within the core [113], or core mode

interfering with cladding modes through either LPGs, or core mismatch between fibres

through splicing schemes [114].

Fibre Fabry-Perot (FP) sensors are generally formed by a short cavity with micro-

scaled length as illustrated in Fig. 2.10(c), where the FP cavity is made either sealed or

with an open side. Sealed FP cavities are used to measure physical parameters such as

temperature [115] and pressure [116, 117]. Open side cavities [118, 119] are favourable

for biochemical sensors, as it allows direct filling of analytes which could be either

fluids or gases. The light is reflected by the two surfaces of the cavity, where a change

of an analyte inside the cavity causes a change in the optical path difference between

the two beams, leading to a detectable change (e.g., wavelength shift or phase change)

in the optical interference spectrum.

In the late 1960s, researchers demonstrated that the ring laser could generate a

Sagnac effect creating a gyroscope, which then was applied to commercial aircraft for

the navigation system to map real-time rotation speed/direction. The first SMF based
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ring interferometer was reported in 1976 [120], which has led to successful

commercialised optical fibre-based gyroscopes for detection of lower angular

velocities particularly. The Sagnac effect results from relativistic effects, when two

light signals transmit through a loop with opposite directions from the same light

source and output in the same direction under rotation as illustrated in Fig. 2.10(d).

The rotation rate from the external environment can be measured via the optical

interference between two beams. There are many other sensing applications proposed

by using the Sagnac effect, such as for measurements of magnetic field [121, 122],

temperature [123], and bulk refractive index [124].

2.4 Distributed fibre sensing

2.4.1 Conventional distributed fibre sensor

The fibre sensors described in Sec. 2.3 are all non-distributed sensors where

measurement occurs at either a single point or multiple discrete points. In this section,

the focus is on distributed sensing where the detection occurs along the entire fibre

length. Distributed sensors were first proposed in 1976 [125], and they are now

commercially available [18]. These conventional distributed fibre sensors introduced

here operate by detecting the backscattered light, which varies by interacting with the

ambient environment such as temperature, strain and vibration [126, 127]. The

significant advantage of distributed sensors is their capability for long-range detection

in applications such as structural health monitoring with real-time detection along

distances up to tens of kilometres. Distributed sensing can be performed using three

types of scattering phenomena within the fibre, being Rayleigh scattering, Raman

scattering and Brillouin scattering.

Rayleigh scattering

Rayleigh scattering results from the material itself—inherent random fluctuations, and

this leads to unavoidable attenuation losses of the transmitted light in solid-core fibres.

Rayleigh scattering, as an elastic scattering, has no energy exchange but only a changed

direction of the scattered light during the light propagation, and the scattering intensity

is proportional to the incident intensity. The returned signal suffers a sudden change
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when large loss is encountered from external analytes or other imperfections of the

fibre; otherwise, the back-scattered signal decreases exponentially with an increasing

propagation distance [128].

Raman scattering

Raman scattering is an inelastic scattering, involving energy exchanging between the

incident light and the propagating medium, leading to a frequency shift [129]. If the

frequency of the emitted photons is lower than that of the incident photons, then this

phenomenon is named as Stokes, while the frequency of emitted photons higher than

that of incident photons is named as anti-Stokes. Raman scattering responds actively

to the temperature of the optical fibre, and the temperature can be determined by

measuring the ratio of the two shifted frequencies [128]. Many distributed temperature

fibre sensors based on Raman scattering have been reported [130, 131].

Brillouin scattering

Brillouin scattering is caused by acoustic oscillations of the material at the

intermolecular level. Acoustic phonons experience a frequency-shift that is affected by

the surrounding strain and temperature [132]. Although the Brillouin signal is weaker

compared with the Rayleigh scattering signal, much focus have been placed to amplify

the signals in recent years based on this type of distributed sensors due to their

advantages of being able to measure both temperature and strain [5].

Detection methods

There are two common types of distributed detection approaches, which are optical

time domain reflectometry (OTDR) and optical frequency domain reflectometry

(OFDR). OTDR achieves longitudinal resolution by resolving the time delay of pulsed

light launched into the fibre, which is detected by a photo-diode with a temporal

resolution as shown in Fig. 2.11.

OFDR is based on optical interference, where a swept/tunable laser source with

a scanning bandwidth of tens of nanometres is implemented [133]. A reference fibre

is used to act as a reference arm, and optical interference is then generated with light

scattered from the measurement fibre. This signal is then demultiplexed via Fourier
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Fig. 2.11 Schematic diagram based on OTDR detection.

transform, as shown in Fig. 2.12. The detection distance is determined by the coherence

length of the laser source, while the coherence length depends upon the linewidth of the

swept frequency spacing/resolution. OTDR based distributed sensors are deployed for

long distance detection with spatial resolution in the order of one metre, while OFDR

based distributed sensors have spatial resolutions of microns to millimetres for localised

detailed information.

The traditional distributed fibre sensor was based on OTDR where the arrived

scattered signal excited by pulsed light returns back to the detection system through

reflection as a function of time (x = ct/2n, c is the speed of light, n is the effective

index of the waveguide and t is the traveling time). Changes in the local environment

(x ) can be traced due to the distinct difference compared with the remaining part of the

fibre. The spatial resolution ∆z is calculated by [127]:

∆z =
cτ

2n
(2.9)

which is proportional to pulse width (τ ). However, it is not easy to achieve high spatial

resolution based on OTDR, as a millimetre resolution would require a bandwidth of 10

GHz detection system and a very high sampling rate, leading to large costs [127, 134,

135]. Many distributed Brillouin fibre sensors are reported based on OTDR with spatial

resolution around 1 m for temperature or strain measurements in civil infrastructure,
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Fig. 2.12 Schematic diagram based on OFDR detection for monitoring fine details with
high spatial resolution (micrometre to millimetre scale) after fast Fourier transform
(FFT).

such as pipelines and bridges [5, 136].

The OFDR detection offers opportunity to realise high spatial resolution. The

resolution has an inverse relationship with the scanning frequency range (∆f ) of the

swept laser, according to [133]:

∆z =
c

2n×∆f
(2.10)

The swept frequency (f ) has a linear function with time and the backscattered signal

has a group velocity (vg):

vg =
c

ng

(2.11)

where ng is the group index of the propagating medium. Thus, during a transit time

(2x/vg ), there is a frequency change of:

∆f =
2x

vg
· df
dt

(2.12)

so the changed frequency is associated with the local position (x ). This is how the

local longitudinal position could be simultaneously mapped out based on this

interferometric technique by converting the frequency information into the
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length-related signal based on Fourier transform [137]. While many OFDR-based

distributed sensors are reported having several millimetre resolution [138], Luna

OFDR instruments offer spatial resolution with 10 µm for optical component testing.

Nonetheless, the trade-off between long distance detection and high spatial resolution

is a common issue in distributed fibre sensing. Similarly, optical coherence

tomography (OCT) is also developed based on optical interference to show the

depth/layer information for mapping tissues/organs in biomedical field. Frequency

domain OCT (introduced in Sec. 2.5.2) is quite similar to the OFDR mechanism

described here.

2.4.2 Evanescent field sensing

An evanescent field exists at the boundary between two different dielectric materials

when light propagates based on total internal reflection. The evanescent field decays

exponentially in the normal direction towards the lower index material. This is one of

the commonly used mechanisms for fibre-based biosensing [139], where surface bound

biology or chemistry can interact with the evanescent field.

Fig. 2.13 (a) D-shaped optical fibre evanescent field sensor. (b) U-shaped fibre sensor.
(c) A silica nanowire is shown with 280 nm diameter from Ref. [140].

Here, several conventional approaches for making evanescent field fibre sensors are

briefly reviewed, where the overarching approach is to expose the fibre core for creating

access to the surrounding environment. Tapering, etching or polishing (e.g., the D-

shape fibre in Fig. 2.13(a)) are general approaches to achieve such a purpose in the past

[141, 142]. For example, a tapered fibre sensor was reported to detect bacteria with a

detection limit of 25 µg/L by coating a polymer layer encapsulated with a luminescent

material in 2001 [143]. U-shaped fibres have been proposed for measurements such as
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humidity and pH, by coating measurand-sensitive materials onto a piece of bare MMF

[4, 144]. An enhanced evanescent field results from a large bending angle to allow

the signals (e.g., fluorescence and output intensity) to be easily observable [145, 146].

The sensing length is made at least several millimetres long to enhance the light-matter

interaction, as shown in Fig. 2.13(b). However, these mechanical procedures such as

tapering/etching/bending produce fragile structures that are time-consuming and lack

high repeatability.

Nanowires made by crystal, polymer or glass are optically ideal for evanescent field

sensing [140, 147]. These nanowires have significant evanescent fields due to the ultra-

small core as shown in Fig. 2.13(c). This was well explained in earlier work calculated

based on the silica-air step index model [148], where the power inside the silica region

of a fundamental mode as a function of the diameter of the silica nanowire is shown

in Fig. 2.14. An evanescent field of 90% is achieved in a 513 nm silica wire at a

wavelength of 1500 nm.

Fig. 2.14 Calculations of fractional power (η) inside the silica region of the fundamental
mode as a function of the diameter (D) of the silica (cladding is composed by air) fibres
at an operating wavelength of 633 nm in (a) and 1500 nm in (b) from Ref. [148]. The
dashed lines are indicative of 80% power inside the silica region of a fundamental mode
under different wavelengths.

However, the handling of nanowires is quite challenging, preventing practical use

for sensing. With the increasing maturity of fibre fabrication techniques, the desire for

robust fibre handling and high repeatability have motivated the designs of novel fibres.
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Fig. 2.15 Different types of optical fibres fabricated in-house (The University of
Adelaide) for evanescent field sensing. (a) Silica-based SCF with a core diameter of
1 µm, supporting single mode operation in the telecommunications window from Ref.
[12]. (b) Silica-based offset ECF with a core diameter of 9.3 µm from Ref. [61]. (c)
Silica-based ECF with a core diameter of 7.5 µm. (d) Silica-based ECF with a core
diameter of 5.4 µm. (e) Silica-based ECF with a small core diameter of 2.5 µm from
Ref. [149].

To this end, suspended core microstructured optical fibres (SCFs, as shown in Fig.

2.15(a)) have been proposed for sensing due to the large evanescent field while being

able to be filled with liquid along the entire fibre length [11, 12, 54, 95]. A silica ECF

made in-house at the University of Adelaide has an outer-jacket as shown in Fig.

2.15(b-e), and they were particularly fabricated with a standard fibre dimension (outer

diameter: 150 - 200 µm) to allow for splicing with commercial optical fibres.

Meanwhile, the ECF exposed channel provides direct contact with the ambient

environment. The evanescent field along the whole fibre length of the ECF allows for

distributed sensing, and the highlight of work demonstrated in this thesis is to apply

this property to detect small particles including sizes and spatial distributions.

Different core sizes are illustrated in Fig. 2.15(c-e), allowing for tunning of the

evanescent field.
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2.5 Imaging with optical fibres

Microscope techniques for in vitro biomedical research have developed over the

centuries, but optical diffraction is the principle limitation where the imaging

resolution is limited to half of the optical wavelength [19]. Recent breakthrough in

super-resolution microscopy has brought a revolution in visualising the microscopic

world. Many of these techniques have been reported such as metallic based

sub-microscopy probes [150, 151], confocal fluorescence microscopy and stimulated

emission depletion super resolution microscopy, while the last two methods primarily

rely on luminescent nanoparticles to target desired biomarkers after selective

functionalisation. Significant complementary efforts have been spent in synthesising

luminescent particles including quantum dots and up-conversion nanoparticles, due to

their intense luminescence and high stability for applications in super-resolution

microscopy [152, 153]. While microscope-based techniques are mainly used for in

vitro study, the following will introduce optical imaging techniques for in vivo

applications based on fibre optics.

2.5.1 Fibre endoscopes

Fibre bundles normally consisting of hundreds of optical fibres were the first generation

of endoscopic imaging tool for clinic usage. The first glass fibre for medical usage

was produced in the middle of the last century [154]. An illustration of a fibre bundle

is shown in Fig. 2.16, where the illumination and imaging part are separate in this

case. The spatial resolution is dependent upon the diameter of each fibre, and they

have been widely used in the clinic such as imaging the stomach and lungs. However,

as an endoscopic tool, their millimetre outer diameter usually brings uncomfortable

experience to patients.

While a fibre bundle consists of multiple single fibres, a coherent fibre bundle (also

called imaging fibres) has been proposed with a resolution of several microns three

decades ago [155]. By stacking thousands of individual fibres in the preform, they are

drawn together to fuse as a single imaging fibre. That is, multiple guided cores are built

in a single fibre (outer diameter less than 1 mm), and the cross-coupling between the

cores is the main limitation for achieving higher resolution [156]. Each intrinsic fibre
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Fig. 2.16 Illustration of a fibre bundle consisting of multiple single fibres.

in the imaging fibre acts as a pixel, and the object could be imaged and carried from

one end to another, with commercially available products for decades. Some specialty

fibres were reported for imaging purposes in the last decade based on a stack-and-

draw approach [157–159]. The imaging resolution is determined by both the quantity

of cores and the refractive index contrast, while more cores and higher index contrast

would contribute to a higher resolution in a same fibre dimension. For example, an

air-cladding fibre (diameter of 600 µm) with 1,000 doped silica cores and a pixel size

of only 2.19 µm was achieved in 2018 [158].

2.5.2 Optical coherence tomography

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) was first reported in the 1990s [160, 161]

inspired by the ultrasound imaging technique. While ultrasound examination is based

on acoustic waves reflected by internal structures of the human body, OCT is based on

the optical scattering signal from tissue layers. OCT is one of the most successful

clinical techniques for achieving real-time and high resolution imaging in human

retinas and other near-surface tissues/organs [162–166].

The core principle of OCT is based on Michelson interference, where a reference

beam interferes with a sample beam to form interference fringes [110]. The amplitude

of the interference represents sample information due to different scattering properties

from different layers/depth. The OCT detection technique can be classified into two

categories: time-domain OCT and frequency-domain OCT, as illustrated in Fig. 2.17,

while the frequency-domain OCT could be further classed as spectral-domain OCT and

swept-source OCT.
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Fig. 2.17 (a) An illustration of time-domain OCT, where the light source is a low
coherence lamp. (b) An illustration of frequency-domain OCT, where the purple colour
is to match the light source with the detector based on swept-source OCT, compared
with the spectral-domain OCT in black colour.

The time-domain OCT requires a movable reference arm that is scanned to match

with the depth from different tissue layers to generate optical interference, and the

layer information is then resolved by recording the movement of the reference arm.

The main limitation of time-domain OCT is the image acquisition speed, as the

scanning vibrational mirror can only reach 1 kHz [167]. Frequency-domain OCT uses

either a broadband source or swept source, and the layer information could be resolved

after Fourier transform to a series of frequencies without moving the reference arm,

with tens to hundreds of times improvement of the imaging acquisition speed

compared with time-domain OCT. While the speed of spectral-domain OCT is still

limited by the imaging components (i.e., COMS/CCD array), swept-source OCT has

the potential to be widely used due to the simplified detection (photo-diode).

Fibre-based OCT has gained increasing interest due to the demand in miniaturised

and less-invasive devices to reach into the internal lumen of organs. Many efforts have

been reported in the last decade, such as to solve astigmatism/nonchromatic aberration

while retaining a reasonable focus depth and cellular resolution in an integrated fibre

probe [168, 169].

Different kinds of imaging techniques based on optical fibres are introduced above.

Although they have developed for years, they are still limited by some issues such as

flexibility, spatial resolution, and depth of focus. There is a desire to discover some

interesting and potential possibilities for imaging field with greater feasibility and
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performance.

2.5.3 Multimode fibres for endoscopy

MMFs are widely deployed in telecommunication and biomedical research for

fluorescence collection. Despite their seemingly chaotic and random propagation

characteristics, MMFs are gaining attention as an alternative platform for imaging.

The interest in using MMFs for fibre endoscopy rises from the hundreds of

propagating modes, which can act as multiple pixels for capturing and delivering

images [170–172]. However, the fundamental challenge is the complex multimoded

interference along the propagation, leading to a speckle pattern at the fibre output.

Some wavefront shaping approaches have been attempted to solve this issue, such as

digital phase conjugation [173, 174] and transmission matrix [175–178]. In addition to

the multimode interference along the fibre length, any noise from the outside

environment would also lead to variations at the output interferometric pattern, such as

vibration and temperature. One approach is to optimise the transmission matrix to

account for perturbations [179], while recent efforts include the use of artificial neural

networks (ANNs) to learn speckle patterns for MMF imaging [180–182].

Fig. 2.18 A schematic diagram of using an ANN model to learn image propagation in
an MMF.

An ANN model can be trained with thousands of labelled input images. As shown

in Fig. 2.18, an ANN consists of many hidden layers that allow a concept model to be

trained, which would not be possible by conventional mathematical or physical

analysis. An unseen image could be well recognised by using this trained ANN model.

However, the prediction accuracy depends upon the complexity of both the training

database and the targets. So far, the recent development of using MMFs for the
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purpose of image delivery is still limited to the transport of simple images (e.g.,

handwritten digits). In 2018, N. Borhani et al. proposed a deep learning assisted

method to reconstruct input images through an MMF after training a database of

16,000 handwritten digits by recording the intensity of each speckle output [181].

Other applications using MMFs

In 2020, W. Xiong et al. reported ultra-fast pulse characterisation using an MMF, where

deep learning was used for phase recovery [183]. The above mentioned literature focus

on the transportation of light from the input end to the output end, while what happens

during the propagation is less investigated. Recently, sensing applications using MMFs

based on machine learning have been proposed for detecting physical parameters such

as bending and temperature [184–186]. The machine learning algorithm enables fibre

sensors with the capability to demultiplex complex perturbations such as temperature,

pressure and vibration, simultaneously.

Taking the advantage of machine learning for solving complex problems, the work

introduced in Chapter 5.1 uses the multimode property of the ECFs to correlate

scattering (under evanescent field excitation) with particle size with a combination of

machine learning algorithms. The idea to acquire particle information in multiple

dimensions including size characteristics and spatial distributions using a fibre

technique would bring new insights to sensing and imaging communities towards in

vivo applications with greater flexibility.

2.6 Small particle detection

The detection of individual small particles (e.g., biological cells) is critical for

biomedical research applications such as disease diagnostics or drug research

[187–191]. Cellular size quantisation would help to recognise cell types for some

disease diagnoses (e.g., breast cancer, prenatal screening and epithelial cancer

[192, 193]); cell population analysis would help to diagnoses such as anemia and

blood cancer [194, 195]; and cell’s abnormal shape is also a sign of other disordered

disease [196].
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2.6.1 Flow cytometry

Flow cytometry is a well-established commercially available technique for cell

measurements (physical and chemical characteristics) [192, 197–199]. Flow

cytometers can integrate both cell counting and sorting techniques to analyse cells

according to their optical properties by incorporating fluorescence-based detection,

and hydrodynamic focusing is a widely used approach to align cells in single file as

illustrated in Fig. 2.19.

Fig. 2.19 An illustration of flow cytometry for individual cell detection including both
stained and unstained cells.

This type of equipment greatly contributes to clinical diagnostics, and they have

the ability to test thousands of cells in a second [200]. However, such an equipment is

bulky and requires sample staining for precise characterisation of different phenotype,

making it suitable for laboratory use only [201]. Therefore, many portable devices

with real-time measurements such as chip-based and fibre-based optical devices are

reported, as introduced below. Microfluidic chips integrated with optics as simplified

single-cell platforms have been demonstrated in the last decade including cell

manipulation, detection, and treatment [196, 201]. Passive and active techniques are

used to do particle separation and sorting. While passive techniques utilise the

physical properties of the microfluidic structure and the flow field, the active approach

requires external fields (e.g., optical, magnetic, and acoustic) to interact with the

particles. Among them, optical fibres are often used to probe and collect the signals to
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make integrated devices [200, 202, 203].

2.6.2 Fibre-based particle sensing

Fibre-based techniques have shown the possibility towards in vivo, minimally invasive

and label-free measurements by detecting the light scattered from particles (e.g., cells)

[197]. Fibre-tip probes used for sensing particles have been proposed. For example, a

scheme for particle size detection was proposed by monitoring the phase shift induced

by optical scattering when a particle passed through a fibre tip based on the mechanism

of optical interference [192]. A fibre probe with integrated multiple micro-lenses on the

fibre end-face to trap and kill targeted cells was reported in 2016 [204].

The following examples are highlighted to demonstrate how optical fibre-based

devices can be used for tracking particles while showing spatial information. In 2015,

a nanoscale individual particle detection scheme was proposed using a built-in nano

capillary (250 nm) inside the core centre, which acted as a fluidic channel for particles

flowing through which simultaneously interacted with the guided light via the

evanescent field [8]. Elastic scattering signals were collected by a microscope

objective placed perpendicular to the fibre axis, which provided partial spatial

information within the field of view, as shown in Fig. 2.20.

Fig. 2.20 Particles inside of a nano channel are detected by a side-objective based on
optical scattering.

In 2020, a similar dynamic tracking scenario showed the ability to retrieve three-

dimensional information of nano-scaled particles diffused inside a channel (running

parallel to the fibre core within the evanescent field) [9]. The same group proposed

another scheme for Brownian motion detection using an HCF, where the hollow core
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directly acted as the fluidic channel for a strong light-matter interaction [10]. A large

diffusion space was realised by using such an HCF in contrast to the previous nanoscale

channel. The natural weak optical scattering signal due to the lower index contrast

between biological cells/objects and the surrounding fluid (water) remains challenging,

so it still requires numerous efforts to make these sensor devices towards out-of-lab

usage.

In parallel, some interesting discoveries have been undertaken by manipulating

small particles based on optical trapping technology [205], including recent

developments for holographically manipulating small particles in three dimensions

using an MMF [206]. The related terminology is named as opto-mechanics, which

focuses on small forces (e.g., scattering and mechanic force) from particles induced by

light and their mutual interactions to reveal their optomechanical dynamics. In 2015, a

physical sensing scheme was proposed using flying particles inside an HCF for precise

distributed measurements of temperature and electric field [207]. In 2018, a scheme

was proposed using optical scattering and trapping techniques to manipulate a

particle-array inside an HCF, for studying fundamental forces in the microscale world

[208].

Therefore, the detection of small particles including biological particles,

synthesised particles or atoms is indeed an active field, which would bring value to

multiple disciplines. Fibre-based sensing and imaging applications are introduced in

previous sections. In fibre sensing, distributed sensing has shown one dimensional

mapping of spatial information. In fibre imaging, two-dimensional spatial information

is directly depicted. This Sec. 2.6.2 is to highlight the individual particle detection

based on fibre-based configurations, while the detection includes the particles’

characterisation (size, shape and population) and their spatial information. A

fibre-based technique to show particle information (e.g., size and/or shape) with spatial

information included, would bridge the gap between fibre sensing and imaging.

2.7 Discussion and relevance to this thesis

Many optical fibre sensors are covered in this chapter from non-distributed fibre

sensors to distributed fibre sensors. In parallel, imaging techniques are introduced

including a brief introduction to microscopy techniques and OCT. While the
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microscopy-based approach is too bulky to support flexible in vivo imaging, OCT is

limited by the penetration depth to a few millimetres. Other fibre endoscopic

techniques are introduced to emphasise the recent interest in using MMFs, and the

incorporation of machine-learning algorithms to take advantage of the inherent

complexity of such fibres.

Fibre-based particle sensing configurations have been reported by multiple groups,

but an external objective is always required for the collection of light scattered from the

particles. They are thus limited to showing the particles’ movements within the field-of-

view of the microscope objective. There is a curiosity-driven research for label-free and

portable detection of micro-scaled objects, but this is the bottleneck of both current fibre

endoscopic techniques and small particle tracking scenarios. Although the difference

between the sensing and imaging techniques exists, there are possibilities to bridge the

gap as shown by the main work in this thesis.

Traditional distributed fibre sensors are used for temperature, vibration and strain

measurements along the entire fibre length with spatial resolution ranging from

millimetres to metres. Their major applications, however, remain in physical sensing

for structural health monitoring. The capability to show distributed detection is also

attractive for biomedical applications, where individual particles could be detected

with a high-resolution. An ECF-based distributed sensing scheme is proposed in this

thesis based on the OFDR mechanism (Chapter 3), which offers high-resolution

sensing of micro-scaled particles (Chapter 4.1). To further advance the detection

capability, the few-mode property of the proposed ECF has extended the detection

dimension in the transverse direction for two-dimensional mapping of microscale

scatterers (Chapter 4.2). The platform capabilities are extended through the application

of machine learning algorithms, which are used to determine the particles’ size

characterisation based on the same distributed sensing scenario (Chapter 5.1).

Meanwhile, spherical particles themselves can act as sensing tools, and WGM

resonance is observed when the light propagating in the ECF couples to microspheres

(Chapter 5.2). To prove the feasibility of the proposed ECFs sensors towards

real-world biological environments, two ECF-integrated fibre probes are used for

sensing measurements based on the evanescent field interaction. A fibre pH sensor is

demonstrated by monitoring the in vivo pH in a hypoxic mouse (Appendix A); the
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detection of nanoscale particles using an ECF probe is presented (Appendix B).



CHAPTER 3

Theory and experimental details
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3.1 Motivation and theory overview

This chapter will give an overview of the main work done in this thesis including all

theories and experimental procedures. The link between this Chapter 3 with other

Chapters (4, 5) in the thesis body is illustrated as a flow chart in Fig. 3.1.

Fig. 3.1 Flow chart of the main body of this thesis to show the link between Chapters
3-5.

The primary aim of this thesis is the detection of individual micro-scaled particles,

which in future could be used for measuring small biological objects. Although many

approaches have been reported in the past for such a purpose, such as using microscopy

and flow cytometry, they have limited field of view, use bulky instruments, and are

incompatible with in vivo applications.
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Concept

In this thesis, polystyrene spheres have been used as models to mimic biological cells

due to their similar size, as shown in Fig. 3.2. Exposed-core fibres (ECFs) are useful due

to its longitudinally exposed channel, which enables interactions between the optical

field and the surrounding environment as shown in Fig. 3.2(c).

Fig. 3.2 (a) Fresh red blood cells from a mouse with an average diameter of 6-8 µm
and a magnified figure is in (b). (c) An illustration of how different sized spheres would
interact with the evanescent field of the ECF.

Optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR) is used as the main mechanism

for micro-scaled particle detection. As illustrated by the following configuration in

Fig. 3.3, reflection at the ECF splice due to silica-air interface (between the solid fibre

and the ECF input) acts as a reference arm; the scattering from micro-scaled particles

via evanescent field interaction is able to optically interfer with the reference light.

Therefore, micro-scaled particles can be mapped longitudinally along the fibre based

on the OFDR technique after a fast Fourier transform (FFT). Note that the splice is

not a compulsory condition, the key is the silica-air interface to generate the Fresnel
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reflection (e.g., free space launching).

Fig. 3.3 A schematic diagram of the experimental set-up used for micro-scaled particle
sensing. Here particles are located on the exposed channel. Optical interference signals
were real-time transformed to length-related information after FFT as displayed on the
computer screen.

Polystyrene spheres (diameters: 5, 10, and 20 µm) suspended in ethanol or milli-

Q water were used as sensing targets as shown in Fig. 3.4. The suspension could

be dropped onto the ECF, leaving behind physically absorbed particles after solvent

evaporation.

Fig. 3.4 (a) Bright field image of three different sizes (with average 5, 10 and 20 µm)
of polystyrene spheres distributed inside a water droplet on a glass slide. (b) Dark field
image from the polystyrene spheres.
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ECF fabrication

Cross-sectional images of the silica ECFs used in this thesis are displayed in Fig. 3.5.

Preforms used to draw the ECF were prepared by a drilling method. Firstly, three air

holes (diameter: 2.8 mm) based on an equilateral triangle geometry (3.2 mm centre-to-

centre between holes) were drilled along a silica rod (diameter: 12 mm) longitudinally

and then a slot (from 2.0 to 2.8 mm) was made by opening one of the holes directly. The

preform was then drawn to fibre with positive pressure used to slightly inflate the air

holes, with the drawn fibres shown in Fig. 3.5(a, b, c). For the smaller core silica ECF

displayed in Fig. 3.5(d), two drawing steps were required by stacking the first drawn

cane into the preform to thus achieve a smaller core after the second draw [209].

Fig. 3.5 Cross-section images of different ECFs used in this thesis. (a) Optical
microscopic image of an asymmetric ECF, which came from the artifacts during the
preform drilling procedure, used in [P1]. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images
in (b-d). (b) This fibre has a nearly perfect symmetry and was used in [P2] and [P4].
(c) The SEM of another ECF (used in [P3, M1]), and this was specifically drawn for
this project to avoid the concave edges inside of the exposed channel shown in (b). (d)
Small core ECF used in [P5].

Several types of ECFs were used in this project, and they are presented sequentially

in Chapters 4-5. A slight deviation in the structure is shown in Fig. 3.5(a, b, c), but it

does not affect the performance of distributed detection via the evanescent field, due to

their similar core and struts sizes and the same base material: silica. The main reason for

using several types of ECF was to optimise the particle positioning process. The ECF

shown in Fig. 3.5(c) was particularly fabricated for this project to avoid the concave

edges for better particle positioning during the natural liquid evaporation process. It is

important to mention that a controllable approach of particle positioning was developed
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afterwards, which is described in the Sec. 3.3. This allowed polystyrene spheres to

be positioned manually. Experimental results are shown in Chapters 5.1 [M1] and 5.2

[P3]. The ECF in Fig. 3.5(d) was used in Appendix B [P5], due to the small core size

around 1.8 µm resulting in greater evanescent field for nanoscale particle detection.

Simulation

Particles/dust located on the exposed channel can be detected by interacting with the

evanescent field of the ECF’s guided modes. The optical scattering from the particles

can then be captured back into the fibre’s guided modes, depending on its scattering

properties such as material and geometrical shape. The captured scattering signal from

particles Ip could be approximated by [25]:

Ip = as

∫∫

C

P⃗ (x, y) dx dy (3.1)

where P⃗ (x, y) is the Poynting vector, C is the integration region given by the particle’s

cross-section, and as is a coefficient of the scattering back into the fibre’s guided

modes. Given that the complexity of the evanescent field excitation of particles that are

located at different transverse positions, a rigorous theoretical exploration of the

particle’s scattering captured back into fibre guided modes is not the focus in this

thesis.

The Poynting vector distributions of the ECF’s guided modes were simulated for

the symmetric ECF shown in Fig. 3.5(b) based on the finite element method (FEM)

(COMSOL 5.3) for a wavelength of 1550 nm. There is negligible difference in the

evanescent field compared to the asymmetric ECF due to their similar core diameters.

The SEM image of the ECF’s cross-section was imported into COMSOL to build a

two dimensional model, where the mesh size is displayed in Fig. 3.6(a). The ‘FM’

represents the fundamental mode while other high-order modes are labelled as ‘HOM’

with sequential integers from ‘1-3’. Phase effective indices (np) are calculated from the

simulation as shown in Fig. 3.6(b). This is different from a group index (ng) which can

be expressed by:

ng = np − λ
dnp

dλ
(3.2)

where λ is the free space wavelength. The group index is used in the following

calculations associated with optical path difference. Higher order modes extend the
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Fig. 3.6 (a) Simulation model with mesh for FEM. (b) Several guided ECF modes with
the corresponding phase index is displayed on the top for each pair of mode (ignoring
the minor birefringence from two orthogonal polarised modes). The horizontal red
arrow indicates the dominant electric field direction of modes on the top images, while
the vertical red arrow is to indicate the dominant electric field direction of modes on
the bottom images. (c) The evanescent field distribution of each mode along the dashed
magenta curve of the inset.

energy distributions towards the boundaries (along the dashed magenta curve in the

inset) as seen in Fig. 3.6(c). In Chapter 4.1 [P1] and Appendices [P4, P5], the FM is

used as a primary mode in the integrated fibre devices, while the FM and the HOMs

are all used via free space launching in Chapter 4.2 and Chapter 5 for expanding the

transverse detection and gaining transverse information such as particle size.

Experimental set-up and principles

Two experimental schemes have been used in this thesis for the demonstration of

distributed sensing of small particles and feasibility towards practical biological

applications. An integrated fibre sensor was initially made for a first demonstration of

one-dimensional mapping of microscale particles based on OFDR as shown in Fig.

3.7(a), which is described in Chapter 4.1 [P1]. An in vivo pH sensing probe is
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presented in Appendix A [P4] and a nanoscale particle detection based on a

heterodyne approach is demonstrated in Appendix B [P5]. A free space scheme as

shown in Fig. 3.7(b) was then allowed for two-dimensional mapping of microscale

surface ablations (written by femto-second ablations), which is demonstrated in

Chapter 4.2 [P2] based on both OFDR and the few-mode property of the ECF. Particle

size characterisation via free space launching based on the multimode property of

ECFs is investigated in Chapter 5.1 [M1]. The microspheres positioned on the ECF

show whispering gallery mode excitation, which is reported in Chapter 5.2 [P3].

Fig. 3.7 Two different schemes used for distributed sensing of microscale particles. (a)
The experimental set-up used for an integrated fibre device. (b) The set-up based on
free space launching.

An interrogator (National Instruments, PXIe-4844, 1510-1590 nm, sampling rate

10 Hz, scanning wavelength spacing of 4 pm) integrated with both swept source and

photodetector was used for optical measurements in a reflection mode as shown in Fig.

3.7. OFDR was utilised in this thesis as the main mechanism for high resolution

detection of micro-scaled particles. Specifically, the reflection light formed from the

ECF input due to silica-air interface was used as the reference light (black arrow), and

micro-scaled particles located on the ECF are point scatterers (red arrow) to interfere

with the reference light as shown in Fig. 3.7. The particles’ longitudinal positions
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were mapped out using FFT to resolve the optical interferences.

The mathematical relationship between the frequency domain and time domain in

a swept source system is described below [133]. The swept frequency (f ) is a linear

function of time, and the backscattered signal with a group velocity (vg):

vg = c/ng (3.3)

where ng is the group index of the propagating medium, c is the speed of the light in

vacuum, during a transit time (2L/vg) experiences a frequency change:

∆f = (2L/vg) · df/dt (3.4)

The distance traveled in a single path (L) could be solved after an inverse FFT as

follows:

L = c/(2ng ×∆f) (3.5)

In general, the interference between an ECF input-end and a single particle could

be considered as a Fabry-Perot interference in this configuration (illustrated by two

coloured arrows in Fig. 3.7), so the optical interference could be expressed by a two-

beam interferometer:

I = Ir + Ip + 2
√

IrIp cos(k ·OPD) (3.6)

where Ir is the intensity of the reference light (ECF input), k is the wave number and

Ip is the intensity of the sample light from the particle (associated with Eq. 3.1). Their

optical path difference (OPD) is 2ngL, so the total phase term is expressed by:

k ·OPD =
4πngL

λ
(3.7)

An arbitrary period of an interference fringe satisfies:

4πngL

λ1

− 4πngL

λ2

= 2π (3.8)

where λ1 and λ2 are adjacent wavelengths such as adjacent crests or throughs, and a
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single path L (cavity length: ECF input-particle) could be solved:

L =
λ1λ2

2ng(λ1 − λ2)
(3.9)

Multiple interferences are generated due to multiple particles involved, which can then

be differentiated in the frequency domain. Each interference would be resolved as an

individual frequency associated with each cavity length (ECF input–individual particle)

after an FFT shown by the peaks (red curves) in the screen of Fig. 3.7. The FFT peak

height is determined by both the particle size and transverse locations, ignoring the

coherence length of the light source (discussed in Chapter 4.1 [P1]). The theoretical

spatial resolution of the interrogator (in a single path) is calculated by [127]:

Lre =
c

ng ×∆f
=

λ2

ng ×∆λ
≈ 10µm (3.10)

where ∆λ is the scanning wavelength range of the swept source (80 nm, as the

interrogator scans from 1510 to 1590 nm), f is the frequency, and ng is the group

index of the propagating mode within the fibre.

The number of interference fringes (N) is known according to the interference

spectrum, so a single path LN from an interference cavity (between an ECF input and

a particle) can be calculated according to Eq. 3.9:

LN = N × 1510× 1590

2ng(1590− 1510)
(3.11)

3.2 Mode launching

The ECF is a few-moded fibre due to the large index contrast between the silica core

and the air cladding. This section shows how different mode launching schemes were

used in this thesis for different applications.

An integrated fibre probe

A fully fibre-integrated scheme incorporating ECF spliced to SMF allows the fibre

sensor to have deployment flexibility for out-of-lab usage. To maximise the coupling

efficiency, several types of SMFs (Table 3.1) were considered here to splice with the
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Fig. 3.8 An illustration of a single mode fibre (SMF) spliced to an ECF, where a few
modes from the ECF are excited and reflected back to interfere with the reference light
reflected from the splice between the SMF and the ECF.

ECF. In this case, the aim was to suppress HOMs to allow strong FM excitation and a

clean OFDR signal. This requires the effective mode area to be well matched between

the two fibre types. The efficiency of FM versus HOM excitation was monitored

during splicing by measuring the OFDR signal resulting from interference between the

ECF far end and the reflection from the splice (silica-air interface due to large air holes

and exposed channel) as illustrated in Fig. 3.8.

Fibre details
Name NA Core diameter (µm) Mode field diameter (µm )

ECF (Fig. 3.5(a)) 1.02 6.8 7.5
SMF-28 0.14 8.2 10.4
980HP 0.20 3.6 6.8

UHNA1 0.28 2.5 4.8
UHNA4 0.35 2.2 4.0

Table 3.1 Core diameter and mode field diameter comparison of several optical fibres,
to maximise the coupling efficiency between ECF and SMFs. The spliced results was
shown in Fig. 3.9.

The FM contributes to the first peak due to a smaller group index to form a shorter

optical path length (ngL). Other HOMs follow sequentially depending on the group

index. The angle inside of each plot in Fig. 3.9, is the cleaved angle of the ECF far-end

displayed from the splicer (Fujikura: FSM-100P). As the standard SMF-28 has larger

core compared with that of the ECF, as shown in the Table 3.1, only the results from

other smaller core SMFs are shown. 980HP shows the clearest single-peak in Fig. 3.9

with HOMs suppressed. This means the primary mode excited in the ECF is the FM

when spliced with 980HP. Therefore, 980HP was determined to be the ideal SMF for

splicing to the ECF, which was applied in Chapter 4.1 [P1] for making an integrated
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Fig. 3.9 Results of mode excitation using different SMFs spliced to the ECF (Fig.
3.5(a)). (a) Three pieces of ECF spliced to a piece of UHNA1, with three different
OFDR results in (a1, a2, a3). (b) Three pieces of ECF spliced to a piece of UHNA4,
with three different OFDR results in (b1, b2, b3). (c) Three pieces of ECF spliced to a
piece of 980HP, with three different OFDR results in (c1, c2, c3). The x-axis in these
images represents the number of interfered fringes (N), e.g., number 2000 indicates a
single path length of LN ≈ 20 mm according to Eq. 3.11. The angle (yellow font)
inside of each small figure represents the cleaved angle from the far-end of the ECF
(measured fibre length approximately 20 mm).

fibre sensor for microscale particle detection. The UHNA4 was spliced with the small

core ECF to make integrated fibre sensors for nanoscale particle detection in Appendix

B [P5], with the splicing details in Appendix B.1.

Particle sensing using an integrated fibre sensor

The detection of particles using an integrated ECF sensor based on the OFDR technique

is shown in Fig. 3.10. A red light source (632 nm) was connected to the fibre input patch

cable to indicate both the fibre splicing location and the particles/dust positions, imaged

under an optical microscope. Red laser scattering from the splice, dust, polystyrene

spheres and sealed far-end could be found. Dust and particles’ positions away from the

splice spot measured under the microscope match with the OFDR detection as shown by

two major FFT peaks at 3.4 mm (dust) and 4.9 mm (polystyrene spheres). However, two
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closely spaced 10 µm sized particles could not be distinguished due to a limited spatial

resolution of used interrogator. The practical resolution is 20 µm after considering the

full width at half maximum of a single FFT peak, and this is explained in Chapter 4.1

[P1].

Fig. 3.10 A fibre sample with both dust and polystyrene spheres was tested using the
OFDR technique and the corresponding distributed measurement of these particles was
shown in the red curve where the longitudinal positions shown in the x-axis are positions
of these particles after FFT.

Nonetheless, this was a first demonstration of distributed sensing of micro-scaled

particles/dust using an integrated fibre device. The signal drops off with increasing

distance away from the splice due to the coherence length of the light source [133].

The input power (66 µW) and signal-to-noise ratio from the interrogator further limits

the practical detectable length. The practical detection length was 20 mm during

experimental trials, although the theoretical coherence length is up to 260 mm as

expressed in the Eq. 3.10 (the ∆λ is the scanning wavelength linewidth: 4 pm, in this

case). In this integrated fibre sensing scheme, the fibre far-end was sealed as shown in

the Fig. 3.10 by melting a ball shape using a splicer, to prevent liquid contamination

into the ECFs internal holes and strong reflection from this end. A more detailed

description about the integrated fibre device is in Chapter 4.1 [P1].

Free space launching

Free space launching allows control of launched modes, which brings possibility to

expand the transverse detection. Multimode interference (MMI) generated resulting

from the free space launching is also considered here.
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Due to the few-mode property of the ECF, the effective indices from different order

modes are quite different especially in lower-order modes, enabling individual mode

launching. Here, it is shown how the free space launching would affect the intermodal

interference of the ECF by measuring the OFDR signals. A bare ECF sample (with

total fibre length around 210 mm) with both ends cleaved was used for testing, and the

relevant OFDR results are shown in Fig. 3.11. Different modes were launched into

the ECF separately, where the label of each coloured curve matches with the label of

the corresponding output near-field mode image. The calculated optical path difference

from several groups of lower-order modes is shown in Table 3.2. These calculations

are in good agreement with the experimental measurements in Fig. 3.11, where three

major FFT peak groups (indicated by dashed grey lines) result from MMI of lower-

order modes. For example, the dominant peak at 0.5 - 1.0 mm corresponds to HOM

interference.

Fig. 3.11 Intermodal interference signals measured from a bare ECF sample with length
of 210 mm. Different curves are under different launching conditions with the output
near-field mode profiles shown in the inset. (a) The single mode launching leads to
weaker intermodal interference, while superposition mode launching leads to strong
intermodal interference in (b). The labelled numbers between the mode image and the
corresponding FFT are matched.

The intermodal interference is much weaker (no obvious FFT peaks) under

individual single mode launching as shown in Fig. 3.11(a), while the intermodal

interference is much stronger (large FFT peaks) under superposition mode excitation
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as shown in Fig. 3.11(b). It means that individual mode launching would maintain the

mode propagation, without attributing to obvious intermodal interference. The results

in Fig. 3.11 also show that the scattering signal within the fibre is majorly carried back

by the same mode. That is, peaks would be observed if the light couples back into

other modes due to the MMI. More details on the robustness of the individual mode

launching are given in the supplementary information in Chapter 4.2 [P2].

ECF intermodal interference
Mode Horizontal polarisation group index Physical cavity length (mm)
FM 1.472 (FM − HOM1)L/ n = 1.37

HOM1 1.482 (HOM4− HOM1)L/ n = 1.88
HOM3 1.491 (HOM3− HOM1)L/ n = 1.33
HOM4 1.495 (HOM4− HOM3)L/ n = 0.59

Table 3.2 Calculation of MMI within the ECF (Fig. 3.5(c)). The corresponding
Poynting vector distributions with labels are displayed in Fig. 3.6.

Fig. 3.12 Concept diagram showing how scatterers with transverse distributions on
the ECF surface would respond to the launched mode. Fundamental mode launching
would show a Gaussian distribution along the exposed transverse boundary and detected
signals from particles would fall into this curve depending upon their transverse
locations.

By launching multiple modes, one at a time, two-dimensional (2D) sensing is

possible, based on both the few-mode property of the ECF and the OFDR mechanism.
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It overcomes the limitation by only a major single mode scheme described in the above

integrated fibre device. By using more than one mode, the evanescent field could

transversely cover a larger range of the ECF exposed boundary. Individual mode

launching is important in this scenario to avoid MMI.

In theory, the returned signal carried from the scattering of the particle is expected

to be proportional to the evanescent field when the particles are distributed as shown

in Fig. 3.12. That is, the strongest signal would be from the particle in the core centre

under an FM launching. This is the central idea of the paper presented in Chapter

4.2 [P2], whereby HOM launching allowed for 2D mapping of scatterers on the ECF

surface.

3.3 Particle/scatterer positioning

Natural evaporation

In initial experiments, polystyrene spheres were randomly deposited on the exposed

channel of the ECF after liquid evaporation, as shown in Fig. 3.13. However, many of

the particles stuck to the walls of the exposed channel as displayed in Fig. 3.13(b), due

to the capillary effect and surface tension.

Fig. 3.13 Dark field microscope images. (a) Polystyrene spheres positioned randomly
on the exposed channel from a droplet of the particle suspension. (b) Particles remaining
on the exposed channel after water evaporation, which stuck to the walls of the exposed
channel. Various particles sizes can be seen.

The ECF in Fig. 3.5(a) is an asymmetric fibre which results from the artifact during

the drilling procedure and this was used in Chapter 4.1 [P1]. Using this asymmetric fibre

can alleviate both the capillary effect and surface tension during the liquid evaporation
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process. This was further improved using the ECF in Fig. 3.5(c), which has no concave

surfaces near the core.

Surface scatterer fabricated by fs-laser ablation

An alternative, more controllable method of placing scattering sites on the ECF core

was the use of fs-laser ablations. The fibre shown in Fig. 3.5(b) produced the results

presented in Chapter 4.2 [P2], where silica-air ablations written by fs-laser were used

in this paper to act as surface scatterers due to controllable laser-written points and

their relative spacing as shown in Fig. 3.14. This allowed the demonstration of

two-dimensional mapping using this fibre sensing technique. In this case, the

micro-scatterers were inscribed permanently on the ECF, and the relative spacing

between each point was known. During the fs-laser inscribing process, the second

harmonic wave of a 1064 nm fs-laser with pulse energy of 150 nJ was implemented for

inscribing each ablation, which was similar to that described for making fibre Bragg

gratings (FBG) previously (Fig. 3.14(a)) [210].

Fig. 3.14 SEM images of fs-laser ablations on the exposed surface of the ECF. (a) An
example FBG made by fs-laser ablation on the exposed surface from Ref. [210]. (b)
Example of fs-laser ablations with 3 µm spacing with the magnified image in (c).

In Fig. 3.14(b), the fibre was imaged from the top of the exposed channel and the

orange rectangle indicates the fs-laser writing area with the magnified image shown in

Fig. 3.14(c). They were aligned in a straight line along the axial direction with the

spacing between each adjacent point of 3 µm. Note that the fibre sample described here

was specifically prepared for checking the quality of ablations under SEM, to ensure

the fs-laser inscribing set-up was functioning properly. Fs-laser ablation patterns with

large axial separation were then created for optical testing, as described in Chapter 4.2

[P2].
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Particle positioning using a glass tip

Particles in Chapter 4.1 [P1] were deposited naturally after liquid evaporation without

manual control. Now a controllable approach to position particles is presented.

Polystyrene spheres were suspended in milli-Q water and 1 µL solution was placed on

the top of the exposed channel of the ECF as shown in Fig. 3.15(b). The water was

allowed to evaporate, leaving some particles remaining inside of the exposed channel.

Fig. 3.15 Positioning particles using a tapered glass capillary. (a) A tapered glass
capillary with the tip size of 200 nm. (b) A drop of suspension (particles in water)
is placed on the ECF, where the red dashed box is magnified in (c) with the particle
attached on the tapered glass capillary tip.

Fig. 3.16 Particles on the ECF imaged under an SEM to show the positioning accuracy.
(a) and (b) were imaged from the same ECF sample but at different locations. The slight
variation from both the transverse locations and sizes could be seen from the particles.

By controlling both a three-axis translation stage and the microscope’s built-in

translation stage, a micro-scaled glass capillary (made in-house [211]) could be used to

physically move the particles as shown in Fig. 3.15(a). Undesired particles or dust

could be removed during this process, and positioned particles were attached to the

silica surface through physisorption. There is no specific requirements for the tip size
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as long as it is small enough to get into the exposed channel and be able to move the

particles. As seen in Fig. 3.15(c), the tip size is comparable to the particle size (20

µm). While more precise control of displacement needs more advanced equipment, the

positioning approach here is sufficient to support current experiments with positional

accuracy within ± 3 µm as shown in Fig. 3.16.

Fig. 3.17 (a) The fibre sample with mechanically positioned polystyrene spheres
captured by an optical microscope before the first measurement with the measured
FFTs in (a1). A few days later, the same fibre sample was imaged in (b) with the
second measured FFT results in (b1). Where spheres ‘p4’ and ‘p5’ are magnified in
the right-hand side, they are also marked in the measured OFDR results. The dashed
lines are indicative of the stability of polystyrene spheres sitting on the fibre. Labelled
numbers (or different coloured curves) represent different launching conditions in (a1)
and (b1) by slightly adjusting the three-axis optical stage when the ECF was fixed on
the stage.

To demonstrate the stability of particles sitting on the ECF exposed surface, Fig.

3.17 shows the results where the same sample in Fig. 3.17(a) and (b) was captured

under an optical microscope at different times with several days interval. The first

measurement with the image in Fig. 3.17(a) shows the corresponding OFDR results in

Fig. 3.17(a1). This fibre sample was then moved out of the optical stage and stored in
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a closed plastic container. After a few days, the same fibre sample was moved back to

the optical stage and measured again with both microscope images in Fig. 3.17(b) and

OFDR results in Fig. 3.17(b1). The dashed lines inside the figure are used to indicate

the highly repeatable peak positions from the two measured results, where each major

peak is from a polystyrene sphere with a longitudinal position (away from the ECF

input-end) shown in the bottom of axis. Particles ‘p4’ and ‘p5’ are marked in both fibre

images and FFT results.

These results show the stability of polystyrene spheres on the ECF. Here, only one

comparison is shown, but tens of fibre samples were checked to show similar stability

during experiments. Note that the variation of the intensity from two measurements in

the downstream polystyrene spheres are mainly due to the different launching

conditions. However, located particles were observed to have large movement and

even disappear when the fibre was cleaved by a ceramic blade near the place where

particles were located. This is well explained by the destructive mechanic force

induced by manually operating the ceramic blade.

3.4 Particle size detection

The previous sections have introduced the detection of spatial location of microscale

particles on the ECF based on OFDR. Furthermore, the ability to use a portable and

flexible sensing scheme for detection of microscale particle size is important. To

optically mimic biological cells, the size of polystyrene spheres should be smaller than

real biological cells to contribute similar scattering strength, owing to the refractive

index contrast. However, in this thesis, the size equivalence (cells and model spheres)

matters, because the scattering cross-section is vital in the proposed configuration (Fig.

3.2). That is to say, the size of model spheres equivalent to cells would be able to

mimic the geometric scattering cross-sections, because the scattered signals are carried

back via the fibre’s backwards propagating modes. Large particles would potentially

interact with more modes and vice versa. The preliminary experiments in a flow cell

configuration to track individual polystyrene spheres (5 µm) is also considered (see

Appendix C). However, the real shape of cells are diverse rather than only spherical, so

the possibility of detecting particle’ size is discussed here based on OFDR technique.

Experiments were carried out where polystyrene micro-spheres with different sizes
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Fig. 3.18 Experimental measurements of three fibre samples with (a) 10 µm spheres,
(b) 20 µm spheres, and (c) a mixture of 10 and 20 µm spheres. Each panel (a), (b) and
(c) is composed of multiple FFT signals, while the shaded area is magnified at right
with individual FFT signals to see clearly with correlated output mode profiles shown
in the insets. The grey dashed lines in the left column are from system noise (around
3.65 mm). The yellow dashed circles indicate the polystyrene spheres which are either
10 µm or 20 µm positioned on the exposed channel of the ECFs, and the magenta scale
bar is 200 µm. Note that there is a grey dashed line at the same longitudinal position
(3.65 mm) in each left column panel which is an artefact arising from the noise in the
experimental set-up.

were distributed along ECFs, and example FFT results are shown in Fig. 3.18(a, b,

c), with particles of average size 10 µm (marked as black dots), 20 µm (marked as red

stars) and both 10 and 20 µm, respectively. Their relevant OFDR signals overlap in each

figure under several different launching conditions. The shaded areas are magnified

in Fig. 3.18(d, e, f), respectively, with corresponding colour. Individual FFT signals

are presented separately in each inset with a real-time near-field image to display the

output modal super-position. The positioned polystyrene beads that contribute to the

OFDR signal in the shaded area are shown at right parallel with the yellow dashed

circles, as captured under an optical microscope. Only several particles are included in

each fibre sample to enable them to be easily seen in the microscopic images in Fig.

3.18(d, e, f). The longitudinal position of particles located on the ECF could be directly

detected based on the OFDR technique under certain launching conditions that is in
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good agreement with the microscope images. The strength of FFT peaks from different

particles differ depending on their sizes, transverse locations and launching conditions.

As the scale of the x-axis is consistent for each figure, it is clear to see the difference

in OFDR signals from different particles. It can be seen that OFDR signals from the

10 µm particles are much narrower and single-peaked compared with broad and messy

peaks from the 20 µm particles.

Fig. 3.19 (a) FFT peaks (1-16) generated from a polystyrene sphere. The dashed
light purple lines indicate consecutive interference from WGM circling with the ECF
input. The dark purple stripe highlights the possible contribution from the multimodes
disturbances by interfering with the ECF input-end with details in Chapter 5.1 [M1]. (b)
The diameter of 22 µm polystyrene sphere deposited on the ECF, with the FFT results
shown in (a). (c) The illustration of WGMs circling around the sphere interfering with
the ECF input-end to thus form the FFT peaks.

The multiple peaks from larger spheres in the right hand side image of Fig. 3.18(e)

is magnified in Fig. 3.19(a) with the sampled particle shown in Fig. 3.19(b). This is

due to the excitation of whispering gallery modes (WGMs) that interfere with the ECF

input as illustrated in Fig. 3.19(c). In principle, the oscillating peaks would reflect the

size difference based on both WGMs and OFDR, as the spacing of adjacent peaks is

related to the optical path length of the sphere. However, the specific phase-matching

requirements for exciting WGMs between waveguides and morphology-dependent

micro-resonators (sphericity at the excitation plane) is challenging, and thus limits the

ability to use WGMs in complex situations. In other words, these evenly spaced FFT

peaks are not observed in all the large spheres (≥ 20 µm) but only from a few particles

during the experiments. Moreover, only near-perfect spherical particles will exhibit
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WGMs, whereas real biological particles may have sphericity but will not typically

support WGMs. Therefore, there is a necessity to seek other methods (e.g., machine

learning algorithms) to analyse the complex reflection spectrum, with more details for

distinguishing the particle sizes discussed in Chapter 5.1 [M1].

3.5 ECF as a WGM coupler

WGMs were observed when the light is coupled from ECFs to polystyrene

microspheres under phase-matching conditions in the previous section. Here,

microspheres can be used as sensing tools while the ECF acts as a novel WGM

coupler. The general interest of studying WGMs is due to their achievable ultra-high

Q-factor, bringing developments of single-molecule detection and low threshold lasing

resulting from strong light-matter interaction [6, 77, 78].

Compared with Fabry-Perot resonators, WGM resonators are relatively easy to

fabricate, and spheres, rings and toroids are used widely as miniaturised resonators.

Except from the morphology-dependent property for exciting WGMs, another

imperative point is to couple the light into resonators. Many coupling schemes have

been reported in the past, such as prisms, fibre tapers, planar waveguides, photonic

crystals and microstructured optical fibres (MOFs). Among them, fibre tapers are

frequently used due to the achievable ultra-high coupling efficiency up to 99% [92].

However, the fragility of using fibre tapers remains a challenge for practical

implementations. External platforms are often required to support both the fibre taper

and the micro-resonator. Other coupling schemes such as using D-type fibres or

microstructured optical fibres have been reported in the past, and they have the ability

to embed, encapsulate or support particles directly on the fibre [91, 141, 142].

However, either complicated post processing such as melting/etching/polishing is

required, or the ability to position particles is limited [89].

The interest of lasing using WGMs in biological cells is an active topic as a potential

capability to track or sense small biological objects of interest (e.g., DNA and proteins).

Some configurations for exciting WGMs in cells have been reported, and most of them

are achieved through embedding micro-resonators inside the cells [99]. Their coupling

methods are performed through a direct illumination from the bottom of the petri dish,

a capillary or in free space. Therefore, a new WGM coupler using ECFs is proposed in
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Chapter 5.2 [P3], which overcomes the challenge of using fragile fibre tapers and brings

new possibilities towards integrating multiple resonators in a single fibre for possible

applications such as multi-point sensing and lasing [212].

The main advantages of using ECFs for a WGM coupler is summarised as follows:

• There is no need of post processing since the evanescent field is directly

accessible in an exposed-core fibre.

• The exposed side provides accessibility for positioning microspheres and

there is ability to integrate multiple resonators on a single fibre.

• The ECF has an outer diameter of 160 µm, which is suitable for practical

handling.

• The outer jacket of the ECF provides a partial physical protection for

deposited microspheres from disturbance of the surrounding environment.

3.6 Further investigations

In this section several investigations that were not included within publications, but

show directions for future work, are described.

Spatial light modulator

A spatial light modulator (SLM) was used to modulate the light wavefront to obtain

desired light patterns (i.e., fibre mode profiles). This enables ECF HOMs to be launched

with flexibility and accuracy in the future, and several launched single HOMs are shown

in Fig. 3.20. More specific details are described in Appendix D.

Fig. 3.20 (a1-e1) Experimentally observed ECF high-order modes after using the
holographic masks operated through a liquid crystal SLM.

Fixing particles on the fibre
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Although the stability of the deposited particles using ECFs as a WGM platform is

presented in Sec. 3.3, the ability to work in a liquid environment would be favourable

for practical biological applications. If the particles were only attached to the surface

through physisorption, water and a capillary effect from the exposed channel would

move the particles. Therefore, a method to fix polystyrene spheres on the ECF has

been proposed. By heating the polystyrene material until its softening temperature, it

allows the polymer spheres to stick to the silica surface without significantly affecting

its sphericity.

Fig. 3.21 A polystyrene sphere was fixed on the ECF through a thermal fusing method.
A droplet of water was then placed on the top of this sphere to test the particle’s stability.

A series of tests were performed to find a suitable temperature from 125 to 168◦C by

using the thermal fusing method. Below 145◦C, polystyrene spheres have not shown a

good stability under water immersion, while the suitable temperature range was found

to be from 145 to 168◦C. For example, an ECF sample with deposited particles was

heated at 168◦C with 30 minutes inside the oven. This fibre sample was then tested

under an optical microscope as shown in Fig. 3.21(a-d), under the water evaporation

process. The particle did not move during this process, demonstrating good fixation by

the thermal fusing method.

Note that for a more detailed and serious conclusion about the softening procedure

for the good performance of morphology-dependent WGMs, more experiments would

be required in the future to compare the Q-factor of the WGMs. Nonetheless, this is a

preliminary demonstration showing the potential of the proposed WGMs platform for

working in biological environments, and more details about WGM coupling using the

ECF is introduced in Chapter 5.2 [P3].
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Particle morphology detection

The capability for distinguishing different sizes of polystyrene spheres was considered

in Sec. 3.4. It would be advantageous if the sensor can be extended to investigate the

particle morphology. While spheres are generally considered as having point-contact

with the ECF surface, non-spherical particles would have more physical contact and are

therefore expected to show differences in the signal due to their strong interaction with

the evanescent field as shown in Fig. 3.22.

Fig. 3.22 (a) An SEM image of the cross-section of the ECF (Fig. 3.5(c)). (b)
Experimental set-up with a correlated signal map of micron-scale particles (including a
non-spherical particle (blue) and microspheres with different sizes) based on the OFDR
detection. The output near-field mode profile is monitored by an InGaAs camera. (c)
Complex scattering from the particle excited by the evanescent field. (d) A micron-
scale glass tip is used to position particles. Several guided modes supported by the ECF
are shown, which interact differently with the various particles through the evanescent
field. A black dashed line in the middle of waveguide indicates the centre of the ECF
core.

Here some irregular particles were prepared including polyethylene ‘p1’, ‘p2’ and

‘p7’, a salt crystal ‘p3’ (crystallisation from sodium solution on the ECF) and a

random dust particle ‘p5’ from the residue of the particle solution to compare with the

results from polystyrene spheres ‘p4’ and ‘p6’ as shown in Fig. 3.23(a). Note that

polyethylene bulks ( ‘p1’, ‘p2’ and ‘p7’) were formed by fully melting irregular

micro-scaled polyethylene pieces (came from mechanically damaged 90 µm
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blue-coloured polyethylene spheres, with refractive index ≈ 1.50) onto the ECF after

heating for 30 minutes inside an oven around 125◦C) to obtain fully fixed and irregular

particles sticking on the ECF. This is different from the previous proposal for fixing

polystyrene spheres on the ECF which have to maintain the sphericity to enable WGM

excitation.

Fig. 3.23 (a) Particles including polystyrene spheres and non-spheres located on ECFs.
(b) FFT signals from irregular polyethylene particles ‘p1’ and ‘p2’ and they were
located on different locations of the same ECF. (c) The FFT signal from a salt crystal
‘p3’, on the ECF. (d) FFT signals from a 20 µm polystyrene sphere ‘p4’ and dust ‘p5’
from the solution residue. Note that, this fibre sample is the same as shown in Fig.
3.18(b), which mainly consists of 20 µm polystyrene spheres leading to weak and broad
FFT peaks compared with the dust signal (‘p5’). (e) FFT signals focused on a 10 µm
polystyrene sphere ‘p6’ and an irregular polyethylene particle ‘p7’.

FFT signals from particles ‘p1’, ‘p2’, and ‘p3’ in Fig. 3.23(b) and (c), show

significant single-narrowed peaks. One of the reasons is that these irregular particles
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have more than one point-contact with the fibre surface, contributing to stronger

signals. In comparison, a random dust particle ‘p5’ and 20 µm polystyrene spheres

were located on the same ECF, and an intense signal strength was observed from this

dust particle in Fig. 3.23(d) compared with a polystyrene sphere ‘p4’. In Fig. 3.23(d),

other small broad peaks were also from the 20 µm spheres, and this was the same fibre

sample used in Fig. 3.18(b) where the marked “dust” was ‘p5’ here. Meanwhile, Fig.

3.23(e) shows a fibre sample consisting of irregular particles, 10 µm and 20 µm

polystyrene spheres. Although the peak widths from 10 µm polystyrene spheres and

dust particles seem to be similar according to these results when referring to Fig.

3.18(a) and (d), the irregular polyethylene particle ‘p7’ displays a significant signal

compared with the rest of signals from polystyrene spheres (i.e., signal from a 10 µm

polystyrene sphere ‘p6’).

These preliminary results have shown the potential to distinguish particle

morphology by characterising their signal strength based on the OFDR technique.

Both composition (refractive index) and shape of particles would affect the scattering

signals, leading to differences in measured OFDR signals. In Chapter 5.1 [M1] it will

be shown that this technique can be used for detecting the size of spherical particles.

To understand the complex scattering data from these particles, particularly when the

ECF is multimoded, machine learning algorithms are applied. The results here show

the potential for expanding this method towards non-spherical particles, which would

have greater applicability for real biological sensing.

Optimised coupling

Now a proposal for an optimised coupling using ECFs as coupling platforms is

presented. Due to the geometric structure of this ECF, both the particle’s located

position and the launched modes would affect the performance of the WGM

resonances. For excitation of WGMs from a single particle, it requires careful control

of the launched mode(s) to satisfy the phase-matching condition between the fibre

waveguide and the microsphere and thus generate the WGMs. To avoid off-resonance,

for example, a gap with 1.8 µm was reported to be the optimised distance between the

tapered fibre (diameter: 3 µm) and the resonator (silica sphere diameter: 150 µm), for

achieving a coupling efficiency up to 99% [92].
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Fig. 3.24 (a) The cross-section of the ECF. (b) A configuration of WGM excitation using
ECF where the dashed magenta curve is the exposed boundary, which is consistent with
(a). The white circle represents the equatorial plane contacting with the ECF surface
while the blue circle represents the offset excitation with a slight gap.

Here, the possibility to achieve an optimised coupling even though the particles are

physically attached to the exposed surface of the ECF is proposed. Launched HOMs

have energy extended transversely along the exposed surface. This enables the

evanescent field of a certain mode to excite the microsphere with a slight gap (marked

as a blue circle) rather than a direct excitation in the equatorial plane contacting the

fibre surface (marked as a white circle) as illustrated in Fig. 3.24.
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4.1 Distributed sensing of micron-scale particles

This section focus on one-dimensional distributed sensing of micron-scale particles

using an ECF integrated fibre sensor, based on the OFDR technique.

4.1.1 Publication overview

This work [P1] has demonstrated distributed sensing of micron-scale particles with

high spatial resolution using an integrated fibre sensor device. Based on the OFDR, a

fraction of scattered light from the particles is coupled back via backwards ECF modes

to interfere with the reference light, so particles’ axial distributions along the ECF are

thus mapped out. Both theoretical analysis and experimental implementation are

presented in this publication. This is the foundation for the whole project, which is

distributed sensing of micron-scale particles towards biomedical applications.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup, where the particle sensing occurs along a 20 mm length of ECF and the reflection at the splice forms the reference arm. (a)
Cross-sectional microscope image of the ECF. (b) The exposed channel of the ECF with deposited round polystyrene bead (marked with a red dashed arrow). (For interpretation
of  the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

ting could be targeted towards cancer cells, bacteria, viruses, or
nanoparticles [23].

Single  particle detection and tracking within a structured fiber
was demonstrated Faez et al. in 2015 [24]. Here the Rayleigh scat-
tering from nanoparticles loaded inside the nanofluidic channel of
a nanobore optical fiber was tracked. While this was an effective
technique to track motion along the fiber, it relied on an external
microscope objective to image the side of the fiber to acquire the
scattered signals from the particles. In order to be used as a portable
and in-vivo probe, the excitation and scattering signals would need
to be guided by the same fiber. Alternatively, a high spatial resolu-
tion (tens of micrometers) sensor was reported by Bykov et al. for
physical sensing, through launching a flying silica particle inside
the hollow core of a microstructured optical fiber and detecting
various optical properties [25]. In this case the particle was  used as
a sensor element, rather than the optical fiber being used to detect
external particles.

In  2009 Warren-Smith et al. demonstrated distributed sensing
of an external parameter, in this case a fluorescent chemical species,
using a time domain approach with an exposed-core microstruc-
tured optical fiber (ECF) [26]. This class of MOF  has a portion of
the cladding removed such that the core is directly exposed to
the external environment along the entire length [27–29]. The
exposed-core is highly sensitive due to the small diameter (several
microns), whilst being supported by an outer jacket with a stan-
dard fiber diameter. This configuration has significantly improved
robustness over other reported fiber sensors made through taper-
ing or etching [30], while having higher sensitivity (evanescent
field fraction) compared to D-shaped fiber [31,32]. However, time-
domain distributed sensing has a spatial resolution on the order of
one meter, limiting its potential use to large scale structural health
monitoring applications rather than biological applications.

In  this paper, we propose high-resolution distributed parti-
cle sensing along an ECF using the principle of optical frequency
domain reflectometry. We  demonstrate the technique by measur-
ing the locations of 10 �m sized particles over several centimeters
detection range.

2.  Experimental configuration and principle

Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup, which consists of an optical
sensors interrogator, a computer, and a fiber sensor. Fig. 1(a) shows

the  cross-section of the ECF used in this experiment, which was
fabricated as described previously [28,33]. Briefly, a 20 mm  diam-
eter silica rod was  drilled with three air holes (diameter =2.8 mm)
and a 1 mm slot, which was then drawn to 160 �m fibers. Two
air holes (22−26 �m)  and an open channel (width 35−45 �m and
depth 57−69 �m)  surround the silica glass core, such that the open
channel allows analytes to directly access the fiber core. The fiber
sensor was fabricated by first splicing a section of 980-HP fiber to a
standard single mode fiber (SMF-28) using an arc splicer (Fujikura
FSM-100 P). The opposite end of the 980-HP fiber was then spliced
to a 20 mm length of ECF. The distal end of the ECF was sealed by
melting it into a ball shape using the splicer, both to minimize back-
reflections from the fiber end and to prevent solvent from entering
the two air holes. We  chose to splice 980-HP fiber with the ECF due
to their similar mode field diameters (MFDs), being 6.19 �m (980-
HP) and 5.18 �m (ECF fundamental mode) [28], which allows the
fundamental mode of the ECF to be predominantly launched and
thus give a single clear interference signal from each particle.

Polystyrene beads were selected as a model system to show
the proof-of-concept of our sensing technique because of their
similarity to biological cells both in refractive index and size.
To demonstrate distributed sensing, polystyrene beads with size
9.7 ± 0.4 �m (Thermo Fisher) were deposited along the open chan-
nel of the ECF by dropping 1 �L solution (polystyrene beads in
ethanol) on a small portion of the ECF. The solution traveled along
the open channel of the ECF via capillary action, subsequently evap-
orating and leaving particles randomly located inside the channel
as shown by the microscope image in Fig. 1(b).

The sensing principle is based on optical interference between
the sample reflections (from the polystyrene beads) and a reference
reflection. Here, a small portion of the light that propagates along
the 980-HP fiber is reflected at the 980-HP to ECF splice (blue curved
arrow in Fig. 1) due to a small overlap with the ECF holes (glass-
air interface), providing a reference reflection. Scattered light from
particles near the center of the ECF core is collected via the evanes-
cent field and returns back along the ECF (red curved arrows in
Fig. 1), forming a sample reflection from each particle.

The optical sensor interrogator (National Instruments PXIe-
4844) consists of a swept wavelength laser source with a
wavelength range from 1510 to 1590 nm and a wavelength reso-
lution of 4 pm (separated into 20,000 points). The achievable axial
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Fig. 2. (a) and (b) show the FFT of the optical interference signals for two  different ECFs with different distributions of particles. Red diamonds indicate detection events
with a signal to noise (SNR) greater than 3.0. The small insets above are microscope images of the ECF showing the splicing points, particles (red spots), and sealed ends of
the  ECFs, while the entire ECF sensors (20 mm)  are shown under the insets. Visible red spots in the images were formed by replacing the interrogator with a red laser source
in  order to view the scattering during microscope imaging and thus confirm the locations of the particles. The inset in (b) shows a magnified plot of the peak at 3.7 mm.  (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

resolution of this distributed ECF sensor can be calculated using Eq.
(1) [2]:

�z  = c

2neff �F
(1)

where  c is the speed of light, neff is the effective refractive index
of the ECF, and �F is the scanning frequency range of the laser
source. An axial resolution of 10.4 �m can theoretically be achieved.
Higher resolution could be realized by using a swept wavelength
light source with a broader wavelength scanning range. The signal
processing of this experiment is comparable to that used in swept-
source optical coherence tomography, extracting the locations of
the polystyrene beads along the optical path from the interference
spectrum via fast Fourier transform (FFT) [34].

3. Results and discussion

Fig.  2(a) and (b) show two nominally identical spliced ECF sen-
sors with different random distributions of particles, and their
corresponding interference signals. Numbered insets are micro-
scope images at locations where polymer beads were deposited
(red circles and arrows) along the length of the ECF sensors

(20  mm).  The magnified inset 1 shows the 980-HP + ECF splice and
inset 5 shows the sealed ECF tip in Fig. 2(a). To confirm the positions
of the particles along the ECF under a microscope, the interrogator
was replaced with a red laser source. Red light scattering from the
particles is shown in insets 2–4 and matches longitudinally with
the related peaks in the FFT of the interference signal. Each peak
in the interference signal demonstrates the interference between
a particle and the reference signal. The horizontal axis shows the
positions of the particles located along the ECF relative to the 980-
HP + ECF splice. For reference, the diameter of the 980-HP is 125 �m
and the diameter of the ECF is 160 �m.  Fig. 2(b) shows the results
for a second ECF, nominally identical, sensor with a different par-
ticle distribution to demonstrate the repeatability of this method
and the inset shows a magnified view of the peak at 4 mm.  Here
we see that adjacent data points are separated by 10.4 �m along
the ECF length, as was calculated in Sec. 2, yielding a minimum
resolvable spatial resolution of approximately 20 �m.  The strong
correlation between the polymer bead locations and the FFT peaks
demonstrates that the axial distribution of micron-scale particles
located on the exposed-core can indeed be mapped using frequency
domain reflectometry.
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It can be seen in Fig. 2 that there are variations in the intensities
of the peaks, despite the particles having nominally the same size.
There are several potential causes for this. First, the channel of the
ECF is larger than the particles, which leads to the distribution of
beads transversely across the core of the fiber. The ECF is more
sensitive to particles at the center of the core where the evanescent
field of the fundamental mode is the strongest. In general, the shape
of the fundamental mode of the ECF is approximately Gaussian, thus
the highest scattered signal occurs when particles are centered at
the base of the channel and therefore centered on the core. In future,
this issue could be solved by either nanofabrication or chemical
binding techniques to fix the location of particles to the center of
the core or through the use of higher order modes to determine
the distance of particles from the core. The later technique also has
the potential to discriminate the particles’ size as well as position,
giving a full picture of any particles within the evanescent field of
the fiber.

Secondly, scattering due to polystyrene beads and contaminants
such as dust or residue from particles’ solution (if they are near the
center of the open channel) can lead to reflected signals and loss.
Thus, intensities of peaks can decrease with greater distance from
the 980-HP + ECF splice.

Thirdly, the swept source has a limited coherence length, leading
to a decrease in the interference signal as the path length between
the reference arm (splice) and the sample arm (particles) increases
[35,36]. We  have characterized this effect by measuring the inter-
ference signal from a spliced ECF with a cleaved end at varying ECF
lengths, with the results shown in Fig. 3. Each color represents a
different ECF length. Specifically, we cleaved the distal end-face of
the ECF five times, i.e. cut-back measurement, numbered 1–5 in
Fig. 3. The initial ECF length was 42 mm,  decreasing by several mil-
limeters with each subsequent cleave of the fiber sensor. The result
shown in Fig. 3 characterizes a signal drop-off of 0.73 dB/mm with

Fig. 3. Cut-back measurement of the interference signals for different ECF lengths.
Numbers 1–5 represent the cleave sequence from the same fiber sensor. The signals
are presented after minimizing the noise through signal processing (with 8pts FFT
smooth) in OriginPro8.5. Red solid diamonds show peaks while the red line shows a
linear fit (Slope = − 0.73 dB/mm, Adj. R-Square = 0. 99823). Redundant peaks named
“4” and “5” (with quotation marks) can be ignored as they are due to double-pass
reflections.  (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article).

increasing detection length. This loss value can be used to correct
the heights in Fig. 2. Redundant peaks named “4” and “5” (with
quotation marks) are due to multiple-pass reflection paths of light
between the spliced point and the end-face of fiber after cleaving
4 and 5 respectively, and may  be ignored for calculation of the loss
of signal with path length. This was evident as their axial positions
are equal to twice the single-pass optical path length.

Fig. 4. (a) SEM image of the ECF. (b) Magnified image of (a), showing the fiber core region, which was  imported into the numerical model. (c) Geometry of the 2D model
(white lines), the Poynting vector distribution of fundamental mode (color plot) and the electric field polarization (black arrows). The two white circles represent particles
of  1 �m and 10 �m diameter. (d) Magnified image of (c).
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Fig. 5. The blue data point shows the optical interference signal of a polystyrene
bead  at a location of 1.63 mm along the ECF. The blue line shows the extrapolated
relative  scattering of smaller particles as given by the numerical model. The black
line represents the relative particle scattering based on this fiber sensor at the posi-
tion of 15 mm along the ECF, down-shifted by 9.8 dB relative to the blue line using
Fig. 3. For reference, the red line shows the reflection intensity when the SNR = 3.0.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web  version of this article).

To estimate the minimum detectable particle size using the cur-
rent experimental setup, we have performed a simple theoretical
simulation integrated with experimental data. A two- dimensional
(2D) model was built (COMSOL v5.2, Comsol Inc. MA,  USA) with
the finite element method based on an imported scanning electron
microscope (SEM) image as shown in Fig. 4(b) (magnified image
of Fig. 4(a)). A polymer bead was approximated as a circle located
at the center of the exposed-core channel. Circles with diameter
1 �m and 10 �m are shown as examples in Figs. 4(c) and (d). In this
model we assume that the amount of scattering from the particle,
�p, is proportional to the overlap of the fundamental mode Poynt-
ing vector with the cross section of the circle (i.e. polymer bead) as
shown in Eq. (2), where �e and �h are  the electric and magnetic fields
of the fundamental mode, respectively.

˛p ∝

∫

circle

(
→
e ×

→
h ) · d

→
A

∫

A∞
(
→
e ×

→
h ) · d

→
A

(2)

Note  that this model makes the approximation that the polymer
bead has no effect on the guided mode and assumes that the scat-
tering from different sized particle are equally coupled back into
the guided mode of the fiber.

The overlap integral was calculated for various particle diam-
eters. The simulated results are shown in Fig. 5, where detectable
signals for two fixed lengths of the same ECF sensor are shown
(blue line for 1.63 mm and black line for 15 mm).  The blue line was
adjusted by adding a y-axis constant to match with the experi-
mental data (solid blue sphere). This data point was  from one of
the experimental results, which depicts the interference intensity
where a polystyrene bead was in the center of the open channel
at a location of 1.63 mm from the 980-HP + ECF splice. The black
line corresponds to the particle being located 15 mm away from
the 980-HP + ECF splice after correcting the signal (blue line) by
using the signal drop-off relationship illustrated in Fig. 3. The level
at which the SNR equals three (allowing clear detection of a parti-
cle), based on the background noise from the experimental data
point, is shown as filled light red in Fig. 5. Note that this noise
level is not equivalent to the noise observed in Fig. 3 as the signals
in Fig. 3 are from cleaved fiber end-faces, which have a different

background noise compared to the particle sensing experiments.
The results show that the smallest particle that this sensor could
detect at up to 15 mm detection length is 4 �m or down to approxi-
mately 500 nm for a detection length of 1.63 mm.  The detection size
and range have potential for improvement by reducing the detec-
tion noise, increasing the laser coherence length, and increasing the
laser power.

4.  Conclusion

In summary, we have demonstrated a distributed fiber sensor
that can detect the axial positions of micron-scale particles with
high repeatability and stability. In this work we  detected 10 �m
polystyrene particles, which have a similar refractive index and
size to biological cells, suggesting that the system has potential for
biomedical applications such as sensing the location of cancer cells,
bacteria, viruses, or nanoparticles. Furthermore, the experimental
setup is compatible with being deployed as a flexible fiber probe
and uses commercial optical fiber sensor interrogation equipment,
making it portable and simple to implement.
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4.2 Two-dimensional mapping of surface scatterers

The one-dimensional (1D) distributed sensing concept based on the OFDR mechanism

was demonstrated in Sec. 4.1. However, the 1D sensing in the integrated sensing

configuration is limited to only detect particles nearby the core centre, while particles

away from the core centre are difficult to be detected. This is due to the fundamental

mode launching, where the evanescent field from the core towards the edge is a

Gaussian distribution and limits the transverse detection range.

This section expands the sensing ability to another dimension: transverse direction.

The micro-scaled particles’ information is mapped in 2D based on mode-multiplexed

OFDR signal analysis as illustrated in the Fig. 4.1.

Fig. 4.1 (a). A schematic diagram of the proposed 2D imaging, where red dots with
same size located on the fibre are detected based on the OFDR technique. The signals
combined with a matrix approach reveal the particle’s 2D distributions as illustrated in
the red pixels of (b).

4.2.1 Publication overview

This work [P2] aims to advance the sensing capability into two dimensions, while Sec.

4.1[P1] has only demonstrated 1D detection of micro-scaled particles. The fibre

sample was fabricated using a femto-second (fs) laser inscribing technique. By using

the few-mode property of the ECF, the second dimension could be obtained by
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inscribing surface scatterers made by the fs-laser based on the proposed OFDR

technique. The experimental measurements are in good agreement with the theoretical

hypothesis. This publication is a proof-of-concept demonstration of 2D mapping of

surface scatterers by using a single ECF, avoiding the deployment of bulky and

complicated configurations.
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ABSTRACT

The tracking of small particles is an important but challenging task for biological applications such as disease diagnostics and medical
research. Current methods are limited to the use of bulky instruments such as flow cytometers and microscopes. Here, a novel tech-
nique for the detection and measurement of micron-scale optical scatterers using a few-mode exposed-core microstructured optical fiber
is proposed. Through selective mode launching combined with optical frequency domain reflectometry, scatterers located on the fiber
core surface can be simultaneously mapped with both longitudinal and transverse information. This technique is demonstrated by detect-
ing the two-dimensional positions of several femtosecond-laser-inscribed micron-scale ablations written at different locations on the fiber
core surface. Due to the compact nature of the optical fiber and its local sensitivity to scatterers that are in close proximity to it, this tech-
nique has the potential for the measurement and detection of micron-scale particles in difficult to reach biological environments for in vivo
applications.

© 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0036300

I. INTRODUCTION

Significant effort has been invested in manipulating and mea-
suring small particles with light in order to enrich our knowledge
of the dynamics and interactions of the microscale world.1–5 The
use of optical fibers for this purpose is gaining interest due to their
small size and flexibility, allowing them to reach into difficult-to-
access regions, such as deep inside the body. For example, advanced
techniques for particle tracking include the use of optical fiber
probes with microlenses to trap and manipulate targeted cells6 and
holographic manipulation of particles via a multimode fiber.7 The
manipulation of particles can also allow them to be exploited for
sensing, exemplified by the demonstration of controlled propagation

of micron-scale particles inside hollow core fibers for high spatial
resolution temperature and electric field sensing.8,9

Sensing and tracking small targets is motivated by a desire to
understand their presence, size, dynamics, and interactions within
microscale and even nanoscale biological environments, with an aim
toward disease diagnostics, medical research, and drug delivery.4,5,10

Optical fiber based approaches include the detection of nanopar-
ticles using a tapered nanofiber pair,11 the use of an exposed-core
microstructured optical fiber (ECF) coupled with a dark-field het-
erodyne measurement technique,12 and evanescent field based fluo-
rescence detection of upconversion nanocrystals in microstructured
optical fibers.13 Fiber-based schemes with the ability to detect spatial
information of micro-/nano-objects have also been reported, such as

APL Photon. 6, 026105 (2021); doi: 10.1063/5.0036300 6, 026105-1
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the use of a nanofluidic fiber for single virus detection,14 a similar
nanofluidic fiber sensor for three-dimensional detection of nano-
objects,15 and a hollow core fiber to study the Brownian motion of
nano-objects.16 Although these methods are able to image nanoscale
particles, they rely on bulky external optics that increase the sys-
tem complexity and prevent their implementation as an in vivo
device.

Parallel efforts for fiber-based in vivo sensing probes have been
reported including the integration of simultaneous temperature
sensing and optical coherence tomography17 and pH measurements
for surgical assistance.18 However, these fiber tip-based probes are
single-point sensors that must move over a region to collect spatial
information, potentially leading to additional mechanical damage of
delicate biological tissues. We recently reported a silk-coated in vivo
ECF-based sensor, which collects information along the entire fiber
length but was still limited as an averaged fluorescence measurement
without the capability of providing spatial information.19 There is a
need for advancing these techniques to obtain spatial information
within confined and challenging biological systems.

To achieve a portable fiber-based device with a long detec-
tion range and micron-scale resolution, we seek to apply a tech-
nique known as optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR),20

which allows for distributed sensing along an optical fiber with
high spatial resolution. Our ECF has an exposed channel enabling
direct evanescent field contact with the ambient environment with-
out the need for post-processing procedures, enabling repeat-
able and robust sensing measurements. We recently demonstrated
that micron-scale particles could be detected along an ECF using
OFDR.21 This method could detect the presence and longitudi-
nal position of scattering particles, but not their size or transverse
position. In this paper, we propose and experimentally demon-
strate a novel approach that adds transverse information to this

method through the selective launching of several modes in a few-
mode ECF. Using the numerically simulated evanescent field pro-
files of the optical modes, we add the ability to detect a scatterer’s
transverse position using a matrix approach, thus demonstrating
two-dimensional (2D) sensing. We anticipate this technique could
be deployed for micron-scale particle detection based on a sin-
gle fiber path for disease diagnostics and drug delivery in clinical
applications.

II. CONCEPT

We demonstrate our technique using an in-house fabricated
ECF as shown in Fig. 1(a), with the yellow dashed core region mag-
nified in Fig. 1(b). Our ECF has a core diameter of 7.5 μm and a
mode field diameter of 5.18 μm for the horizontally polarized fun-
damental mode (FM) (i.e., polarized parallel to the exposed surface)
at a wavelength of 1550 nm. The fabrication of this ECF has been
described previously.22 To achieve 2D distributed sensing, the few-
mode nature of the ECF plays a key role. As illustrated in Fig. 1(c),
scatterers (shown as red dots) located at different transverse posi-
tions across the ECF core surface interact with different modes,
such as those displayed in Figs. 1(d)–1(f), with different strengths
due to their varying spatial distribution of energy across the core
surface. For example, Fig. 1(d) shows the Poynting vector distri-
bution of the fundamental mode (FM), which can interact most
strongly with a scatterer located at the core center. Compare this
to the higher-order modes in Figs. 1(e) and 1(f) labeled HOM1 and
HOM2, which can interact relatively more strongly with scatterers at
different offset positions away from the center. Figure 1(g) shows
the time averaged z-component (propagating component) of the
Poynting vector for the three modes considered along the exposed
boundary of the ECF [dashed yellow line in Figs. 1(d)–1(f)] and the

FIG. 1. (a) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the ECF. (b) Core region of the ECF corresponding to the yellow dashed box in (a). (c) Illustration of the ECF with
scatterers (red points) located at different longitudinal and transverse positions along the exposed channel. These scatterers can interact with different propagating transverse
optical modes as shown in (d)–(f), depending on their transverse offset from the center. (g) Calculated Poynting vector distributions (normalized to 1) of several selected
modes on the exposed boundary [yellow dashed line in (d)–(f)], while the magenta dashed curve shows the mean of three modes. Dashed dark lines correspond to scatterers
(d)–(f) at different transverse positions. All simulations (d)–(g) are based on the finite element method (COMSOL) using a free space wavelength of 1550 nm.
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mean of the three modes (dashed magenta curve) using the following
expression:23

Pm(x) = 1
2
∣am∣2Re{ˆ⃗em(x) × ˆ⃗hm(x) ⋅ ˆ⃗z}, (1)

where am is the modal coefficient for themth mode (FM, HOM1, and
HOM2), êm and ĥm are the orthonormal electric and magnetic fields
for each mode, respectively, and x represents the distance along
the ECF exposed boundary (as opposed to a Cartesian coordinate),
with x = 0 at the center of the core. In Fig. 1(g), the modal ampli-
tudes have been adjusted such that the plot is normalized to unity
to clearly see the variation in energy distribution at the exposed-
core surface for the three modes considered. Note that in this work,
including the above simulated modes and the following experiments,
we consider only the horizontally polarized modes as they gener-
ally have greater field intensity at the surface compared to verti-
cally polarized modes. The black dashed lines in Fig. 1(g) indicate
scatterers at different transverse positions crossing the ECF bound-
ary corresponding to Figs. 1(d)–1(f), respectively, showing how
the different modes interact with scatterers at different transverse
positions.

We now describe how multiple launched optical modes can be
used to determine quantitative transverse spatial information about
the size and position of scatterers. We assume that the returned
scattered signal is first longitudinally resolved using OFDR and our
task is now to resolve the transverse position using the scatter from
multiple modes. We assume that the returned signal intensity from
each scatterer is proportional to the evanescent field of the particular
excited optical mode and its overlap with the scatterer at the surface.
This neglects the evanescently coupled distribution of backscatter
into the counter-propagating modes of the fiber but allows us to con-
sider the system using a linear matrix approach. We then spatially
divide the transverse location across the core into discrete regions
that equal the number of modes. For example, if we launch three
optical modes, then the transverse region can be resolved into three
separate regions. In the general case of N modes, we can resolve into
N regions and write the total scattered light for each mode using the
following expression:

Im = u1 ∫
R1

Pm(x)dx + u2 ∫
R2

Pm(x)dx +⋯ + uN ∫
RN

Pm(x)dx, (2)

where Im is the returned signal from the OFDR measurement for a
given longitudinal position for the mth launched optical mode and
ui is a scattering factor that represents the degree of returned scatter
signal from the ith transverse region Ri. This can be expressed as the
following matrix equation:

I⃗ =Mu⃗, (3)

where I = (I1, I2, . . ., IN), u = (u1, u2, . . ., uN), and M is an N × N
matrix given by

M =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

∫
R1

P1 ∫
R2

P1 . . . ∫
RN

P1

∫
R1

P2 ⋱ ⋮
⋮
∫
R1

PN ⋯ ∫
RN

PN

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (4)

We can then solve for the unknown scatter vector u through a matrix
inversion,

u⃗ =M−1 I⃗. (5)

In order to implement this approach in practice, the matrix
M is calculated using the numerically simulated Poynting vector
distributions as shown in Fig. 1(g) where the regions can be arbi-
trarily defined but should approximately match the spatial extent
of the launched modes. The vector I is the experimentally mea-
sured values from the OFDR signal. In the following experimen-
tal results, we demonstrate the application of this method for the
three modes shown in Fig. 1 to yield both longitudinal and trans-
verse spatial locations of surface scatters. We note, however, that the
same technique could be applied to any number of supported optical
modes, provided they can be discretely launched, and for any loca-
tion of scatterers including inside the waveguide and not only on the
surface.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Inscription of surface scatterers
and experimental setup

Scatterers were introduced to the ECF surface using a femtosec-
ond (fs) laser writing technique, which produces permanent silica–
air ablation points. A wavelength doubled (524 nm), ultra-fast laser
(IMRA DE0210) was used with pulse duration <250 fs and pulse
energy of 150 nJ. The ECF was imaged using the same lens as used
for the fs laser writing to locate the optical fiber core, similar to a
method previously used for fiber Bragg grating inscription.24 Seven
points were written in total, as indicated by the red spots with num-
bers from 1 to 7 in Fig. 2(a), which have a longitudinal spacing of
500 μm between each point and a transverse spacing of 1 μm. The
ablation point number 4 was written with a transverse position as
close to the center of the optical fiber core as possible, within experi-
mental error. The ECF sample viewed under a camera with visible
(red) laser light coupled into the core to show the scatterer loca-
tions is shown in Fig. 2(b). The left-hand side red dot in Fig. 2(b)
corresponds to the input end of the ECF, while the furthest right-
hand side red dot in the dashed yellow box is the seventh ablation
point.

The OFDR signal was generated by a swept wavelength
(1510 nm–1590 nm) optical sensor interrogator (National Instru-
ments PXIe-4844), which integrates a source (60 μW) and pho-
todetector with a dynamic range of 40 dB and the sampling rate
of 10 Hz. The OFDR signal was then generated by optical interfer-
ence between the reflection from the cleaved end-face of the ECF
due to the air–silica interface [black arrow in Fig. 2(a)] and the
reflected light from each introduced fs-laser ablation scattering point
(red arrows). The interference from each point can then be demul-
tiplexed by applying a fast Fourier transform (FFT) to convert the
interference spectrum into longitudinal spatial information with a
resolution of ∼10 μm as described previously.21

The mode launching was controlled by manually adjusting a
three-axis optical stage to adjust the axial and transverse positions.
The launched mode(s) was monitored using an infrared camera,
and the stage was adjusted until one of the three desired modes
supported by the ECF was predominantly launched.
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. The black arrow represents reflection at a cleaved surface where ∼3.3% of the incident light is reflected back due to the
air–silica interface, which is used as the reference to generate the interferometric signal. L1, L2, and L3 are optical lenses. The red points represent fs laser ablation points
(numbered from 1 to 7) on the surface of the ECF, and the red arrows depict their scattered signals captured back into the ECF’s guided modes to generate interference with
the reference signal. The black scale bar above the ECF shows the axial distributions of the introduced points, with each point separated by 500 μm in the axial direction. The
coordinate system is illustrated, where the transverse direction, x, is shown with positive and negative signs from the center of the ECF. The mode launching was monitored
at the far end of the ECF using an InGaAs camera. The fiber sample was ∼200 mm in length, and both ends were fixed on three-axis optical stages during the experiments.
(b) Image of the fs-laser inscribed fiber sample showing the scattering of red laser light coupled to the ECF core. The ruler image has a 1 mm scale.

B. OFDR results
Figures 3(a1)–3(c1) show the near field images of the three

separately launched modes, which correspond well with the three
simulated modes shown in Figs. 3(a2)–3(c2). OFDR traces were then
acquired separately for each launched mode, by applying an FFT to
the reflected interference spectra. The signal from the seven ablation
points can clearly be seen as seven peaks in Figs. 3(a3)–3(c3). Each

peak represents the interference generated between reflection from
an ablation point and the cleaved end-face of the ECF, and their lon-
gitudinal positions distributed along the ECF are shown on the lower
x-axis. As expected from Fig. 2, there is 0.5 mm spacing between
each ablation point, and the points lie within 1 mm–4 mm of the
input cleaved end-face of the ECF. We note that there is a small
peak at the lower x-axis position of 0.5 mm in all measured FFT

FIG. 3. Experimental measurements under different launch conditions to demonstrate the 2D sensing concept. Real-time near-field mode images are displayed in (a1)–(c1)
with their corresponding simulated mode profiles, named as “FM,” “HOM1,” and “HOM2,” shown in (a2)–(c2), respectively. (a3)–(c3) The absolute FFT signals (black) are
shown with labels “OFDRFM (exp.),” “OFDRHOM1 (exp.),” and “OFDRHOM2 (exp.);” the bottom axis displays the longitudinal/axial positions of the ablation points (peaks named
with numbers “1–7”) on the ECF [see Fig. 2(a)]. The colored curves show the simulated Poynting vector distributions at the ECF surface [red, blue, and green in (a3)–(c3),
respectively], which were scaled to best match the height of the FFT peaks (marked as black dots). The top colored axis (secondary x-axis) displays the transverse positions
of the ablation points based on the matching process detailed in Sec. III B.
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results in Fig. 3. This peak is potentially from the optical interference
associated with the regularly longitudinal-spaced ablation points.
However, this peak is relatively small compared to the dominant
signals, which demonstrates that the scattered light recoupled to the
fiber modes is relatively weak compared to the reference signal (from
the fiber input end). This is as would be expected for evanescent
field recoupling, such as <1% previously calculated for fluorescence-
based recoupling.25,26 Therefore, undesired multiple scattering from
adjacent ablation points is negligible in our demonstration.

Next, we demonstrate visually the validity of our assumption
that the returned OFDR signal correlates proportionately with the
mode’s evanescent field at the surface. We use our prior knowl-
edge of the uniform spacing between the ablation points (1.0 μm
spacing) to correlate the OFDR signals with the transverse dis-
tance across the ECF surface. This allows us to add the upper x-
axis scale in Figs. 3(a3)–3(c3), noting that this is only valid for
the OFDR peaks relating to the ablation points as their positions
are known and do not apply to, say, other unintended environ-
mental particles (i.e., dust) along the optical fiber. We are then
able to overlay the Poynting vector at the ECF surface as shown
by the colored curves in Figs. 3(a3)–3(c3) for the three modes,
respectively.

The transverse offset of the OFDR data relative to Poynting vec-
tor center x = 0 (ECF core center) has been adjusted to account
for systematic error associated with the positioning of the ablation
points across the core, while the height of the simulated Poynting
vector curves has been adjusted to best match the FFT peaks to
account for errors in the coupling efficiency for the three modes.
This was performed by minimizing the following expression:

ΔPm(x′) = 1
7

7∑
k=1
∣amPmk(x) − Imk(x − x′)∣, (6)

where Pmk and Imk are the simulated Poynting vector and measured
OFDR peak for the mth mode and kth peak, respectively, x′ is the
transverse offset between the laser writing points and the simulated
Poynting vector distributions across the ECF core, k is the scatterer
number (1 to 7), and am is the vertical scaling of the simulation
relative to the OFDR signal.

The transverse offset comes from positioning error in the fs-
laser ablation process. While there is a high degree of precision in
the relative transverse positions of the ablation points, we expect a
systematic error common to all seven points due to the difficulty
in visually locating the center of the optical fiber core. By apply-
ing Eq. (6) for an arbitrary offset x′, as shown in Fig. 4, we can find
the minima position and correct the actual laser writing locations
relative to the core center. Figure 4 shows that the simulation and
experiment match most closely for a value of x′ = 0.4 μm, which
is within expectations, giving the optical resolution of the imag-
ing system used for identifying the core center during the fs laser
writing.

To match the vertical scaling of the Poynting vector simula-
tions for each mode, am, with the OFDR peaks, Eq. (6) was again
minimized. We first applied the previously determined offset value
of x′ = 0.4 μm and then evaluated the deviation of each simulated
mode with the measured results as a function of am (see Fig. S1 in
the supplementary material). The minima locations were then deter-
mined for each mode, yielding the simulation curves shown in Fig. 3.

FIG. 4. Determining the transverse offset between the simulated Poynting vector
distribution and the OFDR signal averaged for the seven fs-laser ablation points for
the three individually launched modes as described by Eq. (6). The mean across
the three modes is shown by the black curve, which yields an offset of x′ = 0.4 μm
as shown by the dashed lines. Inset shows the corresponding shift in the OFDR
trace for the fundamental mode.

Note that, in the future, the vertical scaling could equally be achieved
through intentional reference points along the ECF, similar to what
has been done here, or by accounting for the total coupled power
for each mode such as by measuring the ECF output with an optical
power meter.

We can see from Fig. 3 that the distribution of the OFDR peaks
matches closely with the Poynting vector distributions on the sur-
face, indicating that the linear matrix approach outlined in Sec. II
can, indeed, be applied to determine the transverse information
about the surface scatterers.

C. Determining scatterer location

We now apply the matrix method in Eq. (5) to determine the
transverse location of the scatterers without using the prior knowl-
edge of their location from the laser writing process. Due to the sym-
metric shape of the Poynting vector distributions shown in Fig. 1(g),
we split the transverse regions of the ECF exposed surface by three
absolute distances from the center of the core. That is, the inte-
gration regions in Eq. (4) are grouped into (i) 0 μm–1 μm, (ii) 1
μm–2 μm, and (iii) >2 μm from the core center. Integrating the three
simulated modes with corrected vertically scaling as discussed in
Sec. III B over the three regions yields the following 3 × 3 (3 modes× 3 regions) transfer matrix:

M =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0.112 0.079 0.039

0.026 0.120 0.161

0.016 0.003 0.038

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (7)

Solving Eq. (5) using the matrix in Eq. (7) and the OFDR data (I)
yields the results shown in Fig. 5.

The red pixels in Fig. 5(a) show the known locations of the
seven fs laser inscribed scatterers according to the positions cho-
sen during the fs laser inscription process, which correspond to the
locations presented in Figs. 3(a3)–3(c3). The calculated results in
Fig. 5(b) show a strong correlation with the known locations, where
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FIG. 5. (a) Fs-laser writing locations grouped into three transverse regions from
the center of the ECF core. The numbers 1 to 7 indicate the laser ablation points
corresponding to their intended location, factoring the x′ = 0.4 μm offset as deter-
mined through the results in Fig. 4(b). Measured location of the scatterers using
the proposed matrix approach. The y-axis shows the longitudinal position of the
scatterers as determined from the OFDR trace.

the pixel with the lightest color in each row represents the most
probable area associated with a specific scatterer.

The results in Fig. 5(b) show a strong correlation with Fig. 5(a)
but with some variation in intensity and some signal in locations that
should show no scattering. We believe the major causes of these dis-
crepancies are as follows. First, the exposed surface is not as flat as
other regular quadrate structures, leading to minor inconsistencies
in the focus depth for each ablation point when they were writ-
ten at different locations across the core. This fabrication error may
cause differences both in ablation depth and size. A deeper focus,
in principle, leads to stronger interaction with the optical field and
thus causes greater scatter relative to other surface-only defects. It is
also likely that the modes were not launched with 100% efficiency,
that is, a small fraction of other modes may have been coupled,
which would impact the results particularly where the expected field
energy is low. For example, the excitation of the mode HOM1 in
Fig. 3(b1) shows a faint third lobe when only two are expected
from the numerical simulation. This could be solved in the future
by using advanced coupling techniques such as the use of a spatial
light modulator for mode launching,27,28 femtosecond-laser-written
mode couplers,29 and photonic lanterns.30

D. Discussion

We have demonstrated 2D mapping of single point-like scatter-
ers in the form of surface ablation points. In this work, the fs-laser
ablation points are strong scatterers due to the glass–air interface
and their position embedded into the core surface and thus would be
more strongly scattering than particles located on the core surface.
For comparison, we have previously shown that the same config-
uration can detect much larger scatterers through the evanescent

field, where we detected 10 μm polystyrene beads on the fiber sur-
face.21 The simulated optical field (see Fig. S2 in the supplementary
material) indicates that the Poynting vector distribution of the fun-
damental mode (FM) on the exposed surface is 20% of that at a
depth beneath the surface of 300 nm (300 nm is an estimation of the
average ablation depth beneath the surface24). Therefore, we expect
this same technique would be also applicable to surface scatterers
through an evanescent field interaction with a trade-off in sensitiv-
ity. This could be improved by using an optical detection system of
greater dynamic range compared to the 40 dB used in our demon-
stration. On the other hand, large particles would backscatter with
stronger signals and interact more strongly with modes of greater
transverse spatial extent. Large particles would thus show signals
for more pixels after the matrix method is applied, in addition to
a greater extent in the axial OFDR trace.

For this to be effective, the transverse spatial resolution should
be improved beyond the currently demonstrated three regions. To
improve the transverse resolution, more modes must be launched,
which again could be solved using a spatial light modulator, and
it would further improve the accuracy of the transfer matrix with
more subdivided integration regions with less variation of energy
across each region. It is important to note, though, that it is essential
that the mode launching is performed, with only individual modes
excited, to avoid deleterious inter-modal interference effects. It is
also important to avoid mode coupling along the optical fiber length.
The ECF used in our work is a high numerical aperture and bire-
fringent fiber (see Table S1 in the supplementary material), which
allows the selected launched modes, including the polarization, to
be maintained even under moderate bending (see bending results
in Figs. S3 and S4 in the supplementary material). Mode coupling
is dependent on the specific fiber properties and thus needs to be
considered before applying our proposed technique.

Another important factor that should be considered is that the
three modes launched in this work display highly symmetric prop-
erties across the ECF core surface. This is to be expected for an
optical fiber with a reflection plane of symmetry, where the Poynt-
ing vector distribution follows this symmetry. To obtain information
on transverse scatterers where more than one region is involved
and obtain an unambiguous result (discriminate positive/negative
transverse location), it would be necessary to utilize modes with
asymmetric Poynting vector distributions. Due to slight imperfec-
tions in the fiber fabrication, the ECF used in our work shows a
subtle asymmetry, which leads to asymmetric higher-order modes
(see Fig. S5 in the supplementary material) that could be exploited
for this purpose. This would, again, require the use of more com-
plex mode launching techniques or by fabricating an intentionally
asymmetric fiber structure to break the symmetry of the supported
modes.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated a technique for detecting the longitu-
dinal and transverse location of micron-scaled scatterers along an
optical fiber using a combination of optical frequency domain reflec-
tometry and selective excitation of transverse guided modes. We
have demonstrated this technique using femtosecond laser inscribed
ablation points as model scatterers and then comparing the optical
response to numerically simulated optical mode profiles. A matrix
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approach has been proposed to determine the locations of the sur-
face scatterers, which matches well with the known locations of the
laser written ablation points. Although only demonstrated here for
mapping the transverse location of single ablation points, our tech-
nique can be expanded in the future for the detection of particle
size. All the measurements are based on a single fiber path with-
out relying on an external complex side-imaging instrument. We
believe the proposed technique has potential for the detection and
sizing of biological particles of interest for in vivo biomedical appli-
cations such as cancer or bacteria detection or the tracking of drug
delivery particles. Our proposed scheme is not limited to the use
of exposed-core fibers or even evanescent field devices, but can be
used to detect the location of any scatterer within a waveguide if
the waveguide’s modes can be individually launched and simulated
numerically. The technique could therefore also be applied to the
characterization of defects in waveguides or even for the study of the
fundamental physics of micro-/nano-particles and their interactions
with surfaces or other particles.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for additional information
mentioned in the main text.
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1. Vertical scaling 

The method used to vertically scale the simulated Poynting vector distributions at the core surface to match with 

the experimental results is shown in Fig. S1, which shows the difference for each mode as a function of the scaling 

coefficient am as defined in Eq. 6. The transverse offset parameter was set at x’ = 0.4 µm, as previously determined 

through the results in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. S1. Difference between the simulated Poynting vector distributions at the ECF core surface and the experimental OFDR 

signals. The locations where ΔPm is minimized represent the best fit for each mode, which occurs at a1 = 0.060 (FM), a2 = 

0.091 (HOM1), and a3 = 0.050 (HOM2). 

2. Surface versus in-core scattering 

Fig. S2 shows the Poynting vector distribution of the fundamental mode (FM) at the exposed surface as a function 

of depth into the fiber core. The results show that the signal reduces to approximately 20% at the surface compared 

to a depth beneath the surface of 300 nm, which is an estimation of the average depth of the ablation points used 

in this work. 

 

Fig. S2. (a) Geometry of the ECF used for the simulation. (b) Poynting vector distribution of the fundamental mode as a 

function of depth into the core of the ECF, corresponding to the yellow dashed region shown in (a). 
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3. Mode effective index and birefringence 

Table S1: The effective refractive index for both polarizations and the corresponding birefringence and beat length 

of the simulation results for the three considered modes at a wavelength of 1550 nm. 

 Horizontal polarization Vertical polarization Birefringence Beat length 

FM 1.43362 1.43351 0.00011 14.09 mm 

HOM
1
 1.42269 1.42157 0.00112 1.38 mm 

HOM
2
 1.41280 1.41156 0.00124 1.25 mm 

 

4. Mode stability under bending 

In this work we have used a high numerical aperture and high birefringence microstructured optical fiber, where 

the difference of effective refractive index (neff) between different order modes is relatively large as shown in 

Table 1 and Fig. S3. We therefore expect that the propagation of each individual mode is resistant to intermodal 

coupling under standard handling conditions including fiber bending. We have performed a series of bending tests 

to demonstrate that the modes used in this work are stable under significant bending, with the transmitted near 

field mode images under varying degrees of bending shown in Fig. S3. The optical fiber was approximately 1 m 

long and the bending radius refers to the bend of a single loop. 

 

Fig. S3. Bending results under different bending radii for three different modes, respectively. 

 

In addition, the ECF is a high birefringence fiber with non-degenerate modes and thus we also expect the fiber to 

display polarization maintaining behavior. We have demonstrated this by using an input polarizer to launch the 

vertically polarized fundamental mode (i.e., polarized perpendicular to the exposed surface) and monitoring the 

output power transmitted through either a parallel (0°) or orthogonally (90°) orientated polarizer while the fiber 

was coiled to varying degrees of bending. No significant intensity fluctuations were detected during the bending 

test as shown in Fig. S4.  
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Fig. S4. Detected power of the vertically polarized fundamental mode transmitted through an output polarizer with either 
parallel (0°) or orthogonal (90°) orientation under varying degrees of fiber bending. 

5. Asymmetry in higher-order modes  

The fabricated ECF used in our work does not exhibit perfect reflection symmetry, particularly seen by slightly 
different strut thicknesses on the two sides of the core. This leads to asymmetries in the Poynting vector 
distribution, particularly at the core surface, which increases for higher order modes as shown in the Fig. S5. The 
excitation of such modes, using more complex mode launching techniques, could be exploited for resolving 
features on the two sides of the core. 

 

Fig. S5. Numerically simulated Poynting vector distributions at a wavelength of 1550 nm of selected higher-order modes for 
the fiber used in our work showing asymmetry across the core surface. 
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This chapter introduces particle size characterisation based on both the OFDR technique

and the multimode property of the ECFs. Whispering gallery modes (WGMs) were

observed during this process, which enabled the ECFs to act as a novel WGM coupler.

5.1 Particle size characterisation

Particle size characterisation of microscale particles is investigated in this section. In

Chapter 4.2, it was shown that higher-order mode excitation could be used to resolve

transverse locations of scatterers on the ECF surface. This required individual mode

launching to avoid multimode interference (MMI). In this section, it is shown that this

condition can be related when applying machine learning algorithms to account for the

inherent complexity of the MMI. It is applied towards determining the particle size, in

this case to classify between two different polystyrene microsphere sizes.

5.1.1 Manuscript overview

The work [M1] described in this section proposes a new particle size characterisation

method using a multimode ECF based on OFDR technique. Particles on the

multimode ECF have very complex scattering processes, both the evanescent-field

excited scattering and the recoupling into the multiple guided modes. Embedded in

this scattering OFDR data is information on the particle size and shape, as indicated by

the easier to understand spherical particles. Machine learning is proposed to

understand the complex scattering as a general tool for detection of particles and the

classification of particle size is demonstrated here.
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Individual particle tracking and analysis are important
for cellular studies relating to disease diagnostics and
drug research. Optical fiber-based devices have previ-
ously been developed towards portable particle char-
acterization platforms. Existing methods, however, re-
quire external optics along the side of the optical fiber
to image particles, which is not suitable for out-of-
lab and in-vivo use. To address this significant lim-
itation, we exploit the multimoded nature of an ex-
posed core fiber to allow for the measurement of both
particle size and spatial distribution using optical fre-
quency domain reflectometry. By using machine learn-
ing algorithms, the complex optical scattering signal
of small particles in the evanescent field of the multi-
mode waveguide was successfully correlated with par-
ticle size, achieving an accuracy of more than 90%. ©

2021 Optical Society of America

1
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3

1. INTRODUCTION4

The sensing of small particles has attracted significant interest,5

as the understanding of their dynamics and interactions is key6

for cell biology research and drug development [1–4]. Flow7

cytometry, has for example, brought great advances in clinical8

diagnostics [5, 6], where particle sorting and counting are well9

established. Despite this, the detailed analysis of individual10

particles in portable devices for out-of-lab usage is yet to be11

extensively explored [4].12

Many optical fiber-based platforms have been reported in the13

literature for sensing particles due to the inherent advantages of14

optical fibers being small and lightweight and thus having great15

potential for in-vivo applications. Fiber-tip based approaches16

for sensing particles have been proposed such as schemes for17

particle size detection by monitoring the phase shift induced18

by a particle [5, 7], as well as designs with multiple micron-19

lenses integrated on the end-face to trap and kill targeted cells20

[8]. Microfluidic chips integrated with optical fibers have also21

been demonstrated as biosensing platforms, including particle22

counters for the analysis of micron-scale particles [6, 9–11].23

In addition to the measurement of the size or presence of24

particles, the capability to show spatial information of the par-25

ticles could be used to investigate their dynamics. Fiber-based26

schemes have been reported in the literature based on waveg-27

uides with nanoscale channels or hollow core fibers including28

single virus detection by using a nanofluidic fiber [12], nano-29

object detection by using a similar nanofluidic fiber sensor [13],30

or the monitoring of Brownian motion among nano-objects in-31

side a hollow core fiber [14]. Although these methods could32

provide both the spatial information and the size of particles33

even down to the nanoscale level, they required external micro-34

scope objectives to collect the scattered light from particles to the35

image particle motion, behavior or shape. This limits their appli-36

cation, making them less suited to portable and in-vivo devices37

[2, 15]. Another common particle sensing approach is based on38

using the evanescent fields along a tapered nanowire, including39

tapered nanofiber pairs [16] and single tapered nanofibers [17].40

Although this approach can be achieved without the use of an41

external microscope, the fragility of the tapered fibers severely42

limits practical applications.43

Alternatively, microstructured optical fibers can be tailored44

to probe their surrounding environment using the evanescent45

field. The exposed-core fiber (ECF) design takes this one step46

further to allow detection along the entire optical fiber length.47

The use of ECF is seen as particularly promising because of48

its ability to reveal spatial information of micro/nano-objects49

based on e.g., optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR)50

[18]. This is because of the longitudinally exposed side of the51

ECF which provides a channel for hosting particles [19]. Our52

previous studies reported the detection of micron-scale particles53

based on a dark-field heterodyne measurement technique [20],54

and the detection of axial distributions of the particles along the55

longitudinal length of the fiber based on an OFDR technique [21].56

This sensing capability was further advanced to map surface57

scatterers in two dimensions by using the few-mode property of58

the ECF [22].59
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Fig. 1. (a) A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the cross-section of the ECF used. (b) Experimental set-up with a corre-
sponding OFDR signal map of micron-scale particles (polystyrene spheres with different sizes) based on the OFDR detection. The
output near-field mode profile is monitored by an InGaAs camera. (c) An example of complex scattering coupling back into the
ECF’s guided modes and contributing to the OFDR signal. (d) A micron-scale tapered glass capillary is used to position particles,
controlled by both a three-axis optical stage and the translation stage of the optical microscope. The black dashed line in the middle
of waveguide indicates the center of the ECF core. Poynting vector mode distributions are shown as examples of modes launched
into the fiber that can interact with the particles through the evanescent field.

In this work, we seek to analyze the morphology of mi-60

croscale particles distributed along the ECF that interact with61

the evanescent field. In addition to the detection of the spatial62

distributions of the particles, achieved using OFDR, we demon-63

strate the use of the multimoded nature of the fiber to obtain the64

second dimension, i.e., particle size. In this case we naturally65

introduce an additional element of complexity, which is the scat-66

tering properties of the particles in the evanescent field and the67

recapture of this scattered light into the guided modes of the op-68

tical fiber. We hypothesize that by using basic machine learning69

algorithms we can decode the complex multimode scattering of70

these particles to classify their sizes. Although spherical parti-71

cles are specifically measured in this paper, a diverse range of72

measurands could be considered in the future using the same73

technique.74

2. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION AND PRINCIPLE75

The experimental configuration is shown in Fig. 1, with the76

cross-section of the ECF shown in Fig. 1(a). The fiber core is77

surrounded by two large air holes and an exposed channel. The78

exposed channel enables light-matter interactions between the79

waveguide’s evanescent-field and the surrounding environment.80

Micron-scale particles (Thermo fisher: duke series, polystyrene81

beads with refractive index of 1.59 at 590 nm) were deposited on82

the exposed channel of the ECF along the longitudinal direction83

as shown in Fig. 1(b). Specifically, a 1 µL particle solution84

(polystyrene spheres diluted in milli-Q water: 0.04 mg/cm3) was85

pipetted on the fiber with particles remaining after the water86

evaporated. As illustrated in Fig. 1(d), a tapered micron-scale87

glass capillary which was made in-house [23], was then used to88

position particles and remove redundant particles such as dust.89

The remaining particles were bound to the silica surface through90

physisorption [24].91

Several Poynting vector mode distributions are shown at92

the bottom of Fig. 1(d) (simulated by COMSOL 5.3, λ =155093

nm), which can be launched into the fiber. An optical sensor94

interrogator (National Instruments, PXIe-4844, 1510-1590 nm,95

4 pm resolution, sampling rate 10 Hz) was used, having both96

input source and photodetector integrated into one system. This97

allowed for the measurement of a portion of scattering from the98

particles (illustrated by magenta arrows in Fig. 1(c)) according99

to Eq. (1) [20]:100

Pm(x, r) =
1
2

Sn(x, r)
∫∫

A
(̂~em ×~̂hm) d~A (1)

where m represents a specific mode, while n represents a specific101

sphere. Sn is the scattering coefficient resulting from the specific102

particle, and which is dependent on its located transverse po-103

sition x (i.e., x represents the distance along the ECF exposed104

boundary with x = 0 being the center of the core) and r is the105

radius of the sphere. A is the overlapping area between the106

sphere and the evanescent field, em and hm are the orthonormal107

electric and magnetic fields for the launched mode respectively.108

A fraction of the scattered light couples into backward-109

propagating ECF modes that generate interference with the110

ECF input-end (shown as the bold magenta arrow in Fig. 1(b)),111

similar to Fabry-Perot interferences. Based on the OFDR [21],112

mixed interferences from multiple Fabry-Perot cavities (ECF in-113

put to particles) are demultiplexed after taking the fast Fourier114

transform (FFT), to yield longitudinally-related signals. Due115
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Fig. 2. FFT results for polystyrene beads along the ECF. Each panel (a), (b) and (c) is composed of three different FFT signals with
correlated output mode profiles shown in the insets. The dashed circles indicate the polystyrene spheres which are either 10 µm
(red marker) or 20 µm (blue marker) located on the exposed channel of the ECFs, and the magenta scale bar is 200 µm.

to the difference in size and transverse positions of the posi-116

tioned particles on the exposed channel of the ECF, the scatter-117

ing from different particles interfering with the ECF input differ118

even with the same mode launching condition. By varying the119

launched mode, signals from different particles change uniquely120

because of the difference in overlap between the evanescent121

fields and the located particles. In addition to the differences122

arising from different transverse locations, large particles are123

expected to show different signals due to their larger scattering124

cross-section which potentially enables them to interact more125

strongly with higher-order guided modes compared to smaller126

particles, thereby potentially enabling one to distinguish their127

size.128

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS129

A. Measured results130

To investigate the possibility of detecting different sized mi-131

croscale particles, the following experiments were carried out132

where polystyrene beads with different sizes were distributed133

along the ECFs, and the FFT results are shown in Fig. 2. Particles134

of average size 10 µm (marked as red), 20 µm (marked as blue)135

and both 10 µm and 20 µm, are displayed in Fig. 2(a), 2(b) and136

2(c), respectively (with ± 2 µm size variations). Their relevant137

OFDR signals are presented individually in each inset (a1-a3,138

b1-b3, c1-c3) with a real-time near-field image indicating the139

mode launching conditions. The positioned polystyrene beads140

that contribute to the signal are marked with dashed red or blue141

circles, as captured with an optical microscope.142

We included only several particles in each fiber sample to143

enable them to be easily seen in the microscope images. The144

longitudinal position of particles located on the ECF could be145

directly detected based on our OFDR set-up where the marked146

FFT peak (red or blue arrows) results from a particle interfering147

with the ECF input and this was in good agreement with the148

microscope images. The strength of the FFT peaks from different149

particles differ depending on their sizes, transverse locations150

and the launching conditions. As the scale of the x-axis is consis-151

tent amongst each figure, the difference in OFDR signals from152

different particles can clearly be seen. In this case the OFDR sig-153

nals from the 10 µm particles are far narrower with clear single154

peaks compared with the broad and complex peaks observed155

for the 20 µm particles.156

B. Analysis157

Here we discuss some phenomena observed in Figs. 2(b2)158

and (b3), where multiple oscillatory FFT peaks from the large159

polystyrene sphere occur due to the excitation of whispering160
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Fig. 3. Effects of multiple mode interference and multiple WGM modes interfering with the fiber input. (a) The polystyrene sphere
is positioned on the ECF, while the illustration of WGM excitation based on the evanescent field using our ECF is shown in (b). (c)
An extracted spectrum from the 22 µm polystyrene sphere with the fiber sample used shown in (a). (d) The effective refractive in-
dex of several modes of the used ECF as a function of wavelength. (e) The correlated FFT signal from the spectrum of (c). While the
purple shaded region indicates that the interferences resulting from multiple modes interfering with the fiber input, The magenta
lines in (e) are an illustration of consecutive reflections of a particular WGM mode interfering with the fiber input leading to an
oscillation period of 34 µm in the FFT map. (f) The mode profiles with both polarizations (red arrows) are presented at right with
relevant labels and they were simulated using COMSOL at a wavelength of 1550 nm.

gallery modes (WGMs) [24]. The particle (the same with the first161

particle shown in Fig. 2(b)), is displayed again in Fig. 3(a) for162

clarity, which shows a measured diameter of 22 ± 0.5 µm under163

an optical microscope. An illustration of WGMs excited from164

this particle is shown in Fig. 3(b). The inverse FFT that can be165

obtained from the FFT in Fig. 2(b2) from this single particle is166

displayed in Fig. 3(c). In Fig. 3(c), the period between these167

resonant peaks is around 22 nm marked with grey dashed ar-168

row lines. This resonant period value is close to the calculated169

resonant period of 23 nm from a standard 22 µm polystyrene170

sphere according to the free spectral range (FSR) [25]:171

FSR =
c

πne f f D
(2)

where D is the diameter of the sphere, and ne f f is the effective172

index of the specific WGM. The value is within the error of173

the size distribution of the polystyrene spheres, with it being174

difficult to define the precise diameter owing to the ambiguous175

edge under the optical microscope. This particle is 328 µm away176

from the fiber input as measured with the optical microscope177

and this is consistent with the longitudinal signal tracking from178

the FFT signals in Fig. 3(e). In this case more than 16 significant179

individual peaks are observed decaying towards the longer axial180

direction in Fig. 3(e).181

To account for the multiple FFT peaks, mode dispersion is182

considered in Fig. 3(d) by using COMSOL 5.3 simulations to183

show multimode disturbance. The relevant mode profiles (polar-184

izations are indicated by the red arrows) are shown at right with185

relevant labels at a wavelength of 1550 nm, where the effective186

refractive index of several modes including: fundamental mode187

‘FM’, and higher-order modes are given as ‘HOM1’, ‘HOM2’,188

‘HOM3’, and ‘HOM4’ in Fig. 3(f). Therefore, multiple modes189

interfering with the reference light (from ECF input-end) are pre-190

sented in the shaded purple region in Fig. 3(e) for comparison.191

It is no surprise to find this narrow purple region occurs within192

a single peak area due to the micron-scale optical path difference193

(OPD), and this indicates the dispersion from multiple modes194

is very small and almost negligible compared to consecutive195

peaks observed. Therefore, it suggests that these evenly spaced196

FFT peaks are not from multimode interference. The possible197

multiple revolutions from WGMs interfering with the ECF input198

continuously are indicated by the magenta dashed lines in the199

Fig. 3(e). After compensating for the refractive index of the silica200

fiber and the circular physical path from the polystyrene sphere,201

this oscillation period is calculated as 34 µm in the FFT map ac-202

cording to an estimated diameter of a 22 µm for the polystyrene203

sphere. The theoretical limitation of the interrogator used in this204

work is 10 µm resolution, although in practice the resolution is205

closer to 20 µm after considering the full width at half maximum206

(FWHM) of a single peak [21]. This leads to some minor errors207

when generalizing individual peaks after FFT especially when208
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the peak width is close to the spatial resolution. Although these209

peaks do not perfectly match with the hypothetical WGM cir-210

cling lines, the difference between them is within the tolerance211

associated with the limited spatial resolution of our interrogator.212

This is also explained by the FFT peaks from the third 10 µm213

polystyrene sphere shown in Fig. 2(a1), while the resolution214

of the interrogator prevents the WGM resonances from being215

observed clearly. Therefore, the entire FFT peak width from this216

small particle is observed to be narrow even under the excitation217

of WGMs, allowing the possibility to show size difference based218

on the FFT features.219

C. Size characterization220

Although the FFT peak features from different size polystyrene221

spheres shown in Fig. 2 are different, there is no consistent con-222

clusion that can be drawn based on a few spectra to determine223

the particle size. As displayed in Fig. 2(b2), both peaks corre-224

spond to 20 µm particles, but the peak from the second particle225

displays characteristics similar to 10 µm particles. The general-226

ized FFT peaks from 20 µm particles are significantly different227

from one sample to another depending on launching conditions,228

transverse positions and particle characteristics (e.g., sphericity),229

which results in difficulties when using simple mathematical230

algorithms such as the FFT width or peak height to distinguish231

the particles.232

Fig. 4. Particle detection. (a) The OFDR result from a BT mi-
crosphere with a diameter of 30 µm displayed in (a1). (b) The
OFDR result from a PS microsphere with a diameter of 22 µm
displayed in (b1). The x-axis is the axial position of the particle
away from the ECF input end based on the OFDR technique.
The longitudinal length between two adjacent data points rep-
resents the theoretical limitation of the spatial resolution of the
interrogator.

Ideally, the occurrence of WGMs would be sufficient to show233

the difference between spheres with different sizes on the ECF.234

As shown in Fig. 4, two different sized microspheres were fur-235

ther used to demonstrate how particle size might be determined236

by the FFT peaks under a WGM excitation. The microsphere in237

Fig. 4(a1) consists of barium titanate (BT, Cospheric, refractive238

index around 1.9 at 590 nm), while the microsphere in Fig. 4(b1)239

consists of polystyrene (PS), which is the same particle as shown240

in Fig. 3(a). Regarding to the spacing of FFT peaks (around241

50 µm) shown Fig. 4(a), the estimated size of this BT sphere242

is approximately 31.8 µm (OPD = πne f f D), which is in good243

agreement with the observation from the optical microscope (30244

± 0.5 µm ). Except the minor difference in the effective index245

from excited WGMs, this result demonstrates that the size of246

microspheres can indeed be determined based on both WGMs247

and OFDR.248

However, the specific phase-matching requirements for excit-249

ing WGMs between waveguides and morphology-dependent250

micro-resonators (sphericity at the excitation plane) is challeng-251

ing and thus limits the ability to use WGMs in complex situa-252

tions. In other words, these evenly spaced FFT peaks are not253

observed for all the large spheres (> 20 µm) but only from a few254

particles during the experiments. Moreover, typically only par-255

ticles with near-perfect sphericity will exhibit WGMs, whereas256

real biological particles may have sphericity but will not typi-257

cally support WGMs. Therefore, a reliable approach to analyze258

these measured results to distinguish particle sizes is necessary.259

Fig. 5. (a) t-SNE algorithm for mapping the labeled data (FFT
signals) where the big particles (20 µm) are displayed with
colorful and small particles (10 µm) are displayed in greyscale
color. (b) K-means clusters are shown based on an unsuper-
vised algorithm for unlabeled data, which correlates well with
the labeled results in (a).
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The approach presented here to overcome these challenges260

is inspired by the rapid development of machine learning algo-261

rithm, which has revolutionized many fields including physics262

and is fast becoming an indispensable analytical tool towards263

reliable instrumental developments. Since our FFT signals are264

collected by changing the launching conditions, it has already265

displayed indications of different sized spheres. By taking ad-266

vantage of statistical algorithms, the potential exists to reduce267

the possible errors in particle characterization with more input268

data (FFT signals) to show a more reliable analysis of particle269

size. Therefore, hundreds of FFT signals were collected from270

individual fiber samples by simply changing the launching con-271

ditions (i.e., adjusting the axes of the optical stage).272

FFT peaks were then extracted with continuous as 51 data273

point windows, where two adjacent data points represent 10274

µm in longitudinal length along the fiber. The 51 data points275

with covering 500 µm in physical length were extracted for a276

particle as each segment. This segment contains most of the peak277

features from a given particle, for each particle as a database278

for the preparation of the following statistical analysis. The279

total sampling number of the whole dataset consists of 22297280

FFT traces from 18 particles, with 8448 FFT traces from 10 big281

particles (20 µm) positioned on 4 fiber samples and 13849 from282

8 small particles (10 µm) positioned on 3 fiber samples. Among283

them, half of each size particles are mixture positioned on 2284

fiber samples, while the remaining of them only positioned285

individually either only 10 µm or only 20 µm on other individual286

fibers. All data from particles was normalized.287

Firstly, we used t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding288

(t-SNE), which is a machine learning algorithm for visualizing289

complex data by reducing high dimensional data into two di-290

mensions while preserving the local data structure [27]. By using291

t-SNE, results from two types of spheres (10/20 µm) with correct292

(size) labels are shown in Fig. 5(a), where the label which begins293

with ‘b’ means big particles (20 µm) and ‘s’ means small particles294

(10 µm). While the same cluster color means different signals295

from the same particle but with different launching condition,296

different cluster colors result from different particles.297

To demonstrate the possibility of distinguishing between298

these two types of polystyrene spheres, a non-supervised clus-299

tering algorithm ‘K-means’ (an algorithm without knowing the300

labels but with a given number of clusters/types), was then301

applied to group the same data (displayed in Fig. 5(a)) as two302

clusters. We could see the clear separation of two groups in303

Fig. 5(b) based on the ‘K-means’ algorithm, and this result is in304

good agreement with the labeled results in Fig. 5(a), where the305

dark cluster matches with the mapping of 10 µm particles and306

the yellow cluster matches with the mapping of 20 µm particles.307

The ability of the K-means clustering to accurately cluster the308

10 µm and 20 µm particles demonstrates that there is sufficient309

information contained with the OFDR signals to differentiate310

these two particles, even if not apparent upon first inspection.311

To quantitively classify the particle size, we used a simple312

supervised machine learning algorithm, k-nearest neighbors313

(KNN). By using the same dataset (extracted FFT peaks which is314

the same as Fig. 5), some particles are used to generate the train-315

ing dataset and remaining particles are used to generate/create316

testing datasets, as illustrated in Fig. 6(a). The size of training317

dataset is around four times larger than the testing dataset, while318

the distributions of chosen tested particles are random. The un-319

trained particles could be well predicted with 91% accuracy for320

10 µm particles and 93% accuracy for 20 µm particles as shown in321

the confusion matrix in Fig. 6(b). Therefore, our sensing scheme322

in the present work can predict information from micron-scale323

particles.324

Fig. 6. (a) Illustration of the training and testing samples. Each
data window is actually associated with the spatial length of
500 µm in the fiber. (b) KNN prediction of the new particles.

4. CONCLUSION325

In summary, the proof-of-concept of spherical particle size char-326

acterization is demonstrated by incorporating the OFDR tech-327

nique and WGM resonance. For complex cases when particles328

are not perfectly spherical as typically required to allow WGMs329

excitation, we have further demonstrated that by incorporat-330

ing with basic machine learning algorithms, it is possible for331

distinguishing particle size based on the multimoded nature of332

the ECF. Although we have only shown the proof-of-concept of333

distinguishing two particle sizes so far, further complexity (e.g.,334

shape) could be added.335

The sensing technique presented in this article is neither lim-336

ited to the usage of the specific microstructured fiber nor is it337

limited to evanescent field devices. It could be used for standard338

waveguided fibers such as hollow core fibers. If we were to339

replace the current fiber with hollow core fibers in the future, the340

strong light-matter interaction with flow-cell contact could play341

a key role in enabling the detection of more features of particles342

with diverse applications in biochemical sensing. Our sensing343

scheme could make significant inroads for cellular research to344

identify diseases base on the size with only the requirement of345

very small sample volumes and our simple experimental set-up,346

holding great potential for use as in-vivo devices.347
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5.2 Whispering gallery mode excitation using ECFs

In addition to using the evanescent field of the ECF for particle detection, this section

shows that the evanescent field of the ECF can couple into the deposited microspheres.

This demonstrates that the ECF can also act as a coupling platform to excite WGMs.

Fano resonance observed from the ECF excited micro-sphere configuration is also

discussed in this section.

Fano resonance [213] has been found when the WGM resonance is disturbed by an

external cavity (e.g., FP interferometers). This behaviour is particularly favourable for

building photonic switches, modulators, filters and sensors due to the sharp tuning and

narrow linewidth. When interference occurs between a quasi-continuous state

(waveguides) and discrete states (resonators), it leads to a Fano resonance where the

constructive and destructive interference is manifested as sharp tuning of the spectrum

between total transmission and reflection [214, 215]. Since S. Fan et al. reported

theoretical work where WGM resonance was disturbed by an external FP interference

based on a simulated photonic configuration in 2002 [216], many literature have been

published showing Fano resonance based on similar schemes [91, 153, 217].

5.2.1 Publication overview

This work [P3] proposes a new WGMs excitation scheme, using the ECF as a WGM

coupler. It overcomes the fragility of using ultra-thin fibre tapers and is able to

integrate multiple resonators on a single fibre. Furthermore, the outer jacket of the

ECF provides a physical protection of located micro-resonators from disturbances of

the outside environment. Through a Fano resonance effect, greater flexibility in tuning

the spectrum between reflection and transmission has been presented, which brings

insights for building photonic devices. The excitation of WGMs from two in-line

polystyrene spheres were realised both separately and simultaneously, which brings

future research interest in multi-point sensing/lasing, and study of evanescent field

coupling from closely spaced spheres.
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This thesis focuses on the development of a novel photonics platform, an exposed core

microstructured optical fibre (ECF), as a versatile tool for micron-scaled distributed

sensing. Distributed particle sensing and micro-resonator coupling, have been

demonstrated towards this aim.

The studying of individual particles can help us understand their properties and

dynamics (e.g., functional responses and intracellular interactions) for disease

diagnostics and drug research. Many fibre sensing schemes for single particle

detection have been reported but lack a capability to integrate both spatial information

and particle characteristics (e.g., size and shape). There is a need to develop a

practical, minimally-invasive, label-free and multiplexed fibre sensing scheme, which

would bring insights to both fibre optics and biomedical communities.

To address this need, distributed sensing of microscale particles with microscale

spatial resolution is first demonstrated, and the detection distance is up to tens of

millimetres. In this device, micron-scale particles’ scattered signals can be coupled

back to the fibre’s guided modes via an evanescent field interaction and their axial

positions are determined using the optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR)

technique.

Building upon from this first work, a demonstration of two-dimensional mapping

of surface scatterers (femto-second written ablations) was then realised using a single

ECF based on both the OFDR technique and the few-mode property of the ECF. Three

individual modes were launched into the fibre, separately, and the signals from surface

scatterers varied with the overlapping evanescent field of the launched mode. The

transverse distributions of the surface scatterers were mapped using a

mode-multiplexed matrix approach while the axial distributions of the scatterers were

detected based on the OFDR technique.

To acquire the particle characteristics, such as size, machine learning algorithms

were used to analyse the particles’ size information. Due to the multimoded nature of

the ECF, OFDR data from particles were obtained with different modal superpositions,

which shows a pathway to uncover the property of the particles under evanescent field

excitation. This is a study of particle size characterisation using a single ECF, with the

spatial axial information obtained simultaneously using OFDR.

The above studies looked at sensing the position and characteristics of particles,
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however, the ECF platform can also be used as a tool for coupling the light to the

whispering gallery modes (WGMs) of spherical particles (micro-resonators), which

can in-turn be used for sensing. Furthermore, it was shown that the resulting WGM

spectrum can be further tailored through a Fano resonance and mode launching

conditions. WGM excitation from two in-line polystyrene spheres with different sizes

has been realised simultaneously or separately by controlling the mode launching

conditions. This is amenable to building multi-point sensors/lasers with multiple

resonators distributed along the ECF.

Based on the work investigated in this thesis, potential future works are listed as

follows:

• Particles in microfluids could be tracked based on the proposed sensing

scheme. Hollow core fibres providing greater light-matter interaction could

be considered.

• Particles could be biological samples such as cells, so their spatial

distributions and morphology are as targets towards disease diagnosis and

precise treatment. Machine learning would be possible to learn the

complex behaviour resulting from the micron-scale particles’ scattering

under evanescent field excitation towards instrumental applications.

• WGM multipoint lasing and sensing could be investigated based on the

ECF coupling platform with the consideration of coupling efficiency by

replacing with a smaller core ECF, and single mode selection resulting from

several closely coupling resonators is another potential direction based on

evanescent field interaction.
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A In vivo pH fibre probe using ECFs

Publication overview

This section is composed of a publication [P4], whereby the ECF is shown as a

suitable platform for in vivo biosensing based on the evanescent field. Although the

previous chapters are all based on label-free configurations, luminescent materials are

still commonly used for current in vivo sensing or imaging measurements. As

introduced in the literature review, sol-gel and polymer are general materials to

encapsulate the fluorophores for fabricating fibre sensing probes. Here, a natural silk is

used as a base material with the major consideration of biocompatability. At the same

time, the fabrication of PMMA ECFs was explored due to the potential

advantage—greater flexibility towards in vivo applications, with the fabrication results

displayed in the following subsection.
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attached to the silica glass surface through electrostatic interaction with
the electronegative glass surface to provide appropriate functional
groups for subsequent binding [15,16]. Both processes produce a thin
typically less than 10 nm coating, which is more appropriate for
binding and sensing larger biomolecules and also provides no physical
robustness for the bare optical fiber. For smaller chemicals of physio-
logical interest, such as pH, oxygen, and metal ions, it is more appro-
priate to encapsulate the sensor molecule within a thicker, semi-
permeable coating. For example, pH indicators can be embedded within
acrylamide polymer coated onto the tip of an optical fiber, which has
been applied to cancer margin detection [3]. However, for long dura-
tion in vivo measurements there is an ongoing need to develop bio-
compatible, optical grade coatings for encapsulating fluorescent che-
mical sensors, which can be coated at ambient temperature and
pressure conditions, and homogenously cover the optical fiber surface.

A biocompatible, optical grade coating is hence needed that en-
capsulates the fluorescent biosensors, can be coated at ambient tem-
perature and pressure conditions, and homogenously covers the optical
fiber surface for insitu or invivo fluorescence-based optical fiber sensing.
Silk obtained from caterpillars is an attractive biopolymer for biopho-
tonic applications [17,18]. Silk fiber has been used in medicine for
centuries as a suture. However, the unprocessed fiber is opaque and
cannot be used in optical applications. Recently, a regenerated form of
silk has been obtained through degumming the cocoons, dissolving the
fibers and dialyzing in deionized water at room temperature to yield a
transparent solution of pure silk fibroin in water [19]. The resulting
liquid silk protein self assembles into various structures through ap-
plication of physical stimuli [19]. The resulting structures exhibit bio-
compatibility, tunable biodegradability, disintegration into simple
proteins, and in-vivo non-immunogenicity [17] and have been used as a
biomaterial for enhancing optical emission of nanoparticles [17], tissue
engineering, drug release [20], and other biomedical imaging and
sensing applications [18]. Moreover, the elastic modulus of silk struc-
tures matches that of biological tissues, which reduces the likelihood of
trauma to surrounding soft tissue due to either fiber motion or natural
body motions [21,22]. Finally silk can be doped with a wide range of
chemical indicators, fluorescent agents [23] and molecules [20] making
it an excellent underlying substance for fabricating biomedical mate-
rials and biosensing devices.

Traditional solid optical fibers can only provide a single sensing
point at the tip of the fiber [3,24]. To demonstrate the capability of
utilizing silk coating to enable a sensing platform along the length of a
fiber, we employed exposed core fiber (ECF) in this project. ECF is a
class of specialty optical fiber where a micron-scale suspended core is
partially exposed to the external environment, allowing the analyte to
directly access the core [16]. Through interactions with the evanescent
field, ECFs provide a platform for biochemical sensing integrated along
the fiber length with the potential for high-sensitivity real-time mea-
surements [25,26].

To demonstrate in vivo sensing with silk coated ECF probes, we have
used real time pH sensing as an example . Sensing the pH in vivo enables
the monitoring of the acidification levels in the body associated with
pathological conditions [27]. The extracellular pH in normal tissue is
known to be relatively basic [28]. Slight variations of pH provide an
exploitable avenue for tracking of abnormalities, monitoring of phy-
siological function and the treatment of disease. Perturbations in the
levels of oxygen (O2) and carbon dioxide (CO2) may cause changes in
the subcutaneous tissue pH. Increase in the levels of CO2 can increase
acidity, which decreases the tissue pH.

This work reports a unique hybrid silk-coated fiber that combines
the biocompatibility and optical transparency of silk with the real time
remote sensing capability of microstructured ECF. Silk was functiona-
lized with 5,6-carboxynapthofluorescein (CNF) – a ratiometric fluor-
escent pH sensor, where the dual emission profile is a result of the acid
and base forms of CNF having two different fluorescence emission
maxima. The first emission maximum is centred around 560 nm and the

other one around 680 nm. The ratio of these two emission maxima
change with pH and determines the acidity or basicity of the local en-
vironment efficiently within a biologically-relevant pH window of
6.5–8.0 [34]. The first emission peak mainly increases with the increase
in acidity, while the 2nd emission peak rises when the environment is
predominantly basic.

A change in pH leads to changes in dual emission peaks of the ra-
tiometric fluorophore CNF. Ratiometric approach removes the intensity
dependence which typically restricts the precision of intensity-based
fluorophore measurements [3]. CNF silk solution was used to functio-
nalize coating along the length of the ECF via a simple and quick dip-
coating procedure. The thin-coated film (∼200 nm) of silk-CNF created
a sensor capable of detecting events of interest along the ECF. The
fabrication and characterization of a silk-CNF coated ECF was per-
formed and successfully employed for real time in-vivo pH sensing.

Section 3.1 illustrates the synthesis and optical characterization of
silk and CNF via in-solution spectroscopy. Section 3.2 performs a nu-
merical simulation to investigate the optimum silk coating thickness
required for effective light guidance through the ECF. Section 3.3 ex-
plores the fabrication of the silk-CNF coated ECF probes and thickness
monitoring through scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The silk-CNF
coated ECF probes are calibrated in a set of known pH media as pre-
sented in Section 3.4. Finally, in Section 3.5 we demonstrate real time,
pH sensing measurements in a mouse model, which shows the potential
of the silk coated ECF probes for remote biosensing applications.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Silk fibroin extraction

The silk fibroin solution was obtained by boiling and de-gumming
Bombyx mori cocoons in an alkaline solution of 0.02 M sodium car-
bonate for 30 min. The silk fibroin hence obtained was then rinsed
thoroughly with water and dissolved in 9.3 M LiBr aqueous solution.
The solution was then dialyzed in water using a dialysis cassette with a
molecular cut off weight of 3500 Da for 48 h. After dialysis, the fibroin
solution was transferred into a centrifuge tube. Finally, the dialyzed
solution was centrifuged for 2 h at 9000 rpm and the purified super-
natant silk solution was stored at a temperature of 4 °C [17].

2.2. Structural characterization and thickness of silk coating

The surface morphology and thickness of the silk coating around the
ECF was examined with a high-resolution FEI Nova Scanning electron
microscope. The SEM was operated in the low vacuum mode at an
electron accelerating voltage of 15 kV to avoid charging and melting of
silk fibroin coating respectively. The samples were coated with a thin 5
nm layer of platinum (Pt) prior to imaging. The images were collected
at high magnifications of 500 4000×. The coating thickness was de-
termined through image processing in MATLAB. The scale bars in the
corresponding SEM images were first calibrated to the number of pixels.
This provided the pixel to μm conversion factor Lm for each SEM image.
The length tool in the MATLAB image processing window was then
used to mark the silk coating at several points along the fiber cross
section, as shown with small black lines in results section. These lines in
pixels were finally converted to μm or nm by using the conversion
factors Lm.

2.3. In-solution spectroscopy

A pulsed white light laser (WhiteLase WL-SC400, Fianium, NKT
Photonics USA) was used to excite the aqueous solutions of silk, CNF,
and silk-CNF mixture at a pump wavelength of 480±10 nm. The so-
lutions were transferred to cuvettes and placed in the path of the ex-
citation beam. The fluorescence was collected after passing through a
long pass 500 nm filter, which was used to remove the pump light from

A. Khalid, et al. Sensors & Actuators: B. Chemical 311 (2020) 127864
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the fluorescence signal. The filtered signal was finally detected by the
spectrometer (SpectraPro, Princeton Instruments, USA).

2.4. Fiber assembly and system design

Prior to coating, the ECF was fusion spliced to a double clad fiber in
order to efficiently couple the fluorescence signal from the ECF to the
detection electronics. To excite the CNF fluorophore in the silk-CNF
coating, the 473-nm laser was coupled into the distal end of the double
clad fiber. The coupled laser light then excited the silk-CNF coated ECF,
and a portion of this fluorescent light was then captured into the back-
propagating modes of the fiber. The fluorescent signal then passed
through a 473-nm long-pass filter (Semrock EdgeBasic) to remove ex-
cess excitation light, before being coupled into a spectrometer (Ocean
Optics QE Pro) via a 200-μm optical fiber patch cable as described in
literature [3].

2.5. Subjects

Adult male Balb/c mice were supplied from the Animal Resources
Centre (Murdoch, WA, Australia) housed in 18 °C±6 with 12:12 hours
light: dark and with food and water provided ad libitum. All procedures
were conducted under the University of Adelaide Animal Ethics ap-
proval number M-2018-024 in compliance with the Australian code for
the care and use of animals for scientific purposes.

2.6. Surgical procedure

Under deep anaesthesia with 2% inhalation isoflurane and animal in
ventral recumbency, the lower lumbar area was prepared aseptically for
the surgical procedure. A subcutaneous pocket was created via an 18-
gauge needle insertion in the lower lumbar area. The CNF-silk coated
fiber sensor was implanted in the subcutaneous space for the duration
of the experiment. To induce hypoxia, inhalation isoflurane increased
to 5% and oxygen level reduced to the minimal level, pH sensing
continued for the remainder of the experiment until the time of death.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterisation of silk CNF mixture

CNF is a sensitive dual-emission ratiometric dye, which fluoresces in
the visible to near infrared range when excited in the blue spectral
region (450 480 nm). As reported, the emission spectrum of the dye
consists of two peaks, the first at approximately 560 nm and a second at
680 nm, with an intensity ratio dependent on the pH of the environ-
ment surrounding the fluorophore [3]. As reported in the literature, the
CNF is able to detect pH values in the biologically relevant window of
6.5–8.0 [29]. Prior to performing optical sensing with silk-CNF coated
ECF probes, it was important to explore if silk effects the chemical or
optical characteristics of the CNF dye, or introduces a background
fluorescence noise that suppresses the optical emission of the dye.
Hence, we first tested the colloidal stability as well as the fluorescence
of CNF in silk as a function of pH via in-solution spectroscopy.

3.1.1. Colloidal stability of CNF in silk
CNF (0.5 mg) was first mixed in 100 μL of phosphate buffer solution

(PBS), and then combined with 900 μL of silk (7 mg/mL) solution in one
vial and with 900 μL milli Q water in a separate vial. The CNF was only
partially miscible in water and large agglomerates were formed as is
visible in the vial (inset) of Fig. 1(a).

In contrast, the dye was homogenously suspended in silk aqueous
solution as shown in the vial (inset) of Fig. 1(b). Dynamic light scat-
tering (DLS) was used to determine the size of dye agglomerates in the
two solutions. The DLS graph of Fig. 1(a) shows a wide distribution of
size, which indicates high degree of agglomeration in the micrometer

range for CNF-water mixture. In comparison, the DLS graph of Fig. 1 (b)
demonstrates a narrow distribution centered around 5 nm, indicating
that the CNF molecules agglomerate to a much lesser extent in silk. This
suggests that the silk proteins stabilize the dye molecules, leading to a
homogenous silk-CNF aqueous solution.

Silk possesses a unique block copolymer structure, consisting of
large hydrophobic domains and small hydrophilic spacers. These pro-
mote self-assembly into organized nanoscale crystalline domains (β-
sheets) separated by more flexible hydrophilic spacers [30]. Silk fibroin
is hence known to offer a highly stabilizing environment [31] for in-
corporated molecules [30].

3.1.2. Fluorescence properties of CNF in solution
The optical emission properties of the silk-CNF were investigated via

an in-solution spectroscopy setup, with the results shown in Fig. 2. The
samples were held in a cuvette and exposed to 480± 10 nm excitation
wavelength light. The fluorescence was filtered with a 500 nm long pass
filter and collected through a spectrometer (SpectraPro fitted with a
PIXIS CCD camera, Princeton Instruments, USA). The fluorescence
spectra of the CNF dye in water and silk aqueous solution at an ex-
citation wavelength of 480 nm are shown with black and blue plots of
Fig. 2(a), respectively. The concentrations of silk, CNF and silk-CNF in
aqueous solutions are shown inside the legend. CNF in water shows
bright fluorescence, with the short wavelength peak at 560 nm and a
second longer wavelength peak at 680 nm, at a neutral pH of 7.0. Since
the silk proteins consist mainly of amino acids, combining CNF and silk
reduces the overall pH of the mixture, which was measured to be 6.5
with a standard electrode pH meter probe. The fluorescence spectrum
of the silk-CNF mixture does not show the second peak, indicative of
slightly acidic pH. However, for both cases, the fluorescence spectra of
CNF in water and silk are bright and well distinguished.

3.1.3. Silk autofluorescence
The silk only solution at a concentration of 5 mg/mL shows a broad

fluorescence band with low intensity at 500 700 nm, centered at 538
nm. The concentration of silk is 100× larger than CNF, yet the auto-
fluorescence background is substantially lower than the fluorescence
intensity of the dye. This means that autofluorescence of silk does not
interfere with CNF sensor’s performance.

3.1.4. pH response of silk-CNF mixture
As mentioned earlier, CNF is usually employed as a dual-emission

dye where the intensity ratio of the two emission peaks, centered
around 560 nm and at 680 nm, depends on the external pH. To obtain
the response of the dye in the silk solution, the fluorescence spectra
were obtained for the silk-CNF mixture in a range of known pH media.
The pH of the mixture was increased in steps of 0.2 from 6.8 to 8.0, by
adding 10 μL drops of 1 mM NaOH. Fig. 2(b) shows the corresponding
fluorescence spectra of the silk-CNF mixture. As reported in literature
[3], the intensity of the 2nd peak gradually increased as the overall pH
of the mixture increased beyond the neutral pH of 7.0. Accordingly, we
can determine pH variations by monitoring the fluorescence spectra of
the silk-CNF solution.

via in-solution spectroscopy, it was validated that no quenching was
introduced by silk. Hence the biopolymer does not influence the che-
mical or optical characteristics of CNF dye.

3.2. Optical properties of silk coated fiber

The silk coating has a refractive index larger than that of silica glass
(approximately 1.54 [17] compared to 1.4639). Therefore, if the silk
coating is excessively thick compared to the wavelength of light it will
support guided modes and result in the excitation and fluorescence light
to leak from the optical fiber core into the coating. To determine the
coating thickness that allows detection without the leakage of light, a
simulation was performed based on the finite element method by
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importing an SEM image of the ECF shown in Fig. 3(a) into COMSOL
5.2 (Comsol Inc., MA, USA). The model used is shown in Fig. 3(b),
indicating the silica glass core (grey, n = 1.4639), which is surrounded
by two air holes (white, n = 1.0) and the exposed side coated with thin
silk film (green, n = 1.54) and exposed to water (blue, n = 1.33).

Fig. 3(c) shows the effective index of the fundamental mode of the
structure at the excitation wavelength λexc = 472 nm for CNF, that is,
the guided mode with the highest effective index. It can be seen that for
a sufficiently subwavelength coating thickness (e.g. mode image I in
Fig. 3(c) with thickness 125 nm) the fundamental mode is pre-
dominantly bound to the core of the fiber. Here the silk coating does not
support guided modes and thus cannot leak light out of the ECF. As the
coating thickness is increased (e.g. mode image II in Fig. 3(c) with
thickness 150 nm) the mode becomes a hybrid of core-guided and
coating-guided with an effective index that surpasses the glass re-
fractive index. Beyond 150 nm thickness (e.g. mode image III in
Fig. 3(c) with thickness 200 nm) the silk coating supports a coating-
guided mode. Note that the ECF-coating structure also supports other
higher order (lower effective index) modes, which all share the same

basic behavior for the above described core/hybrid/coating-guided
regions. Beyond approximately 200 nm the silk coating acts as a wa-
veguide that can effectively leak light out of the optical fiber core into
the coating, which is ultimately lost. Hence increasing silk content on
ECF may compromise the sensing performance of the fiber if the silk
content is excessively increased and the thickness of the coating be-
comes above 200 nm. To maintain the sensing performance and effi-
ciency of the ECF, the silk content should be kept below 200 nm.

3.3. Structural characterization of silk coated exposed core fibers

The ECF probes were coated with two different concentrations of
silk and imaged with scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Silk fibroin
obtained from Bombyx mori silk cocoons was purified and dialysed in
water that yielded an as-prepared silk fibroin solution with a con-
centration of 70 mg/mL. A 10× diluted silk solution at 7 mg/mL was
also prepared by adding milliQ water to the as-prepared silk solution.
CNF dye (0.5 mg) was combined with 1 mL of the as-prepared and
diluted silk solutions in two separate vials. The ECF probes were first

Fig. 1. (a) Comparison of the colloidal stability of CNF dye in
water and (b) silk aqueous solution. The insets show images of
the respective mixtures in glass vials. Large agglomerates are
visible in water as indicated with a dotted oval in the inset of
(a). The graphs show the DLS particle size distribution for (a)
CNF in water and (b) CNF in silk solutions performed via zeta
sizer. (For colored image, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Fig. 2. (a) In solution fluorescence spectra for silk (red), CNF (black) and silk CNF aqueous solutions (blue). (b) The spectral variation of the silk CNF mixture with
change in pH. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. (a) SEM image of the ECF, with a core diameter of
approximately 7.5 μm and outer diameter of 160 μm. (b) The
simulation model consisting of the exposed fiber section
coated with silk (green) and immersed in water (blue). (c)
Effective refractive index of the fundamental mode, showing
the Poynting vector mode distribution at thicknesses of 125
nm (I, core guided), 150 nm (II, hybrid guided) and 200 nm
(III, coating guided). Only the fundamental mode polarized
parallel to the exposed core surface is shown, noting that the
behavior of higher order modes and the fundamental mode
polarized perpendicular to the exposed core surface display
the same basic properties and transition behavior between
core/hybrid/coating guided modes. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
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sealed by melting each end using an arc splicer (FSM-100 P, Fujikura,
Japan) to ensure that the silk solution does not enter the air holes of the
structured fibers. The fibers were then coated with the two mixtures by
dipping these in the silk solution for 30 s using an automated dip coater
(RDC 21-K, Bungard, Germany). The fibers were then lifted and dried in
air for 60 s, followed by dipping in 90 % ethanol for 30 s. After ethanol
treatment, the silk-coated ECF probes were allowed to dry for 30 60 s.
The treatment was performed to induce crystallinity to the amorphous
silk fibroin, leading to higher stiffness and mechanical strength of the
coating [32]. The edges of the fibers were then cleaved to remove the
seal and expose the core and silk coating for further characterization.

The dimensions and cross-sectional structure of the silk coated fiber
samples were imaged using SEM. Fig. 4(a) and (b) show SEM images of
the ECF coated with the as-prepared (70 mg/mL) and diluted (7 mg/
mL) silk concentrations, respectively.

The thickness of silk coating was determined through image pro-
cessing in MATLAB. A thickness of =xp 3.0± 1.4 μm was achieved for
the as-prepared silk concentration of Fig. 4(a), which is larger than the
optimum coating (≤200 nm) calculated numerically in the previous
section. To reduce the coating thickness a 10× dilution of the silk was
prepared, and dip coated on the ECF. Image 4(b) shows a coating much
thinner compared to the diameter of the fiber. The area inside the
dotted rectangle was zoomed several times as shown in the inset of
Fig. 4(b). Image processing revealed a thickness between 120 250 nm,
averaging at a value of xd = 220±50 nm around the ECF. This is
roughly 10× smaller compared to xp for the as-prepared silk solution.

The energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mode was selected
in SEM to perform an elemental analysis of the uncoated and silk coated
regions of the ECF probe. The EDS spectra of Fig. 4(c) were collected
from the cross section of the silica fiber (grey) and silk coating (pink)
from SEM image of Fig. 4(b). The red data in (c) collected from silk
protein coating, made of hydrocarbon chains, shows a distinct carbon
(C) peak as opposed to the blue data from non-coated fiber cross-sec-
tion. In contrast, the blue data shows silicon and oxygen peaks as ex-
pected from glass (SiO2) structure.

In summary, the SEM analysis revealed that the thickness of the silk
coating on the ECFs is dependent on the concentration of silk. A con-
centration of 7 mg/mL yielded a coating thickness of ∼200 nm, which
according to the numerical simulation of Section 3.2 falls within the
optimum coating range that can efficiently propagate the fluorescence

through the core of the ECF. Hence the 7 mg/mL concentration was
used for pH sensing.

3.4. Calibration of silk-CNF coated fiber probes

To employ the hybrid silk-CNF as a pH sensor, it is important to
quantify the fluorescence of the hybrid material to external pH changes.
A calibration was performed for the ECF probe with ∼200 nm silk-CNF
coating by determining the ratio of the CNF fluorescence peaks as a
function of pH.

3.4.1. pH response of silk-CNF fiber coating
Fluorescence spectra were obtained for the silk-CNF coated ECF

probes. The ECF probes, like the one shown in Fig. 4(b), were tested for
pH sensing in a series of phosphate buffers with known pH values from
6.8-8.0. Fig. 5(a) demonstrates the fluorescence spectra obtained from
one of the silk-CNF coated ECF probes. Similar to the result of silk-CNF
solution (Fig. 2(b)), the intensity of the 2nd peak gradually increases
with increase in pH for the coated ECF probe.

3.4.2. Peak ratios versus pH
For the ratiometric analysis, the area under the curve (AUC) for the

1st peak (510 625 nm) was divided by that for the 2nd peak
(626 850 nm). MATLAB was used to determine the area under the two
peaks. The ratio of the AUCs of the two emission peaks was plotted as a
function of pH, as shown with blue circles in the plot of Fig. 5(b). To
evaluate the repeatability of the silk-CNF coated ECF probe, the data for
three different runs of the probe was taken and error bars (blue) were
plotted around the average data. The average data was fitted with a
linear curve (black) with a negative slope, -0.91×pH + 8.25, demon-
strating that the ratio increases linearly in intensity as the local pH of
the environment increases. The figure also demonstrates the AUC ratios
for the silk-CNF mixture (red stars). The data clearly indicates that ir-
respective of silk-CNF in solution or as coating, the peak ratios match
and coincide with each other at most pH values. To evaluate the re-
productivity of the probe, four additional fiber probes were fabricated
and characterised. The results are shown in supplementary information
Figure S5.

The result above demonstrates that silk-CNF ECF can be used as a
reliable fluorescence-based ratiometric sensor for monitoring pH and

Fig. 4. (a) SEM image of an ECF probe coated using silk so
lution with 70 mg/mL concentration. Silk layer coated uni
formly on the outside of the ECF as indicated with shaded pink
region. (b) The SEM image of an ECF coated using silk solution
with 7 mg/mL concentration showing relatively thinner silk
coating (pink) on the fiber. The grey region represents the non
coated fiber cross section. The inset inside the dotted rectangle
shows a magnified area of the fiber used to measure the
coating thickness. (c) EDS spectra of the silk coated region (red
curve) and non coated exposed silica fiber (blue curve). (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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establishes a calibration curve that can be used for subsequent mea-
surements.

3.5. Real time pH sensing in vivo

After calibration of the silk-CNF coated fiber probe in phosphate
buffer solutions of known pH and confirming the linear response of the
silk-CNF coating with changes in the local pH, the fiber probe was
tested in vivo for biosensing in a mouse model. The fiber probe was
introduced subcutaneously through a hypodermic needle incision, as
shown in Fig. 6. The fluorescence spectra and subcutaneous pH mea-
surements were recorded in a live animal for the first 4 min of data
recording. The oxygen supply was then cut off slowly, and the spectral
changes and pH were recorded for an additional 15 min. The changing
fluorescence spectra, and corresponding pH values as a function of time
are shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b) respectively.

The pH sensing was performed in vivo, and the optical fiber enabled
sensing remotely from the excitation source and detection electronics.
The spectral changes were monitored as the subcutaneous pH changed
during the reduction of oxygen supply in the animal captured during an
unrelated surgical procedure (University of Adelaide Animal Ethics
approval M-2018-024). The fluorescence variation of silk-CNF coating
was obtained successfully through the core of the ECF. The top three
spectra correspond to the measurements while the mouse was main-
tained with a supply of oxygen for the first five minutes of sensing.

The peak ratios were transformed to pH using the calibration
equation Peak ratio=-0.91×pH + 8.25 from Section 3.4. The measured
pH values over time in Fig. 7(b), are separated with a dotted black line
taken while the animal was normoxic (left) and hypoxic (right) before
and after cutting off the oxygen supply respectively.

For the normoxic (isoflurane anesthetised) animal, the pH values
were slightly alkaline in the first 3 4 min, characteristic of a healthy
functioning body [33], and varied within a range of 7.8 to 8.0. The
oxygen supply to the animal was slowly ceased whilst isoflurane an-
esthesia was maintained.

Within 2 min of data collection after ceasing inhaled oxygen supply
(t1+2 min), the pH dropped to 7.0±0.2, shown by the blue plot of
Fig. 7(a). Because of the reduction in oxygen supply under isoflurane
anaesthesia hypoventilation is induced leading to CO2-induced acid-
ification of the body. After 9 min of ceasing inhaled oxygen (t1+10

min), the pH further declined to 6.6± 0.1. This is demonstrated by the
brown curve in Fig. 7(a). The 2nd peak completely disappeared on
t1+15 min, resulting in an even higher acidic pH of 5.5±0.3, shown
by the black curve in the figure, indicating that the animal became
hypoxic.

4. Conclusions

This work demonstrates the development of a bio-derived silk
coating for fiber sensing applications. The performance of the fiber
probe was investigated in an in vivo mouse model for real time pH
sensing. A ratiometric fluorescent dye CNF was encapsulated in liquid
silk and then coated on ECF probes. Numerical modeling indicated that
a silk-CNF coating of thickness less or equal to 200 nm successfully
guides the dye’s fluorescence through the ECF core. The structural and
surface analysis of the silk coated fibers indicated that a desired coating
thickness can be achieved by controlling silk concentration. The ratios
obtained for silk-CNF mixture through in-solution spectroscopy and
those measured for silk-CNF coating through fiber sensing were found
to be consistent. A linear trend in the fluorescence ratio was observed as
a function of pH. The silk-CNF coated fiber probe after calibration was
employed for real time pH sensing subcutaneously inside a mouse. The
sensing data showed that the subcutaneous pH in a live animal is
slightly alkaline, consistent with literature. A continuous drop in the pH
was observed when the oxygen supply to the lungs was reduced. This is
due to the hypoxia development, which introduces acidity in the body.
The work explores, for the first time, the potential of a natural silk
protein coating to perform real time tracking and sensing inside the
body. We demonstrated that silk coating can be easily produced and
functionalized via all aqueous processing. We believe such a bio-derived
transparent functionable coating could enable a wide range of in vivo
biosensing applications.
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Fig. 5. (a): Fluorescence spectra of silk
CNF coated ECF probe at different pH
values from 6.8 to 8.0 (b) Calibration
curve for the silk coated ECF as a
function of pH. Blue data represents the
average ratiometric data (circles) for
silk CNF coated fiber (3 repeated mea
surements) as well as error bars in
dicate measurement variations. The
linear fit to these averaged values is
represented by the black linear equa
tion R 0.91×pH + 8.25, where R is
the ratio of the 1st peak with respect to
the 2nd peak. The red stars are ratios

obtained for silk CNF mixture through in solution spectroscopy from Fig. 2(b). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. Silk CNF coated ECF probe used for real time pH sen
sing. (a) Schematic and (b) animal image showing sub
cutaneous puncture via an 18 gauge needle at the back of the
mouse for the insertion of the hybrid silk CNF ECF sensing
probe. (For coloured image, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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A.1 PMMA ECF fabrication

In [P4], a fibre pH probe was fabricated by coating a silk layer on the silica ECF. For in

vivo testing, a millimetre-sized needle was necessary to protect the silica fibre probe for

insertion into the biological sample. In order to improve the handling and deployment

capability, the fabrication of a polymer ECF is considered here. Although the final

structure achieved is not ideal, the fabrication results shown in the following are a guide

for future investigation.

In the first trial, a preform was made by drilling with a long open slot. Cracks

resulted from the drilling process, which was not well controlled due to the first attempt

to drill this PMMA rod. Despite the cracks, the preform was drawn, where the hole with

an exposed side was sealed by the pink glue as shown in Fig. A.1 to allow pressurisation

of the two internal holes. Significant bubbles were formed during drawing, leading to a

dehydration process being applied in subsequent draws.

Fig. A.1 The first PMMA ECF preform (three air holes with diameter of 3.7 mm, a slot
with diameter of 1.3 mm and total preform length is 16 mm) and other images were
to show the air bubbles occurring during the heating process due to water inside the
PMMA material.

A dehydration process was recorded as shown in the Fig. A.2, where the PMMA

rods were maintained inside an oven at a temperature from 70 to 75 ◦C. It shows that the

weight of the PMMA rods were almost stabilised after 10 days. PMMA rods without

having inner structure were drawn at this stage, to investigate the property of the PMMA

and quantify the drawing parameters (i.e., temperature, draw speed, feed speed and

outer diameter control). The drawn PMMA bare fibre is shown in the Fig. A.3, which

displays a reasonable roundness. The outer diameter was well controlled around 160
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µm in this draw.

Fig. A.2 Dehydration process: four PMMA rods were placed inside an oven and their
weights were recorded daily to quantify the dehydration process. The temperature was
70-75 ◦C.

Fig. A.3 Cross section images of the successful drawing of dehydrated PMMA non-
structured fibres.

New PMMA ECF draws were implemented after the dehydration process. The open

slot opened up in the middle of the preform during the drawing process, which was

attributed to nonuniform heating in the furnace. To investigate the property of PMMA

ECF fibre drawing, a small open slot (20 mm) for the next preparation of PMMA ECF

preforms as shown in the Fig. A.4 was attempted [59]. This allowed the ECF structure

to be maintained as shown in Fig. A.5. However, the adjustment time meant the draw

was limited to a few minutes due to such a short slot, so the fabrication for an ideal

structure was hard to achieve during this fibre drawing. The smallest outer diameter

achieved was 256 µm, compared to 160 µm for the silica-based ECFs. The nitrogen

flow into the internal holes also needs to increase to expand the air holes in order to

narrow the struts to allow for core guidance.
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Fig. A.4 PMMA ECF preforms after 2 weeks dehydration before fibre drawing, where
the yellow dashed box was to indicate the short slot (20 mm).

Fig. A.5 The ECF structure was maintained during the drawing process using the above
short slot PMMA preforms. The light guidance property of the fibre is shown on the
right-hand side, indicating a lot of core guidance.

Nonetheless, this preliminary work has shown promising results towards making

the polymer ECFs for potential biomedical applications in the future.
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B Nanoscale particle detection using ECFs

Publication overview

This work [P5] aims to detect small particles (suspended in liquid environment) down

to nanoscale size using a label-free and robust fibre-integrated scheme based on the

evanescent field sensing. The use of smaller core ECFs firstly spliced with

commercialised single mode fibres are detailed introduced in the following subsection.

A heterodyne detection scheme further enhanced the particle signal abstraction

significantly.

Statement of contribution

This publication was the outcome of a collaboration with Dr. Nicolas P. Mauranyapin,

Dr. Lars S. Madsen, Larnii Booth, and Prof. Warwick P. Bowen at the University of

Queensland. The novel detection scheme previously used by The University of

Queensland for tapered fibres [218] was implemented for the ECF. This work [P5]

demonstrates the feasibility of detecting nanoscale sized particles. In this work I

developed a technique for splicing small core ECFs (less than 2 µm) to conventional

single mode fibre (see Appendix B.1) for a robust biosensing platform and prepared all

fibre-integrated sensors that were shipped to The University of Queensland. The

experimental demonstrations and numerical investigations were done by the
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Abstract: Label-free biosensors are important tools for clinical diagnostics and for studying
biology at the single molecule level. The development of optical label-free sensors has allowed
extreme sensitivity but can expose the biological sample to photodamage. Moreover, the fragility
and complexity of these sensors can be prohibitive to applications. To overcome these problems,
we develop a quantum noise limited exposed-core fiber sensor providing robust platform for
label-free biosensing with a natural path toward microfluidic integration. We demonstrate the
detection of single nanoparticles down to 25 nm in radius with optical intensities beneath known
biophysical damage thresholds.

© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

The past few decades have seen rapid improvements in the sensitivity of label-free optical
biosensors. Single proteins of a few nanometres in size and below can now be routinely detected
in solution [1–4]. Recently, these biosensors have been used to shed light on fundamental
biophysics phenomena [1,5] and have been shown to have potential applications ranging from
medical diagnostics [2] to high-resolution imaging [6] and environmental monitoring [1]. Among
the currently developed sensors are whispering gallery mode (WGM) resonators [7, 8] and
plasmonic sensors [3, 9]. Combining both approaches allows resolution of the motion of single
enzymes [5] and detection of single ions in solution [1]. However, these sensors generally
operate with optical intensities far above known thresholds for photochemical intrusion and
photodamage [10–12]. To overcome this problem, quantum-noise limitedmeasurement techniques
have been developed using a nanofiber combined with dark field heterodyne measurement [2].
Sensors based on these techniques are capable of detecting single BSA molecules (3.5 nm)
with four orders of magnitude reduced optical intensity. However, the relative fragility of these
sensors and the lack of integrated microfluidic channels has, so far, prevented their integrated
use. Nanofluidic optical fibers can overcome some of these issues and have been used to detect
and differentiate label-free single viruses via their optical scattering when illuminated by the
guided mode of the fiber [4, 13]. Here we introduce a biosensor combining the advantages
of these techniques using exposed-core fiber and quantum noise limited dark field heterodyne
measurement. Exposed-core fibers can be integrated with microfluidics channels [14] and are
more robust than nanofibers due to their hundred microns diameter. We demonstrate detection of
single label-free nanoparticles in solution at the quantum noise limit and compare our results
with theory and simulations.
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2.2. Evanescent sensing mechanism

As displayed in Fig. 2, to detect nanoparticles with exposed-core fiber, we focus a probe beam
(yellow) on the exposed-core fiber immersed in a solution containing nanoparticles. When a
particle enters the region close to the fiber where the probe light is focussed, it will scatter the
probe light and a portion of the scattered light will be collected by the guided mode of the
exposed-core fiber. This forms a dark field configuration since the probe field is orthogonal to
the direction of propagation in the fiber and when no particle is present, a very small amount of
probe light will be collected (additional details in appendix).

When a detection event occurs, for a focussed Gaussian probe beam, the scattered power Pscatt

by the nanoparticle is given by [23]:

Pscatt =
σ

4πw2 Pin, (1)

where Pin is the input power, w is the probe beam waist, σ is the scattering cross-section of
the nanoparticle and we have neglected modifications of the optical density of states due to the
presence of the fiber, which we expect to be small. The standard model used to determine σ for
particles smaller than the wavelength of the light is the dipole scattering model [24]:

σ =
8πk4a6

3

(
m2 − 1
m2 + 2

)2

, (2)

where a is the radius of the particle, k = 2π/λ is the wave vector of the light, λ is the wavelength
of the light and m = np/nm is the refractive index ratio of the nanoparticle material np and the
surrounding medium nm. The power of the detected signal at one end of the exposed-core fiber,
Psig, will depend on how much of Pscatt is collected by the exposed-core fiber. Thus, we have
Psig = ηPscat , with η being the collection efficiency of the exposed-core fiber. Overall, the
detection of single nanoparticles is challenging because the fraction of collected photons and the
number of scattered photons can be very small. Indeed, as seen in Eqs. (1) and (2) the signal
power scales with the particle volume squared and is greatly reduced when the radius reaches
nanometres in size.
The parameter η is equal to the overlap integral between the scattered field and the guided

modes of the exposed-core fiber, which is hard to determine analytically. This problem has
been solved in the case of a scattering loss measurement where the change in transmitted power
through an optical nanofiber is monitored [25]. For our darkfield configuration, we used finite
element simulation to determine the collection efficiency (see appendix). In the case of a 2 µm
exposed-core fiber, we estimate the collection efficiency to be around 1 to 8 percent.

2.3. Apparatus

Experimentally, to setup a dark field heterodyne measurement, we split a 780 nm laser beam into
a local oscillator (LO) and an illumination field (probe), as seen in Fig. 3(a). The illumination
field, is shifted up in frequency by an acousto-optic modulator (AOM), expanded and focused
using a water immersion microscope objective (60x, 0.9 NA) on a 5 to 10 cm long exposed-core
fiber. To guide the collected signal toward detection, one of the ends of the exposed-core fiber is
spliced to an ultra high NA fiber (UHNA4). This also prevent the solution from entering into
the two air holes and the detection system. The collected signal is then interfered with the local
oscillator on a 50-50 fiber beam splitter single mode at 780 nm. The interference is detected on
a balanced detector which creates a photocurrent with a beat note at the AOM frequency. The
amplitude of this beat note is proportional to the nanoparticle scattered field amplitude and is
amplified by the LO. After detection, the heterodyne beat note is mixed down with a home-built
dual-phase lock-in amplifier (not shown on the figure) creating two orthogonal quadratures (X
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Fig. 5. Mean normalized signal amplitude against particle scattering cross-section from
experiment (yellow stars, error bars given by the standard deviation). This is compared
to finite element simulations (red curve) and dipole scattering theory (blue curve) of the
collected power. The scattering cross-section can be converted to an equivalent silica particle
radius (top x-axis) using Eq. (2). The scattering from the 100 nm PS particle is equivalent
to the scattering of a ∼114 nm silica particle.

3.2. Particle radius scaling

In Fig. 5 we investigate how the experimental mean maximum signal amplitude (yellow dots)
scales with particle scattering cross-section. We compare the experimental data with finite
element simulation of exposed-core fiber (red curve, see appendix for details) and with the
theoretical dipole scattering of section 2.2 (blue curve). The scattering cross-section x-axis can
be converted to an equivalent silica particle (top x-axis) using Eq. (2) providing a more intuitive
representation of the size of the particles. Because some experimental parameters such as the
conversion of light signal power into voltage by the detector are unknown, to compare theory and
simulation to the experimental data, we normalize the theoretical and simulated data to the 50 nm
particle signal (see Fig. 5 inset). The experimental mean maximum amplitude of the detection
events used to characterize the nanoparticle signal is corrected by removing the contribution
of the quantum noise. This was determined by calculating the average of the noise maximum
value over typical event duration. One can see that the experimental data and the finite element
simulation are in good agreement with the theoretical dipole scattering model and the amplitude
signal scales with radius of the particle cube as expected.

4. Discussion

We have demonstrated that exposed-core fibers combined with dark field heterodyne detection
can be used to detected single label-free nanoparticles as small as 25 nm silica particles at the
quantum noise limit in a biologically compatible solution. The light intensity used was only
∼ 7 × 107 W/m2 (probe beam) which is an order of magnitude smaller than intensities used for
nanofibers (7×108 W/m2 in [2]) and five orders of magnitude lower than intensities used in WGM
resonator sensors. It is two orders of magnitude lower than known photodamage threshold [10]
showing that the exposed-core fiber sensor should be compatible with observation of biophysics
phenomena for an extended period of time. Increasing the intensity of the probe beam by an
order of magnitude would still result in intensities below photodamage thresholds and, according
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to Eq. (1), could allow detection of single nanoparticles with a scattering cross-section ten times
smaller than 25 nm silica particles with the same signal to noise ratio. From Figs. 2 and 3, one
can see that half of the signal is guided toward the other end of the exposed-core fiber and is not
used. This signal could be also detected by using a fiber coupled mirror, for example, and could
increase the signal to noise ratio of our sensor by a factor of

√
2.

To further enhance the sensitivity of the sensor, the exposed-core fiber could be designed with
smaller core. Our simulation in Fig. 1(b) shows that the electric field amplitude at the surface
of a 2 µm exposed-core fiber is around 34% of the maximum field amplitude. Performing a
simulation with a 500 nm core exposed-core fiber shows that the field can be enhanced to 74% of
the maximum. This means that the signal amplitude could be enhanced by a factor of more than
two as well as the sensitivity of the sensor assuming that the sensor remains quantum limited. In
addition, the portion of the evanescent field outside the fiber will be larger, which will increase
the detection volume.
In general, our results show that the exposed-core fiber sensor is sufficiently sensitive to

compete with other label-free sensors. Because exposed-core fibers are less fragile and can
be produced at large scale, they can be used in robust detection devices or in lab-on-chip
configuration and integrated to microfluidic channels. For example, they could be used in medical
diagnostic devices to detect disease markers. With such sensitivity, very few markers need to be
detected and very low sample volume will be needed.

Appendix: Exposed-core fiber simulation

To simulate the exposed-core fiber sensor, we used the finite element simulation software
COMSOL multiphysics. For simplicity, only the core of the exposed-core fiber made of silica
was simulated in a 4µm × 4µm × 10µm volume, as seen in Fig. 6(a). The simulated volume was
surrounded by a perfect matching layer (PML, not shown in the figure) to avoid contamination by
back reflections. Because the PML material should be continuous with the simulation volume
and made of a single material, we have immersed the core of the fiber in water and the air holes
are also filled with water. A 780 nm Gaussian beam of 1 mW was focused on a nanoparticle on
the fiber from the top and the electromagnetic field distribution was solved for the scattered field
in the entire simulation volume. Two parameters were extracted from this simulation for a range
of nanoparticle radii. The first one is the collected signal power Psig, calculated using:

Psig =

∬
S

®n. ®Π(x, y)dxdy, (3)

where S is the surface at one end of the exposed-core fiber (see green surface in Fig. 6(a), ®Π(x, y)
is the Poynting vector at the cartesian coordinates x, y and ®n is a unitary vector perpendicular to
the surface S. In Fig. 5(a) we have compared the normalized amplitude from the experiment
with the amplitude of the collected signal power Asig = C

√
Psig with C a constant as explained

in section 3.2. The second parameter extracted from the simulation is the scattered power Pscatt

from the nanoparticle which is obtained similarly by integrating the Poynting vector around the
nanoparticle surface (red surface in Fig. 6(a)).

In Fig. 6(b), the solution of the electric field norm is shown for a 100 nm silica particle. One
can see that part of the incident field is reflected back to the top by the fiber and creates some
interferences but most of the field is transmitted and exits the simulation volume from the bottom.
The solution of the collected signal field is displayed by the cut at the left end of the fiber. One
can see that the collected light is not only guided in the fundamental mode of the exposed-core
fiber displayed in Fig. 1(b). We believe the nanoparticle excites several modes supported by the
exposed core fiber and the cut of collected signal results from the interference between these
modes. The first few modes are displayed in Fig. 6(c) and one can see that the collected signal
could be mostly supported by the second and fourth mode.
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B.1 Small core ECFs spliced to small core SMFs

The results in Table B.1 show the coupling efficiency of sandwiching the small core

ECF (Fig. 3.5(d)) between two commercial single mode fibres (UHNA4) as illustrated

in Fig. B.1. This is a supportive information for publication [P5] for nanoscale particle

detection based on a heterodyne measurement.

Fig. B.1 An illustration of the splicing configuration, where S1 is the ECF input splice
location while S2 is the ECF output splice location.

In Table B.1, samples were prepared in two separate times, so the input power from

A was different. For samples (1-4), the power from input A is 240 µW. For samples

(5-9), the power from input A is 356 µW. The measured power after the first splice (S1)

was recorded as shown in the second column ‘B’; the measured power after the second

splice (S2) was recorded as shown in the third column ‘C’. The final coupling efficiency

is calculated by C/A with results in the final column of Table B.1.

9 spliced fibre devices
Fibre samples A (µW) B (µW) C (µW) C/A

sample 1 (ECF 80 mm) 240 89 19.6 8%
sample 2 (ECF 99 mm) 240 56 52 22%
sample 3 (ECF 90 mm) 240 58 43 18%
sample 4 (ECF 95 mm) 240 81 44 18%
sample 5 (ECF 60 mm) 356 83 56 15%
sample 6 (ECF 55 mm) 356 50 30 8%
sample 7 (ECF 50 mm) 356 156 69 19%
sample 8 (ECF 50 mm) 356 128 84 24%
sample 9 (ECF 35 mm) 356 117 58 16%

Table B.1 Coupling efficiency results for several integrated fibre samples are given
by sandwiching small core ECF between two commercial UHNA4 fibres. These fibre
samples were used in [P5] for measuring nanoscale particles based on evanescent field
interaction.
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C Particle flow measurements

In order to track biological cells in the future, polystyrene beads were used in

preliminary experiments to test the feasibility. Results of tracking polystyrene beads

(diameter of 5 µm suspended in milli-Q water with a concentration of 0.01 g/cm3) are

shown here. A simple flow chamber was made by stacking several capillaries as shown

in Fig. C.1, where a single fibre (SMF-28) was used for probing and signal collection

based on the OFDR technique. The light from the far-end of the SMF interferes with

the scattered light from the individual particles over the detectable range (limited by

diffraction and the coherence length of the light source) to generate optical

interference. The measured signal is shown in the Fig. C.2.

Fig. C.1 Polystyrene spheres (red dots) from the left side were pumped into the
capillary, which has an inner diameter of 150 µm to stack with the SMF (125 µm).
Particles were then able to be detected by the fibre probe based on the OFDR system.

Single particles were able to be tracked as the function of time, shown as separate

colours as a sequence with time spacing of 1 s in Fig. C.2. In this case, two particles

were shown in the detection range as two groups of peaks seen to drop off with time.

The probing light is diverging as illustrated by the yellow beam diffusion in Fig. C.1

due to the bare SMF output without further collimation, so particles with the same size

at further distances show lower signals. The variation in the peak strength is associated

with the transverse location of the particle, which is affected by both the flow speed and

the hydrodynamic properties of the particle. This was a preliminary experiment aiming

towards the tracking of real biological cells.
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Fig. C.2 Polystyrene spheres were suspended in milli-Q water to demonstrate particle
tracking in fluids, using the configuration illustrated in Fig. C.1. The corresponding
OFDR signals were recorded to show the movement of the individual particles as a
function of the time.

Human embryonic kidney cells were then measured directly [211] as shown in Fig.

C.3. Due to the lower contrast of the refractive index from the biological cell and the

surrounding buffer, the signal from the cells were barely detected above the noise

compared with the optical measurements using polystyrene spheres in Fig. C.2. While

the detection distance is within 0.3 mm to allow a very weak signal to be collected, it

is thus difficult to integrate the current OFDR system (with limited dynamic range of

40 dB) to do biological cell tracking experiments using either ECFs or SMFs. A

possible approach would be the use of hollow core fibres, due to the direct hollow core

waveguide providing a greater light-matter interaction. This could be future work,

contributing to real-time tracking of biological cells and related cellular studies, while

the tracking speed needs further improvements. As the sampling frequency of the

interrogator used is limited to 10 Hz, it is potentially too slow to track particle’s

dynamics compared with reported speeds of 1 kHz in other reports [10].
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Fig. C.3 A single SMF positioned near different biological cells, where the numbered
FFT curve is matched with the numbered cell image at the top.
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D Mode launching using a spatial light modulator

Single mode excitation in the few-moded ECF via free space launching was used to

achieve two-dimensional mapping of surface scatterers in Chapter 4.2 [P2]. This was

limited to the excitation of lower-order modes. As for launching clean high-order modes

(HOMs), the spatial light modulator (SLM) can be used to achieve such a purpose for

high resolution mapping of surface scatterers.

Here, the details of how to use the SLM to modulate the input light beam is

introduced. The principle of liquid crystal SLM is that a change in the voltage

(greyscale levels of the loaded holograms) regulates the polarisability of the liquid

crystal molecules.The wavefront modulation can be expressed as [219]:

Eout(x, y)e
krdes = Ein(x, y)e

ikrin × eiH(x,y) (D.1)

where Ein(x, y)e
ikrin and Eout(x, y)e

krdes represent the input and output wave field,

and H(x, y) is the additional phase induced by the SLM. For modulation of a specific

microstructured optical fibre mode, the phase information could be extracted from

numerical simulations.

Fig. D.1 (a-e) Holographic masks of ECF’s HOMs generated using Matlab code.
Experimentally measured beam using these holographic masks (in free space without
coupling into the fibre) are in (a1-e1).

By programming in MATLAB [220], holographic masks based on the imported

specific phase information (if the SLM is a phase-only modulated device) can be

generated to modulate the desired beam. For example, the phase term of a specific

fibre mode could be extracted from COMSOL 5.3, which can then be applied on SLM
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to obtain the desired fibre mode profile. As shown in Figs. D.1(a1)-(e1), they were

captured from the output after reflecting from the SLM with selectively loaded

hologram masks (phase information of fibre modes with superimposed gratings)

shown on the top in Figs. D.1(a)-(e). The SLM is modulated in phase, but a grating

superimposed on the mode images (from COMSOL) is used to diffract and separate

the modulated desired beam.

Calibration is needed for different light sources when using SLMs (Santec: SLM-

100, in this work). Here a portable laser source 1550 nm (with power up to 1.6 mW)

was used for this test. By changing one of the binary grating with different greyscale

value (0-250) shown in Fig. D.2(a) [220], modulated light under different power was

measured as shown in Fig. D.2(b). The greyscale could be regulated from 0 to 75 as an

entire period in this system.

Fig. D.2 (a) An illustration of calibration for the SLM according to the specific light
source, from Ref. [220]. (b) The calibrated result using the 1550 nm laser in this
experimental system according to the approach in (a).

A visible 532 nm laser was then used to modulate the incident beam to launch into

the ECF, and the following results in Fig. D.3 show the output ECF mode profiles
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captured from a visible camera. These results were preliminary examples to show the

feasibility of using the SLM to launch the ECF modes.

Fig. D.3 ECF output mode profiles captured by a visible camera using the digital masks.

The interrogator used in this thesis has a fixed power of 66 µW and a limited

dynamic range of 40 dB. It is difficult to use the SLM for the proposed OFDR

experiments as the modulation for high purity modes has only 11% diffraction

efficiency [219].

Fig. D.4 Signal from polystyrene microspheres as a function of the input power.

Fig. D.4 shows the impact of reduced signal for the signal from polystyrene

spheres. This was obtained without the SLM but neutral density filters were used to

mimic the impact of reduced power. It is seen that the current measurement system is

too close to the noise floor for implementing the SLM. However, there are
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commercially available instruments with greater dynamic range such as those used for

optical coherence tomography (OCT) systems, that could be used in the future.
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